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THE METAPHYSICAL POETS

Introduction
Everyone dealing with the English poetry of the 17th
centtiry is aware of a difficulty.

lt"has Been variously explain-

ed, smoothed over, or avoided, but every fresh critic or his-

torian ventures anew, seeming not to take much satisfaction in

what has been done already.

The difficulty is due, at least

in part, to the invention of a name; though, if the name had

not been invented for us, we might have to invent it for our.

selves, for it evidently signifies something.

in the application.

satisfactory.

The trouble lies

As applied originally it is plainly not

It was not originally even defined satisfactor-

ily, yet it is felt to be much too good a name to lose.

But

in what relation does the terra stand to the 'precious' or in-

genious style of writing?

we have Dr. Johnson's definition of

wit or the witty style and our task is to reapply it to the

thing defined, to fix the limits of its adequacy, to rectify
or replace it.

If Dr. Johnson had not written his Essay on

Cowley and started the epithet "Metaphysical]^ "^- if critics had
not thankfully accepted it and made its use regular, if the

definition were not at once so good and so unsatisfactory, we
should not be in our present confusion; investigators might

have set out afresh, as they have done in Ital^y, to sift and
distinguish, and might have arrived at results with more agreement in them.

As it is new criticism or offers of fresh sources
,

'A^tP.&f

is only likely to add to the tangle already woven about the

epithet,

it was thrown off, by a stroke of insight, before

scholarship was in a state to receive it, and has been in the

way ever since.

If it had been withheld until it had been made

out that conceits were not the independent invention of a few

poets but a craze prevalent all over west Europe; that in England' i^

toote''

a variety of turns,

some of them so marked as to

acquire a name of their own like Euphuism or Arcadianism, just

as in other countries it was called according to its various aspects,

Gongorism, Marinism or preciosite; that the form it took depended on the material with which it combined and other ideals of

style, - if it had been withheld unto now - though even yet a

good deal of vagueness and inaccuracy clings to the whole subject - we'ijlLOuld have known better what to do with it.

As it

""^^^i.^

is the investigator has to deal with a situation already created.

For us then the problem is something like this:

In

England poetical style very perceptibly changes at the end
(roughly) of the Elizabethan period.

The older style was not,

of course, entirely abandoned, but even those who continued it

introduced modifications; and the strength of poetical talent
was with the new or classicist manner,

-Classicist verse

dropjj^

that fresh air of loose-gist spontaneity characteristic of

Elizabethan singers, and conforms on the one hand to

(a

v^.m

vl^wIvi.

art, and on the other breaks out into an extravagance of in-

geniousness, of verbal play and hyperbolic expression that confounds even the licensed verbalism of the witty Elizabethans.
The first part of the change we account for by the ascendency

''

p. iijT"

V

-

of classical influences which had been making their way from

the first glimmer of the renaissance, and the dying out under

classical pressure of medievalism.

Beyond this account one may

search for reasons^ as many do, in the fields of politics and

religion,-

Catholicism broken, a.sectilar
and individual state
^

arising, etc,

A

A

but these remoter causes even were they certain-

;

ly known would shed so little direct

li^t

that they may safe-

Of the second part of the change not only are

ly be leifTalone.

the causes disputed but also the elements which compose it.

,/e

are uncertain what it is, where it comes from, what are its

Looking about, we find

aims and uses.

V^i

i^^

all European lit-

eratures, occurring not quite at the same moment of time but
at the same point of relation to their renaissance as the Eng-

lish to theirs.

A

pS follows in the wake of the full renaissance

and is, 'i^ essence, not an English or an Italian but a renais-

sance phenomenon; and its general causes and nature are to be
sought in th p

fih

»n glag-aspee%s--e^-^^t

me v emea^-.

^ i^

.

And we find also that though ingenuity is everywhere
present at this period, it is not identical in every literature.

,

This is what we should expect of a movement which forms part of
V

the renaissance,

it is made a problem whether we borrowed from

Italy, as Dr. Johnson supposed, (the English fashion deriving

from that arch-vendor of conceits, Marino, as the trench is
known to have done

1.

or Italy from Spain or spain from Italy and

Chasles, v. E. P., Rev. Deux de Mondes, 1840, 4
581.

s.

v.

23, p.

so on.

But at no period did the renaissance act in that exclu-

sive fashion.

The renaissance was a spirit which woke up a

country and set its national forces to expand themselves.

At

the same time it woTild follow that one nation drew freely on

another, usually on that nation where the renaissance was most

flourishing and picturesque; England had learned the habit of
looking to Italy,

But unless a country had felt impulses of its

own, it would not have reached out to borrow.

i>o

it

may be sup-

posed that the same thing holds for ingenuity as for the other
details of the renaissance,

-

each nation borrowed freely abroad

because it felt a like need at home,

fflgl and

,

arriving at the

period of conceits, made^use of what had been done with tbea in
Italy and 3pain.

^-4\m.aj^(a

,

If this account of the matter be the true one, and it

seems plausible, the investigator of the Metaphysical school

need not be held back until such questions as to the effect of
Marino on the English, their debt to Gongora and Oueveda, etc.,
shall be determined.

These are really problems prior to his.

It would be of more use for him to determine what exactly is

the difference between Gongorism and the Marinistic style, and

how far these fashions were combined with that peculiar exaggeration of pleiade introductions and liberties introduced by the

popular Du Bartas, which makes up the manner of some of the
English poets, and it would be a useful branch of inquiry to
try and discover to which of these manners various English poets
leaned.

But these are refinements; all the evidence really nec-

essary may be discovered with little investigation; it has to

do with the way iinglish conditions on the whole modified the

action of

th^ dolce

stil nuovo

.

croce (2) shows that in Italy

'

fastened on to the general literary decadence and issued in a

sickly sensuousness and barren ingenuity.

There it is marked,

curiously from the English point of view, by a conventional
diction.

In jfrance it is association with vers

(one would say its right place
quence.

).

de societe

and in Spain with pulpit elo-

The style is commonly assumed to be a sign of decadence-

Professor uourthope's word is the "efflorescence of decay".
But though that may be true of other countries, it is hardly
true of iingland, for there, whatever hard things may be said
of the style and whatever harm it worked, the poets most fond

of it v/ere by no means empty of genius or barren of feeling:

Donne, Marvell, Drummond, Herrick,- the list is long

-

are not

decadent writers.
We leave problems behind us, but this a sufficient account of the state of affairs as it stands between English poetry

generally and that style which, not-^?©r accura6y7b^ convenienteiis called "conceited,"

^

Every country in Europe where there was

a literature, caught the new manner and responded each in its
own way; England in hers.

But here we are brought to what especially concerns us.
It is usually conceded that there is in English literature, in

the poetry of this period, a style called Metaphysical,

it is

/.^
2.

Saggi sulla
1911.

Letteratura italiana del seicento.Barti, laterza, ^
/

spoken of as a style, a vein, a manner, or a school.
as

I

The name,

said, comes from Dr. Johnson who applied it as a term of

abuse to the work of Cowley and Donne in particular but included others,

critics keep the term, applying it, sometimes as

abuse, sometimes not, to Cowley and Donne and other 17th cen-

tury poets,/"though the rest of the list does not coincide with
Dr. Johnson's and has never been fixed with much agreement. The

list does not agree with Dr. Johnson's because our feeling about
the word (it has never been satisfactorily redefined) does not

agree with his definition, and until the definition is fixed
we cannot settle with certainty upon the thing defined.

It is

not agreed in what relation the Metaphysical style stands to
the style of conceits; of what, besides conceits, it consists;

whether or not it has any good in it; whether it is Donne's
creation imparted by him to others, or whether he simply shares
it with others; whether,

indeed, it exists at all.

professor

Dowden, for his part, denies it altogether, saying flatly that
he does "not believe in the existence of the so-called Meta-

physical school."
It is the kind of problem to invite investigation but

there have been but few square attacks made upon it.
only two:-

:Jr.

I

know of

Johnson's, made before it was a problem, and,

lately, professor Courthope's.

in addition to these there are,

scattered about in essays and chapters that required some discus-

3.

Essay on Donne.

(^

tr

sion of the subject, remarks, suggestions and opinions, some-

times made with insight and acuteness, but seldom at sufficient

length to take into consideration the difficulties.
son's resiilts

I

Dr.

John-

will give somewhat fully, because the idea be-

longs to him, and because much of what he says is excellent and
still remains unchallenged.
"The metaphysical poets were men of learning, and to

s>ow their learning was their whole endeavour, but, unluckily,

resolving to show it in rime, instead of writing poetry they only
wrote verses, and very often such verses as stand the trial of
the finger better than of the ear.

. .

They neither copied na-

ture nor life; neither painted the forms of matter nor represented the motions of the intellect.

Those, however, who deny them

to be poets allow them to be wits...
ed by pope,

(But) if wit be well describ-

they certainly never attained or even sought it...

for they endeavoured to be singular and were careless of their

diction.... Their thoughts are often new but seldom natural;
they are not obvious but neither are they just, and the reader,
far from wondering that he missed them, wonders by what perver-

seness of industry they were ever found.
"But wit may be more rigorously.

..

considered as a kind

of discordia concors, or combination of dissimilar images, or

discovery of occult resemblances in thing apparently unlike. Of
wit thus defined they have more than enough.

The most hetero-

geneous ideas are yoked by violence together; nature and art
are ranaaokafl for illustrations, comparisons and allusions; their

learning instructs and their subtlety surprises; but the reader

commonly thinks the improvement dearly bought and though he sometimes admires he is seldom pleased.

"They were not successful in representing or moving the
affections... but wrote rather as beholders than as partakers
of human nature.. Their courtship was devoid of fondness and

their lamentation of sorrow.,
"Nor was the sublime more within their reach then the

pathetick.. Their attempts were always analytical.. What they

wanted of sublime they endeavoured to supply by hyperbole (and)

.,

produced combinations of confused magnificence that not only
could not be credited but could not even be imagined...
"(Yet), no man could be

bom

a Metaphysical poet.,

(or

write in this style )by descriptions borrowed from descriptions,

by imitations borrowed from imitation, by tradiational imagry
and hereditary similes, by readiness of rime and volubility of

syllables."

He believes that the school derived this way of

writing from its Italian contempory Marino and was founded in
England by Donne and Ben jonson.
cessors

oir

Of these "the immediate suc-

whom any trace can be said to reipain" are "Suckling,

Waller, Denham, Cowley, Cleveland and Milton."
Since, if not the least limited. Dr. Johnson is one of
the soundest-minded of English critics, his very prejudices carry-

ing him sone distance toward the truth,* where he takes an ob-

jection it it better for our credit in examining it to remember
our limitations as well as his.

wq may, however

s

imply discount

his version of the origin and foundation of the manner, which

never pretended to much erudition.

lUarino's probable relation

to the school

I

have already indicated.

Ben jonson is not open

to any of Dr. Johnson's strictures and could hardly he the fo\in-

der of a manner he seldom, if ever, makes nse of.

And, Cowley

excepted, almost any poet of the period writes as "Metaphysically" as the poets named; not a few more so; while the three chief

offenders after Donne and Cowley he simply omits, though
pose some remembrance lasted over into

Herbert, vaughan, and crashaw.
tion:

ijr.

I

sup-

Johnson's time of

But for the body of the defini-

If English poetry is to be judged by pope's standards,

this free censure is just; and, indeed, by any standard, it is

not entirely underserved.

I'he

endeavour of the poets Dr. John-

son describes was not "to copy nature or life"; they were sing-

ular (though not careless, such studious search after unconventional words may not be called carelessness) in their diction;
their thoughts are "often new and seldom natural" and do show
a certain "perverseness of industry",

as he says, "the most

heterogeneous ideas are yoked by violence together"

,

and readers

may very well resent having their surprise and admiration snatched from them by these unusual methods, as Dr. Johnson's were

snatched from him in the very midst of inveighing

against Donne.

Judged by pope's standard these poets are irreclaimably bad, as

bad as Dr. johnson says and worse, because they detested above

everything pope's crowning beauty - rehabilitating "what oft was
thought."

But pope's standards would make short work of

many an admired bard among those who have succeeded him as well
as of these predecessors

of his.

But the great fault in Dr. Johnson's criticism is that
it defines the school in terms of its defects.

The only merit

^n.i::r^

^

f^.''CQS°.^f
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it allows to Donne, the great Donne, cowley, and the rest is

the merit, grudgingly granted, of originality,
^9^etry. is,

of QOiirse, noja«,

)

(Learning, in

It may be said that he was aiming

at a bad principle in style and so only censure was in order;

but, as a matter of fact, he hardly attempts to treat ingenuity

as a principle, distinguishable from the

poetry as a whole of

the men he is criticizing, but levels his abuse at both in lump.

Yet even if he had^his perspicacity would not be entirely saved,
for no onecan deny that closely associated with this same prin-

ciple (bad or not), if not by its means, there was produced, at

least in England, passages and even whole poems of undeniable

charm and power.

It is something however to be thankful for that

he laid his finger so certainly upon a defect.
If we are trying to discover what it is that constitutes
the school and what its relation to the conceited style,

light thrown by the Essay on Cowley is very indirect.

the

By deriv-

ing the school from Marino, and classing as Metaphysical such

writers as suckling and waller. Dr. Johnson implies that he is

aiming at conceits of whatever kind; by naming Ben jonson he
shows that in his mind the school has a connexion and a close
,

connexion

_,

with the classicists.

On the other hand, the con-

ceits he picks out for censure are a special variety of conceit,

marked chiefly by subtlety and hyperbole, and of a strange
foreign-to- this-earth cast which drew from him the epithet,
anathema

in his mouth, of Metaphysical.

I

should say, then,

that Dr. Johnson means to describe the whole phenomenon of conceits, but that what he actually does describe is the particular

turn which Donne and Cowley gave it.

whether there are others

11

who gave it a similar turn, whether the

tirrn

rests on any deeper

principle or attitude of mind, are, of course, questions he

neither answers nor raises.
On the whole then,

I

think it fair to assume that Dr.

Johnson carries us on to the view that there is in 17th century-

English poetry a special development of the conceited style;
that this development is closely associated with Donne and cowley; and that 'metaphysical'

in its philosophic sense,

name by which it is best characterized.

is the

Metaphysical would nev-

er be the word called forth by the ordinary use of conceits;

these may be and often are steeped in sense.

Next to Dr. Johnson, professor
critic on this subject, so let us try

views take us.

Mr.

courthope is our fullest
to make out where his

courthope is more learned than Dr. Johnson

and more inclined to theory, but, he lacks Dr. Johnson's gift
of immediate

perception.

His very learning and the necessity

he feels to account for phenomena
Judgments,

get in his way and impede his

considerably over half of

xate

of the large volumes

of his History of English poetry he devotes to the poetry of con-

ceits, and one chapter exclusively to the discussion of the "Na-

ture and Origin of poetical wit".
that

I

The book is so accessible

need not recount his conclusions in great

detail; suf-

fice it to say that Mr, Courthope accepts Dr. Johnson's defini-

tion of wit - discordia concors- as a definition that covers the

whole conceited style.
4.

He calls it poetical wit and includes

At least in Dr. Johnson's conception of its philosophic sense
Metaphysical philosophy aroused in Dr. Johnson, the same impatience which he feels for this poetry. One remembers his
behaviour when an account was given him of Berkeley's theories,

12

•under it almost all the Stuart poets except Milton

5

His plan

.

is to distribute them according to the character of their wit,

a great innovation on the usual method, which is to folio?/ down

earlier divisions of Spenserians, Arcadians, Didactics, etc. His

division indicates how great an importance he attached to the
style, which is thus allowed to override what, at first sight
at least, seem to be more vital and valuable distinctions. But

though. Dr. Johnson's definition of Metaphysical wit he treats
as covering the whole field he himself proceeds to analyze the

conceited style {"wit") into various developments.
chapters on;

(1) Theological v/it;

(2) court wit;

Thus he has

(3) Metaphysic-

al Wit (this he defines for himself); (4) cavalier and Roundhead
Wit; (5) last Days of Wit.

On the surface this division seems

to have more reference to other matters than to wit, itself,
and,

if we look twice at it, we shall convince ourselves that

such a distribution of the style is unreal and for convenience
only.

Take the division he calls theological wit.

The poets

who fall under it are: (Chapter VII, under Elizabeth and james 1)
Southwell, the jrletchers, sir John Davies of Hereford, (Chapter
Z, under Charles I) Quarles, Herbert,

crashaw, vaughan.

Only

an artificial caption could bring such a list under one head.

What Mr. courthope must mean is, not that the wit is theological
but that these writers incline to

5.

theological themes

-

a very

And Milton he excludes not because his style is freer of conceits than that of all others but because, on account of his
greatness, he deserves separate treatment.

13

different matter.

Theological distinguishes a science, not a

school of poetry,

poets of all schools write about religion,

as Mr. courthope illustrates when he brings together as theolog-

ical poets Quarles, the j^'letchers and Herbert.
.

This is to in-

troduce scientific where only poetical distinctions are in place,
And, as if to make the xmreality of the method still more ex-

plicit, Mr. courthope goes on to introduce first a political

division (Cavalier and Roundhead) and then a chronological, wit
for Mr. courthope remains essentially one; coupling it with

epithets revelant to other matters does not divide it.
There is, however, one chapter where the adjective would
seem to be meant for the wit itself, not the writer.

By Meta-

physical wit his single example shows that he has not in mind a

metaphysician who embellished hisz7tyle with conceits, which he
should have meant had he been meticulous about parallel arrangement, and included in this chapter the Cambridge plantonists.

As treated by him the Metaphysical school has only one member,
Donne.

Donne is not in the philosophic sense a metaphysician,

but hisfrtyle, as Mr. courthope describes it, has a strong affin-

ity with philosophical metaphysics.

"Beyond the sphere of theo-

logical allegory., lay the region of pure thought; and here the

contradiction between medieval and modern ideas furnished ample
materials for the exercise of "wit"...
a new kind of Pyrrhonism sprung up.

6.

.

in the sphere of reason

Many poets

seized upon

Mr. (jo-orthope says here that there are others, and in other
chapters continues to use the term, metaphysical; but he
nowhere assigns more members to the school by name, (p.200)
hte remarks "there is also a tendency to fuse the schools of

Metaphysical and theological wit,"

14

the rich materials of the old and ruined philosophy to decorate
the structures which they built out of their lawless fancy.

On

7

such foundations rose the school of Metaphysical wit."

Earlier (p. 105) Mr. Gourthope had found the general
causes of poetical wit, i.e., the whole field, in "the decay of

scholastic philosophy and of the feudal system.. and in the revival of the civic standards of antiquity.

Such a collision of

forces is plainly sufficient to account for that discordia

cqnoors

.

"

So, though he does not say so expressly, he would

seem to indicate^that^his idea of it, Metaphysical is distinguish-

ed from poetical wit as being more directly concerned with philosophic speculation.
«

I

need not stop over the rest of his explanation.

It

falls in with his hypothesis of political causes; and though
these great changes doubtless do lie behind changes in letters,

they are remoter than purely literary causes (and, since remoter,
more disputable) and only come into consideration after those.

Besides political changes Mr. Gourthope indicates a literary
source for conceits in the Provencal poetry of the 14th century,

and concludes that their "predominance in the later age signifies the efflorescence of decay." (p. 106)

This last explana-

tion conflicts perhaps with the conflict theory; but at any rate
it is useful for us to remember that conceits,

no new thing in literature;

7.

in some form, are

they go back even beyond the 14th

History of English Poetry, v. Ill, pp. 417-8.

15

centtiry.

in spite of its breadth of learning the helps we get from

his discussion of professor courthope are only side helps; on
the side of pure theory we are not carried very much beyond the

place where ur. Johnson left us.
„

,

^

,

in something other than the

7e are reinforced,

o li ef

though again

that the Metaphysical style

style of conceits.

But the defini-

tions and distinctions are, from our point of view, anything
but precise.

Nothing really adequate is substituted for Dr.

Johnson's description of the Metaphysical style, and we are
left in almost the same state of uncertainty as to which are
the Metaphysical poets.

A little light is shed on this last question by the remark

I

quoted earlier in a note, i.e., that there is a tendency

to fuse the Metaphysical school with the theological.

If Mr.

Courthope is referring to his own division and means there is a

tendency to class Francis Quarles, sir John Davies, cjiles and
phineas Fletcher as poets of the same school with Donne, it

can only be on the ground of theological subject matter, for
there is no other possible bond among them.

mean that.

His remark is made in connexion

But he does not
with' the

newer men,

especially Herbert, whose style he defines as "an extension of
the scholastic subtlety of Donne" (p. 200).

8.

"Cotirthope seems to me to have been victimized by the associations of the term 'metaphysical' in a very native way. A
'Metaphysical' poet, in Johnson's sense, need not be a philosophical poet, nor even one who used the materials of the
old philosophy to decorate his verse."
Mr. Lovejoy's note.

16

There is in fact such a tendency to class with Donne
poets who in their mode of thinking as well as in their style

resemble Donne.

professor (jrierson

9

says the Donne's closest

followers are to be foxind among the devout Anglican poets (that
wotG-d be

Herbert and vanghan),

Mr. Sidney

Lee^ who

is prepared

to derive the whole Metaphysical vein "which is usually said to

have been inaugurated in English poetry by Donne" from du Bartas,
sees also in Du Bartas the founder of English religious poetry.
I

do not know how far the word itself, Metaphysical, may be in-

fluencing this tendency to draw in religious poetry; very likely it has its share of influence, but certainly, the names which

modem criticism

is apt to associate with Donne's (Donne always

remaining the chief examplar of the school) are those which represent speculation of a philosophic and intellectual cast set
forth in a fantastic and wayward manner.
But in what relation do these poets stand to Donne? One

may be associated with Donne without being exactly a follower
of his,- epigone,

I

believe is Mr, Saintsbury's word,

it is one

thing to constitute a school with a man, however great and cen-

9.

The First Half of the 17th Century

,

p.

164.

lO. The French Renaissance in England , p. 354.

"Donne's concordia discors, his combination of dissimilar images, or discovery of occult resemblances in things apparently unlike,
is anticipated by du Bartas", etc.
Mr. Lee implies that there
is a Metaphysical school and that Dr. Johnson defines it, and
his analysis of the kind of conceits Du Bartas used shows
that he conceives of theirs and his as belonging to a special
order.

17

tral he be, and quite another to be his im%tators.

If no more

is meant than that Herbert, cowley and the rest copied Donne's

mannerisms, looked to him for inspiration,

-

if the Metaphysical

quality in them is only a working-over of his Metaphysical quality, and their style is altogether owing to him,

it

is fruitless

to study them independently; Donne is the man to be studies. 30

far, especially since Donne's great vogue, the trend has been

rather in this direction; it is the fashion to attribute to him
not only the inauguration of the style but also its complete

fulfilment,

as though Donne's genius covered the whole manifes-

tation and Donne and Metaphysical were synonomous terms,

to be

Metaphysical is to be like Donne.
This may seem a not unfair solution.

Donne is easily

the greatest poet in the vein; the style suited itself perfect-

ly to his genius, and genius and style so conspicuously concurring, it is natural enough to indentify them.
At this point the question resolves itself into this-.
Is Donne the chief exponent of a more general movement, or does

he sum up in himself a peculiar manner, both begin it and give
it complete expression?

If the latter, then vaughan, Herbert,

Cowley are not Metaphysicals in their own right but only because
among a host of imitators they also imitated.

In that case

what would be their relation to Donne's other imitators?

it is

plain that there is a great difference between them and the line
of poets who walked in Donne's footsteps,- as many almost as

those who walked in Ben jonson's.

called Metaphysical.

I'hese last

would hardly be

The best that can be said for the theory

18

of imitation is that while the "devout Angelicans" imitated the

Metaphysical vein, the rest imitated something else,- his cynicism, arrogance, intellecttial brutality or the like.

That would

be to say that the Metaphysical vein may be separated from other

qualities in Donne which belong to him exclusively; that his
style is composed of the combination of his own individual qualities with the Metaphysical manner.

not to be regarded as identical.

In other words they are

And we may conclude that how-

ever apt was Donne's genius to the Metaphysical vein- whatever
that is- and however high he excelled others in giving it ex-

pression, Donne is in reality only giving out his version (so
to speak) of an influence which was there to be assimilated by

whoever had a turn that way.
It would be possible to imitate Donne's Metaphysical

side without oneself having the turn- and that is what, now

and again, carew and others do.

But the difference between

this formal kind of imitation and the resemblance to Donne in

poets able *^ themselves to a'ssimilate, and out of their own

natures to give expression to the Metaphysical influence, is
as obvious as possible,

carew, for example, cannot be brought

into the same class with Herbert, and the reason why he cannot
is that Herbert writes upon a ground of philosophic and serious

thought

Donne's imitators, then, fall into two classes; (1)
Those who either copy the part of his genius not specifically

Metaphysical, or the Metaphysical part merely formally and (2)
imitators or not in the formal sense, who have a natural and
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real affinity to the Metaphysical strain in him.
Since, this second class are related not only to Donne

but also to each other, we are led to this more definite position:

Donne, fsiX^SkUrp^ is the most brilliant and influential

Metaphysical, is not the only one.

There are other poets with

a right to the title - a title distinct from "the School of

Donne"

- on

the ground that they are fellow recipients with him

of an influence or principle or attitude (or all three) that

moves outside of as well as within his work.

How far Donne is

the originator of this influence; how far in debt for it to

others (to Du Bartas, as Mr. Lee suggests, to the Italians

-

certainly not Marino but earlier - to English drama, etc.

is

as yet very vaguely known.

)

Still enough may be inferred from

what can be seen without special examination, and from the general law which prevents any poet, even as original a poet as

Donne, from very great independence, - to convince us that,

though he was the first to formulate, Donne neither originated

entirely nor exhausted the movement.

Summary

:

We may take it to be the sense of English

criticism,- though owing to the scarcity of discxission its sense

mainly by implication,- that the Metaphysical vein is a special
and separate English development of the style of conceits, a

style that runs parallel in all west European literatures
it is more than a stylistic development,

;

that

extending to spirit as

well as to form; that it is a movement and not merely a peculiarity of Donne's genius; that its examplars are, beside Donne,

Cowley, Herbert, vaughan and perhaps crashaw and others.
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To seek to analyse the character of the Metaphysical

genius, which is the object of this essay,

that precedes;
is,

I

i

have to assume all

have to assume that my reading of criticism

if not proved, at least sufficiently likely to serve as an

hypothesis.

The only method by which one may come to concl\isions

about this character is, as far as

I

can see, to examine the

work of those poets who, on a loose, general impression, are supposed to be Metaphysical,- the poets

i

have named with the view

of determining in what respects they are different

from their

contemporaries next in order; what elements both of style and
spirit they have in common; and whether they are governed by
common principles, or principles nearly enough related to con-

stitute a real and important connexion.

OS
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CHAPTER

I

Conceits

Since for so long the Metaphysical style has been confotrnded with the style of conceits,

its first great critic hav-

ing defined this identity as the right judgment to be passed

upon it,- the succeeding painful critic is more or less obliged to take up the matter from that point of view, and to begin

by resolving what part in the Metaphysical manner conceits 4o

Admirers of the school may object that this^not quite

occupy.

fair; that it is as if one sho^LLd take up the Romantic achool,
say, from the point of view of its sentimentality, and that to

begin at its weakest point is hardly the best way to arrive at
a fair estimate of the whole.

They might be right if the field

were a fresh field; but as things stand, with this growth of
old prejudice upon them, and prejudice Which in the eyes of many

critics seems justly founded, my plain business is to try to

un^rstand and to explain

/

it.

Besides, there is an actual advantage in beginning with

conceits,

in the Metaphysical style, they play, there is no

denying it, a role out of all proportion to any other single
co-

feature; and they are so opposite to all regtilar notions of good

poetic style that they are bound to distract the reader, and to
force him to attend to them first.

r

Dr.

Johnson's was the most

natural reaction in the world; for us not to follow hi
be only short of affectation.

n

would

JAnd another reason,' though we

may not like them we have no right to take it for granted that
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that they constitute a weakness, like the sentimentality of the

Romantic School, a weakness that their authors would have wanted,
to avoid.

It is plain from the way these authors expended them-

selves upon conceits that they counted them a very great attraction; from the way they bring the full strength of their high

powers to their elaboration, that. they considered them much more
than a concession to mere fashionable taste.

They are grave

poets, for the most part writing in altogether another tone from
the frivolous Italians; and their intense use of this manner,
if anything increasing as their tone grows more impassioned,

leaves us in no doubt that while not^ as Dr. Johnson supposed,
f5j::m±tig

t^/fe,"

substance, their genius gladly expressed itself

by, and felt an evident affinity with, the style of conceits.

This raises the yb5Q.e to the dignity of a poetic principle.

However, not much is gained toward understanding the

nature of their genius by the mere fact that it had an affinity
with conceits.

In themselves conceits are an almost colourless

element of style; not until the character of the conceit and
the principle upon which it is used are brought out will they

help us to distinguish one style from another.

If Dr. Johnson

took them to be the sole distinguishing trait of the school,
he made the mistake of defining the part in terms of the whole.

Everyone knows now that the kind of mental and verbal ingenuity
we call conceits, of one kind and another, a^r^ to be fotind in
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Etiropean poetry from the 12th century on; the Provencal poets

used them, Petrarch took them over and passed them on; Dante
xised

them, so did the Spaniards, the Italian Arcadians, the Eng-

lish Euphuists; Christian poetry generally, (led on most probab-*

ly by the paradoxes and ingenious symbolism of the i'athers
to have turned them to account.

)

seems

Even in classic poetry there

are examples; Horace's startling phrase, splendide menda^p .is

either a conceit or not far from it; and Homer, leaving the thick
of battle and a wounded hero, in order to draw out a comparison

between the purple painted work on the ivory nose-pieces of
horses and the blood pouring down the white

thj^gh of Mepaalaus,

shows a detachment that is one main source for this kind of in-

genuity.

So it follows that if traces of them are found in the

most perfect classics, plainer prints almost everywhere in christian poetry, and an out-and-out use of them in much Renaissance

poetry, simply their presence, even in abundance, is not enough
to distinguish a genre.

If we are to found conclusions upon

conceits, we shall have to consider, beside their frequency,

their nature and the service to which they are put; not until

these things are settled have we the right to see in conceits
a ground of difference between one school and another.
On account of the utter difference in their general

styles, between the Metaphysical writers and the elder school
of conceits there is very little danger of confusion; an exami-

nation of differences in the particular of conceits would be
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tedious and throw no light that we Would not get from a comparison with their contemporaries.

It is true that air philip Sid-

ney's sonnets deserve most of the adjectives Dr. Johnson bestows on Metaphysical verse ;they contain comparisons which are
strange, far-fetched, elaborate, unnatural.

Euphues deserve them still more.
•

makes out for us,

2

The Arcadia and

These two works, as

ivir.

child

are each written on its own distinct prin-

ciple of preciosity.

But we need not be so discriminating; from

our point of view they fall together with the sonnets, as illus-

trating, the elaborate verbalism that marks the Elizabethan conceit.

It does not hold absolutely in either instance but the

stress in the earlier manner is upon ingenuity in language, as
in the succeeding style it is upon mental ingeniousness, Spenser

who at all times leans a little heavily on mere words, is pleased with conceits that would set classicist

teeth

on edge.

Dearly as most classicists loved a conceit, they would have viewed such lines as Spenser's
"His dearest love him dolefully did beare.
The dolefullest beare that ever men did see"

Astrophel
with utter disdain.

2.

G. Child:
VII, 1894.

c.

,

1148-50

The Metaphysicals agreed with all their non-

John Lyly and Euphuism, Munchener Beitrage..

d
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Spenserian contemporaries in rejecting any conceit that involved
the lush wordiness of this kind of writing.

Nobody is likely

to mix up the Metaphysical conceit with the Spenserian, not

though the usual adjectives are as applicable to one as to the
As Mr. Grierson says

other.

-

"Fantastic is not a very distinct-

ive title to apply to the poetry of Donne and his followers;.,,

if conceit and far-fetched similitude are a sign of decadence the

Elizabethan poetry was

bom

3

decadent."

Though fantasy and in-

genuity and, let me add, uncertain taste were as rife in one
period as in the other, the style in which the conceits were set
is sufficient to keep the two apart.

Nobody calls Constable's

sonnets Metaphysical though they are heavy-laden with conceits;

nor a conceit like this of Sir Walter Raleigh's

-

"For there Christ is the King's attorney,
lyvhere there are angels but no fees"
(

Raleigh & Wotten

though Donne might have used the same fancy.
"wittie

"

Elizabethan, however, who

-

,

p. 28)

There is one

(though his versification

has the slow movement of his period, and his wit is a little old-

fashioned and deliberate, yet on accoxint of his method and intention, which is to exhibit, in a spirit of sincere reverence, the
rxir

most solemn subjects in a dress of verbal affection) more nearly
resembles the Metaphysicals than they their theological contem-

3.

Essays in literature in Seventeenth Century, p. 139.
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poraries.

Southwell is more like them because he makes the con-

ceit itself an instrument of thought and emotion,

-

but more of

him when we come to them.

2^

-^

Any real danger of confusion there may be lies between

the Metaphysicals and their contemporaries who employed either a

similar style to theirs or a similar background of thought. There
the general style of one group of writers, and, of another group,
,

the strain of thought so nearly resembles. Metaphysical style

aM

r-

thought^that it is by no means easy to give the group a clear

outline and say definitely such and such a conceit is Metaphysical, or such a passage or even such a poet.

many important respects these poets

I

Moreover, in

am treating as Metaphysical

do not hold together as a group against their contemporaries,

but fade off into them; they have, each separate one of them,

relations and influences outside the group, so that if

considering any one of them alone

I

i

were

should have to discriminate-A

points of contact /for him that would concern none of the others.
For example,

I

am convinced that Donne foimd sustenance for his

genius in quarters to which the rest were all blind; it is plain
that crashaw was the only one to study Marino to effect; vaughan

was particularly steeped in astrology and so on,

j*or

these rea-

sons and because in any case lines between groups are largely a

matter of the literary Imagination, it would be deceiving ourselves to insist on clear and sharp differences throughout; the

best we can hope for, especially in this matter of conceits, is
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to establish certain broad distinctions, not grieving too much

-^

if we find that in point of detail the most thoroughbred Meta-

physical may coincide with a poet who has no real claim to the
title.

Still certain broad and important distinctions may be

established,

ijut

before launc^hing upon that

i

must ask the read-

er to think back a little into the poetic conditions of the early

17th century.

For us it has the aspect of a division into sev-

eral camps of which the most distinguishable are the Spenserians,

who cling with deepest affection to the slow cadences and wordy

discursiveness of the older verse, and the metrical reformers
associated with Ben jonson.

The Spenserians are really only one

variety of the belated Elizabethans, Arcadians and lyrists, bu*-%hey manage to keep their skirts clearer of the new manner than

do most; the other late Elizabethans are more inclined to com~~^

I

pound.

V

The*^heologizing Spenserians touch the Metaphysicals(on

the gide of subject matter A though

Un

style and general attitude^

ho&o are much nearer to the tribe of Ben, especially to men
~3
like Marvell. Both schools make free with conceits, following,
t-

L

though not too strictly, each its own governing principles.
The Spenserians, continuing to worship beauty, at the expense of

what seemed to jonson better things; to practise a fluid and un-

hasting manner, to platonize in Spenser's vein, and turning away,
even further than Spenser had turned, from active life, took

conceits rather by their sensuous side, as a new addition to
the beauties of style, and hung them up among their other decora-

1

A

*A^Vl

LujL
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tions.

On the other hand it was toward active and actual life

that jonson turned, away from beauty.

Or if not exactly away,'

yet to a conception of beauty more like the plastic ideal of the
ancients, to which a vigorous energy of expression was a neces-

sity to give it clarity of outline.

mental ingenuity

-

A conceit - as a piece of

was serviceable to this ideal because it

pointed and sharpened the thought; on the whole, where the

Spenserians put conceits to ornamental uses, the tribe of Ben
put them to energetic.

But only on the whole, purposes crossed

to the loss of consistency; as energetic they weJ'e used to quicken beauty; as ornamental to lend delicacy to energy.

Yet there

is a base of consistency in this general drift which to know

will help us to find our way among the conceits of poets who,

while scorning /any beauty that interfered with energy, worship-

ping energy, are no>-less fond of .the paradoxes of theology.
^^'

1.

Upon the first point of difference we may disregard

the distinctions of Spenserian and classicist; the Metaphysicals

surpassed all their contemporaries in the prodigal, the spendthrift freedom with which they scatter conceits through their
poetry.

This is not a question of actual counting, it is a ques-

tion of the way, in Metaphysical poets, the conceits rise up and

strike you in the face.

At a time when they were an admired

fashion, when there was scarcely a poet whose delight was not,
as professor Dowden puts it, "in subtleties of thought, in over-

ingenious fantasies, in far-fetched imagry, in curiosity, and
not always felicitous curiosity, of expression," 4 these Metaphysic-

4.

Essay on Donne, in New Studies in Literature, p. 92.
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als so exoended themselves in this direction as to leave even

their generation behind them,

conceits are set closer together

in their pages than in the pages of even so "conceited" a writer,
as Cleveland; instead of being found in occasional passages or

bringing up the end of stanzas and sonnets, they crowd upon one
another's heels so that it is unusual to find a whole poem, or
even a whole stanza, which is completely free of them.

It would

be an endless task to illustrate this by quotation, but let the

reader take up a voliime of Marvell, or Cleveland, or Lord Falkland /and read parallel with these anyone of the Metaphysicals,
and though upon other points he may be puzzled to explain the

difference, and though he will find many too many conceits for
his taste in both sets, he will be left in no doubt as to which

runs the fashion ftirther into the ground.

Metaphysical poetry,

most of it looks at first sight to be a very tissue of conceits.
^.k
.

It is not quite so extravagantly conceited in point of the actual

number of conceits as at first it has the look of being; the extravagance of the figures themselves Qovntf tor much of our im-

pression, and, as

I

shall try to make out later, the texture of

the style, even when not formally conceited, is in large part

made up of the elements of conceits; yet all allowance being made,
the Metaphysicals, for lavishness, bear the bell.
t"-',^*-'-

£. ,3»'f.

Resides exceeding other^ in the number of their

conceits, they exceed them as well in the extravagance of the

conceit itself.

It is the nature of a conceit to be extravagant,

subtle, diffictilt, strange; their excess is not in kind

b'fftr

in
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degree; they go further.

Their hyperboles are vaster, their

puns more improbable and more striking, their paradoxes clash

harder, their comparisons are farther-fetched or piled up higher,
their antitheses sharper, their surprises more surprising, their
If curiosity, ingenuity, fantasy were

subtleties more involved.

common novelties they made them uncommon by the pitch to which

they carried them.

It is hardly in human power to be more curious,

more ingenious, more fantastic than the Metaphysicals.^S^t will
be taken for granted that

I

do not mean that in every instance a

Metaphysical conceit towers above a non-Metaphysical, or that all
their conceits are immoderate.

Seizing as they do upon even

the least opportunity for a display of wit, they have sometimes
to put up with a small display; they cannot always be extraordin-

ary in their inventions, and non -Metaphysical poets may often be
extraordinary in theirs.
an isolated conceit^

Therefore not much may be judged from

Herbert or yaughan or crashaw or Cowley

Tnot Donne) might just as well have writtenj^--^

"And him to prey as he to pray began.
The citizens of the wild forest ran",
as Giles Fletcher. who is really responsible;^ and though Drummond
7;rote,

Herbert might have

signed,,,..^--^

"Thy nails my pen shall be, thy blood mine ink.
Thy winding sheet my paper, study grave."
(r>s

These are in the commoner vein.

.^11, p. 7)

But Donne himself might have

been proud to father Marvell's

5.

Christ's Victory and Triumph,

ci^to I, St.

I.

Viianx.

',
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"Nature, that hateth emptiness.
Allows of penetration less;
And, therefore, must make room
v;hen greater spirits come", (poems, p. 135)

p^

a conceit in the true Metaphysical spirit.

'•/>\«>< -*

But "though in some instances^ (^ej/ may be,'^i©y, are not

likely to be on a level

v/ith

their contemporaries.

as feebly as (jiles Fletcher, they may^sayr*^

They may pun

^

of himself, to mindTTiis Lord,
The"T.amb stood gazing at the tiger's side";
V. & T .
( C's

"UnmindJui

I,

5)

but they are much more likely to drive their puns harder, to say "AS to a stomach starved whose insides meet.
"

Meat comes
(p.

and the same with the other forms of conceit,

content with a simple antithesis,

II, p. 2)

where Fletcher is

-

"He was best clothed when naked was his side",
(U's V. & T. I, 12)

Crashaw proceeds to illustrate it, with thyself they have too richly clad.
Opening the purple wardrobe of thy side."

"!I?hee

(p.

109)

So does he carry onY what is really the same fancy/with, -

"Leaving her only so much breath
As serves to keep alive her death"
(p. 103)

)eyond Fletcher's
'*He

never lives that thus is never slain"
C'S V.&
(

T.

So Vaughan with his -

"And from the murdering world's false love
Thy death shall keep my soul alive" (I. p.

)

I,

9)

XU2/)

iV

tlA&^

fc

.

3E

improves upon Phineas j<"letcher's

-

"A life that ever dies and death that lives"
(Apol. I. 36)

which, in reality, sh^we—no-advance over Spenser himself.

Fletch-

er writes, -

"SO rise we by our fall"

fApol. II, 17)

but Herbert,

"So may the fall further the flight in me",
(p.

43)

and Cowley, giving the fancy another turn, "Reason, which, God be praised! still walks for all
Her old original fall."
(p.

47)

I—girre "^ese examples from the Metaphysicals not so much
"^

!

on account of extravagance, but, as illustrating that vigorous

impulse to pass beyond the ordinary, that inability to rest content with the easy and obvious - conceits may be both
lOaA .gimyla

%

-

which leads to extravagance.

»

ord.inciTy

The Fletchers would

quickly be vanquished in a contest of extravagance pure and simple; they were apenserians and so held back from excess by a

necessity for gentleness laid on them by their rhythm.
er and bolder examples we had better

For rud-

turn to someone like Donne's

admirer, carew, who is not likely to be accused of restraint.

Certainly he is putting ncne on himself when he writes,

-

"Nor can your snow, though you shoiild take
Alps into your bosom, slake
The heat of my enamoured heart"
(p.

46)

reaching what for a non-Metaphysical is a high level of hyperbole.
But even in point of pure size his ambitious "Alps" shrinks be-
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fore the monstrous conceptions of Donne; to overmatch it cowley,

and that not at his most hyperbolic, is quite sufficient

-.

"See where she sits, and in what comely wise
Drops tears more fair than others' eyesi ...
pray heaven, her forehead, that fair hill of snow,
.Melt not to feed the beauteous stream belowj
She weeps tears so wondrous cold...
so cold, that i admire they fall not hail".
(pp. 136-7)
.

Or,

contesting it as a stretch of

-

fancy,

I

suppose is the word,

there should be a harsher one - crashAw comes off an easy victor
•vith

his unlucky

-

"Two walking baths, two weeping motions,
portable and compendious oceans."
(p.

126)

And carew's figure is dwarfish beside (what for Donne is no great
stretch) She whose rich eyes and breast
Gilt the West Indies and perfumed the East";
(II. p. 112)

"

as that itself is beside another comparison

versary

which (in the Anni -

follows it, a comparison that for height, extravagance,

)

strangeness, is beyond competition,
of any woman

simply no more could be said

:

"She to whom this world must itself refer
As suburbs or the microcosm of her."
(Ii, p. 112)
I

need not go on quoting specimens of non-Metaphysical

conceits; such as

I

have given will serve for illustration and

for a standard whereby to measure Metaphysical excess,

t'or

height

of extravagance no poet, in his group or out of it, and it seems

safe to say, English or foreign, approaches Donne, and Donne sur-

passes himself in his Anniversaries.

Even the exaipples Dr. Johnson

ii

/

<?!. <-^
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quotes against him in the Essay, as outraging all moderation and

proportion, are of a shorter flight than these,

cowley's pin -

dariques are pitched almost as high, though in a different key.

Cowley seems rather to incline to astonish with his cleverness
than to confound with his scope, though both at once pleases him
best, as when (he brings them both together) to describe Elijah
.as^f

alluding to his translation)

(_

^

"The second man who leapt the ditch where all
The rest of mankind fall,
And went not downward to the sky."
(p. 205)
One more instance, taken this time from crashaw, will suffice to

illustrate this form of extravagance.

It shows, since by nature

Cra/shaw had little of the Gascon in him, how lincumbBnt upon him
a Metaphysical felt it to write in this tall fashion; and it also

shows how it was possible for Milton to learn from their hyper-

bole the trick of his sublimity:

^

'

"And pouring on Heaven's face the sea's huge flood"
Quench his curled fires".
L^ (P., 18)

Of the other forms of their excess so many instances will

(r/

be coming up in the remainder of this essay that

give more than a few.

iosity

I

mean what

I

I

need not here

Herbert has the most "curious".

By "cur-

think is meant generally, a strained fanci-

fulness that excites in the reader not pleasure but a kind of
languid; surprise,
bgjbhr'lie

Herbert is curious when to eulogise the sab-

addresses it thus;"The other days and thou
Make up one day whose face thou art";
(p.

86)

^

^

vii

fVM

*/ .,-4

C^xe^

f-

r

^.

.

.

,

<

t-
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and later in the same poem he is still more curious /

/

"The Sundays of man's life.
Threaded together on time's string.
Make bracelets to adorn the wife
Of the eternal, glorious King."
(pp.
^O-JKK!

87-88)

how deeply a conceit may he involved and worked out at

great length, read cowley's Tree of Knowledge

.

In it he contrives

to make the apologue from Genesis fit point by point into an arv^-

gument for Pyrrhonism; its "apples are demonstrative", its leaves
'probabilities, rhetoric and fallacies which, with "useless pride"

^1

Adam strives to cover his nakedness, that is, omt ignorance, etc.

Herbert goes almost the same lengths of ingenuity in The Odour
[p.

,

For subtlety take DomaefHf-'ji^./

220).

"She, in whom virtue was so much refined
That, for alloy unto so pure a mind.
",
She took the weaker sex
(II, p. 110)

though it would be hard here to say whether he is more subtle or

more extravagant.
^i por close and dirfficult thought take this from yaughan-."The flowers to air draw near, and subtilty
And seeds a kindred fire have with the sky"
(I, p.

140)

or this from crashaw;•^And

'

3.

wrongs repent to diadems, (p. 134)

A third dissimilarity already begins to emerge in the

examples quoted, poor and unattractive as many of these are. Indeed, in point of intrinsic charm a Metaphysical conceit makes

few claims; and, it is upon this inferiority of theirs that
wish to enlarge.

I

It is so in regard both the Spenserian and to

)\t''j^UH/
7',

U'^[

V^.

(;.

i>-.o'/.A

I

^ou'd^

h

-

-^K^^
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^^'
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the jonsonian variety, or to exchange that terminology for what

seems to me a better, to the renaissance

-

romantic, or, more

^l&pif'l romantic, and to the classicists variety of conceit, on

principle, the classicist conceit looks to increase mental energy;
but mental energy is kept in hand, and not encouraged at the ex-

pense of general attractiveness; so subordinated a conceit often

becomes a light and pleasing element of wit.

Often, it is more

ornamental even than it is in the hands of those poets who make
the mistake of treating it as a principle of ornamentation. But

since

I

am accenting principles

I

must begin by comparing the

preoccupied as was that

Metaphysical conceit with the romantic,

school with beauty they would naturally have welcomed conceits
as a delightful element of style; the more naturally as their

idea of beauty, like apenser's before them, depended at least
as much on contrast as upon congruity.

They are ready to offend

congruity and to risk the dignity of their subject for the sake
of heightening the beauty of their style,

just as the Metaphysic-

als are ready to offend congruity and risk dignity for the sake
of its energy; the difference lies less in the result than in
the intention.

The renaissance-romantic poet adds his conceit

to his thought as a bit of decoration; he uses it like a jewel
or a coloured riband,- an

ornamental superfluity.

Taste is no

test of this distinction^because taste is a matter of congruous-

ness; and seriousness of subject matter is not a test either; a

poet may be both tasteless and serious and yet not be a Meta-

physical if he intends his conceit to decorate his style instead

i
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vigour of expression

of increasing the vigour of his expression,
-is the third point of
I

dissimilarity.

The effect- of the conceits

have quoted from the Fletchers is one of languor; but we will

leave the i<'letchers, and make use for our comparison of a poet
who, while he retained the same ground of dissimilarity, has more

similarity of genius to the Metaphysical.
red to him, the Jesuit ^Southwell.

I

have already refer-

The Spenserians are too apt

to break the seriousness of their tone by the introduction of a

conceit, but Southwell knows the Metaphysical secret of winning
a kind of pathos from the conjunction of conceits and seriousness,

like theirs his conceits may be made the instrument of thought
and add,- touchingly, at times - to that gentle ardour which

makes the atmosphere of his, pages.

He writes wholly upon relig-

ious themes, believing them, in all sweetness and seriousness,
to be best conveyed in the garb of verbal ingenuity fashionable
in Elizabeth's days as in James'.

There are lines and whole

stanzas in Southwell that might almost have been - not quite

-

written by various members of the Metaphysical group they have
so much in common that one is tempted to make of him,- what he

comes nearer than anyone else to being,

-

a literary predecessor.

He is nearer to the others than to Donne, but still even
to him shows a legible resemblance; place this beside Donne-.

"Alasl if God so sink under sin.
What will become of man that dies therein?"
fp. 105)
or this,-

"If pictures move, more should the pattern please."

Perhaps it is due to their both being catholics that Southwell
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reminds one so strongly of crashaw:-

naked breast stands for a shield.
His battering shot are babyish cries"

'Tlis

Ill)

(p.

is very like. and compare with crashaw's "young eternity" this

line:

"The old of years an hour hath not outrun";
137)

(p.

with his general manner, these:
"Not where

I

breathe but where

love,

I

live";

I

{-p.

84)

(p.

71)

"Almighty Babe, whose tender arms
";
can force all foes to fly
(in this last the oxymoron, paradox,and alliteration are all ex-

actly in Crashaw's vein) and also:"AlasI our day is forced to flee by night";
(p.

"0 prostrat e Christ, erect my crooked

134)

mind I"
(p.

106)

With vaughan he has less direct connexion, but this
couplet, while not a conceit, nor even particularly Metaphysical,
is too like vatighan to pass over,-

"There is a time e'en for the worm to creep.
And suck the dew while all her foes do sleep."
(p.
l?u^

Most of all he resembles Herbert.

69)

His homeliness, his

reverence, his familiar tenderness, his didacticism, his puns
and pilings-up of epithet phrases, are all so like Herbert that
is hard not to believe that it was from him that Herbert learned

The resemblance is not always upon the Metaphysical side,

them.

is even contrary to it as in the turn they both evince for alle-

gory

(

cf . Southwell's vale of Tears, p. 158)

but

i

cannot refrain

.

.

C
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for familiarity, -

from quoting:"TJhen

thou dost talk with God Sprayer
"

I

mean";
186)

(p.

"Come Raphael, this babe must eat,.
provide our little Tobie meat."
(p.

Ill)

for unblushing pirns,
"As hay the brutest sinner to refresh";
(p. 137)

"A lock it proves that first was but a look";
(p. 91)

for sententiousness,"Here beauty is a bait that swallowed chokes";
(p.

85)

"Self -pleasing souls that play with beauty's bait";
(p.

91)

for piling up of phrases,
"Moth of the mind, eclipse of reason's light.
The grave of grace, the mole of nature's rust", etc.
(p.

91)

Now, with all these resemblances why is it that no one

would take Southwell, any more than the Fletcher^, for a Metaphysical?

,

To see v^St^e have only to think of a characteristic
|

Metaphysical conceit, of a verse like Donne's

'

"For that first marriage was our funeral,"
(II, p. 108)

or like crashaw's

"Sure e'en from you (my flints!) some drops are due
(p. 102)
or like Cowley's
'*Captived in every thing and only free
To fly from thine own liberty ",
(p. 219)

in which
Pir

the conceit, not ^sed as an ornament but as an energetic

//
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reinforcement of the thought, brings out the mental inactivity
(compared with theirs) of the older poet.

» »,,.A*ir

i^-^^

l^ff

function of classicist conceit, though

4, But the true

Vv*-(r>^'*^

,

the conceit is often extremely charming in itself, is to enhance
'
i

I

"

-'"the

air of active-mindedness with which the classicist, like the
One has only to think

Metaphysical, aims to surround his work.

^^^^^avalier

o^w^Wy
poet

poets; they are sprightliness itself.

acrobatics could anything-tratda Waller

wh</r^nad mi ^fi^A'.-\ nvt^ fp ^1^^

-PBTna.,

's

As a piece

conceit upon a

comparing his fate to

Apollo's when he pursued Daphne :"Like Phoebus thus acquiring unsought praise.
He catched at love and filled his arms with bays"?
I

suppose the meaning we now attach to the word "wit" is due to

therir

performance.

At any rate

I

need not resort to quotation

to convince the reader that the most important use the classic-

ists found for conceits was to render sparkling the outline of

their thought, to in;)ect mental life
the older sensuousness.

i

into

tlitjlr

/work /in place of

And as far as they went in this direc-

tion the Metaphysicals were with them^/where, then, lies the difference?

In this:

The prevailing tone

light and graceful and they use

o;f

the classicists is

conceits to add to it light-

ness and an agile grace; in other words, the function of a classicist conceit is to banish seriousness, which in their eyes is

confounded with heaviness

-

their abomination,

Though

it is

not present in all classicists, the classicist^ tendency is to
avoid emotional seriousness; even when the subject itself is

serious

,the

effect of the conceit, or, the conceited style, is

%

-^

l!c/-''
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to detach it - since emotion alone furnishes poetci conviction -

from reality.

Marvell understood this and turned it to extra-

ordinary account; by means of it he reduces living persons and
emotions to statues and aesthetic abstractions as though these

had no reality but what was fleeted in the calm and observing
mind of the beholder.

Eis poem on the ^death of a young Scotch

hero who refused to leave his burning ship is perfect in this
manner ;jt'ond boy, why so untame
That fly'st love's fires, reserved for other flame?"..,
"NO other fear himself could comprehend.
Than lest heaven fall ere rhither he ascend...
"
His shape exact which the bright flames enfold,
like the sun's statue stands of burnished gold", etc.
(poems, p. 127)

"

Less serious than Marvell, put the conceit to still lighter uses.

And when, as sometimes happens, they mingle a conceit

with a grave theme, its effect is to impair its seriousness, even
when its beauty is left intact.

There is a charming conceit

with which Drummond concludes a sonnet on the death of the beloved.

Gathered about the bed the band of mourners watch death

finally close in, and
"Seeing so fair him come in lips, cheeks, eyes.
Cried, "Ah I and can Death enter paradise?"
The effect, artistically irreproachable, is to remove the scene

from the sphere of

-ardrion

altogether.

Here, as In the case of

the Spenserians, the artistic advantages are all on the non-

Metaphysical side.

They are concerned to have their conceits

pretty as well as enlivening.
The Metaphysical feels no such concer; all he requires
of a conceit is that its effect be quickening; his

ovm.

thought

(,.

rlS'j^i^^^

/.v'lX

^^

'^^T.'i^/t^

ityC

i/(^^
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^^^
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"being substantial, he thus makes it an instrxment capable of

conveying actual meaning and compels it to carry a actual burden. AvThat ^(f does so is the distinguishing mark of the Meta-

physical conceit.
seriousness.

It adds liveliness without taking away from

The secret of his method if not to separate the

conceit, either to ornament or to point it, from the actual

substance of thought; not to treat it as an addition to but as
a vehicle of thought.

He thinks in conceits, while it is the

non-Metaphysical way to touch off thought by their means,

I

This

explains why the poetry of conceit is likely to be more graceful in non-Metaphysical hands, or in Metaphysical at their least

eharacteristie,

creontiques and

Cowley is nowhere so delightful as in his Anap^tJ^^^J^i^

nowhere so un -Metaphysical.

There al-

most entirely he follows the classicist method, yet, even so,
he sometimes succeeds in making the conceit itself the actual

instrument of the sentiment he has to convey.

That it shotild

be capable of conveying the thought is the real condition for
its being serious, but,

just now all

I

wish to bring out is its

capacity for serving as a channel of ideas.

The sentiment cow-

ley expresses in the Swallow is of the most ethereal kind, but
to distinguish his method of conveying it,

compare the swallow

with a poem of Marvell's written very much in the manner of the
Anacreontiques.

The tone of his verses gpon Appleton House is

light .though the feeling is genuinely patriotic, wh^le in Cov;ley's

piece both are light.

Marvell i^ comparing a flower-garden to

an armed and vigilant camp, and then goes on to deploie that

England, that island-garden, has become in reality a field of
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arms, and conc^uSes withfe regret for her former state of j)eace

and innocence.

iJx.-U-^^'

O^ c^Xt.-

/vi?/

iU ^^^

^'^-^^
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"When roses only arms did bear
And men did rosy garlands wear"
(poems, p. 17)

By means of the conceit he gives an exquisite emphasis to the
emotion but the emotion is not in the conceit.
i

Take it away and

some charm will be lost but nothing essential to the sentiment.

But take away the conceit from these lines of Cowley's and the

whole sentiment, which rests on the delicately insinuated meta-

phor

,

evaporates

:

"Cruel bird, thou'st ta'en away
A dream out of my arms to-day.
Thou this damage to repair
Nothing half so good cij«ivst bring,
Though men say thou bringst the spring".
.

(p.
I

58)

have chosen these examples on purpose to try to draw what is

after all a rather fine distinction.

almost too fine; however
but^^^cJnly

I

They draw it, perhaps,

do not insist upon the illustrations

upon the principle, for which there are plenty o^ less

dubitable examples,

When, for instance, Herbert writes, speak-

ing of the temple of the Lord's body,"In three days razed and raised as before",
(p. 26)
(A^

he is not simply making a punning addition to his meaning, not
like the Fletchers, half altering the sense to admit the pun;
he is compelling the pun, however awkwardly, to carry the weight
of what he has to say.

but

I

Ar-tistically it isn't very successful,

am not speaking just aow of success.

ical when he writes,-

He is no more poet-

j\i/t^
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"Ladies, look here I This is the thankful glass
That mends the lookers' eyes",
(p.
JffXS^

62)

his meaning, that the acriptures reveal to us at once our

evil and the cure for it, ie both accurately and succintly con-

veyed.

As much may be said of this conceit of Vaughan's,-

"How art thou now, thy flock to keep,
Become both food and shepherd to thy sheep."
To make myself/ clear

I

will choose for comparison a non-Metaphysic-

al conceit of a similar turn to conceits of theirs; it turns upon
one of the commonest subjects for plays of this kind, the miracle

that restored his sight to the blind beggar; this is Giles

Fletcher's version;
"He that should them compare, at length would find
The blind man only saw, the seers were all blind."
Christ's Triumph & Death St. 60)
,

(

Now, as such a transparent phrase as "at length would find" dis-

covers, the sole origin and excuse, for this is

calls the "desire to be witty."

^wha^t

Dr.

Johnson.'.',

It is a play, a piece of wit, ^-^

and no more; it is in addition to and outside of the body of his

meaning.

The following lines from Herbert, though more elaborate

and still more incongruous, are not outside the body of his meaning, but, on the contrary, contain it.

prom the altar of the

cross, Christ complains, as in the old miracle plays, to the pass-

ing crowd

;-

"Behold they spit on me in scornful wise.
Who with my spittle gave the blind man eyes.
Leaving his blindness to my enemies"
/\^^ 4-b.

But—te- go back to the matter of seriousness.

The

;"
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Metaphysicals not only incorporate the conceit into their thought,
so that it not merely does not break but actually advances it;

they make it serve them as well as an instrument, a ready instrument, for their gravest utterance, and it is in this respect,
•prlncl^MuLls^ that theirs differ from classicist usage,// so many
-

more instances of their ability to force a strained and iinnatural mode into yielding strong and moving notes will be coming up

later that Irere
first

I

I

shall content myself with two or three.

ought to warn the reader again that

their success.

I

But

say nothing for

Their thought is not always prompted by emotion;

they are not poets of that greatness to speak only from that

*

depth where thought and emotion blend; they fail like other poets;
on account of the peculiar difficulty of their style^they are.
-eveTr~prone to sink;

though when they do they have the merit to

sink rather into emotionless sense than into senseless emotion.
And^when, as often, they seem devoid of poetry (in the sense of
thought blended with and hightened by emotion) one need not be
in too great haste to put the blame upon their "bad habit of con-

ceits"; the defect may be deeper.

I

am not defending conceits;

but trying to show that with the Metaphysicals they are only a
(/A>^**sign, a sign of a vigorous and unruly thinking faculty,

some-

times their emotion is strong enough to get the upper hand of
their turbulent brains, and when it does, their very ingenuity ,__

which croce says is a barren principle in art,

becomes a source of pathos and power,

-

thus subdued,

.Yhere is the artificiAlJ'Ttl

where the frigidity, in this "conceit" of Donne's "0 more than moon.
Draw not up seas to drown me in th^y sphere]"
(p.

40.

I)
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So deeply is ingenuity worked into the paste of their genius

that it becomes one with it, and the conceits in these stanzas

from Herbert and Cra77shaw pass unnoticed even by those readers
/

who most feel their power; yet they contribute not a little to
that power:
"I got me flowers to straw thy way,

boughs off many a tree
wast up by break of day.
And brought 'st thy sweets along with thee."
I got me
"But thou

(p.

4S)

"Thy restless feet now cannot go
For us and our eternal good.
As they were ever wont. ''Tiat though?
They swim, alas I in their own flood.
"Thy hands to give thou can'st not lift;
Yet will thy, hand still giving be.
itself s the gift;
It gives, bot
It gives though bound; though bound 'tis free."
(
Ol P- 107)
In contrast with these we have only to remember the poetry of the

Cavaliersy in its vers de societe

,

or even better,

in its attempts

at seriousness,— such an attempt, for example as carew's ludlyicous

"Else, the soul grew so fast within
It broke the outward shell of sin.
And so was hatched a chertlbin",
(p.

79)

to understand the Metaphysical genius for combining with the fan-

tasy of conceits a true and profound feeling.
^

A Metaphysical is distinguished, then, from a contemipory conceit in these respects; it is more profuse, more extreme,
.

more vigorous, and more capable of conveying thought and emotion.

All these differences must point to something deeper, to some-

I

-J

A

thing in the nature of their genius, and the last distinction
have to draw points the same way.

I

Jt is the readiness and nat-

uralness with which the Metaphysicals fall into this most un-

p 4s-. /Uh>K/?

,.x
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h f/'^r

natural style.

I'he

conceited style is in its nature a tour de

force , but the Metaphysicals seem never more at ease, more secure or happier than when they are indulging in the kind of dif-

ficulty that would have taxed to the limit the powers of an or-

dinary writer.

Observe in this connexion the use they make of

that favourite figure of the classical imitators, oxymoron.

Oxymoron is the rhetorical device of coupling together words of
a sharply opposite connotation, like Horace's splendide memdax

As a non -Metaphysical example of it

I

.

shall take a passage which

superficially wears a Metaphysical look.

It is from phineas

pletcherl
"A life that ever dies and death that lives.
And, worst of all, God's absent presence ^ives

A thousand living woes and dying griefs
Apol I, St. 36)
.

.

(

By it the poet gains a certain effect, but to the confusion of
the thought.

The conceit used stiffly as a thing foreign to the

^ ^c-

I

true course of his matter.

How little really Metaphysical it

is

will be readily seen from a comparison with the examples that
follow, in which^ instead of confusing it points the thought vig-

'^^

orously, supporting and intensifying the meaning:
3

\

AtHyjot*.'.

"When first my youthful, sinful days";

-^

(V.

I, p. 198)

i^-^

'

"Fold up my life in love, lay it beneath
";
My dear Lord's vital death
(Cr. p. 106)

1

"Huge emptiness.'"

(Cr. p. 155)

"0 you strong

In weakness]

";

"That learned and eloquent lust";

(Cr, p.

58)

(cr. p.

46)

"E'en in the midst of youth and night";

(H,

p.

215)

_._
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Here it is not ornament but the native expression of their
thought as it was conceived.

What a poignancy it adds to vaugh-

an's scornful
"Brave worms and earthi",

51)

(I, p.

and to Crashaw's tender
"To Thee, dread Lamb, whose love must keep
The shepherds more than they their sheep**T
TO Thee, meek majesty, soft KingI"
(p.

72)

It is no trouble to them to write thus; they do not go out of

their way to fetch in a strange beauty; the circumstance that we
are not left with a cold admiration, that the conceit does not

strike us as toilsome and frigid, shows how readily and naturally it came to their hand.

It has all the appearance of being

struck off in the heat of composition; they could not so well
have expressed themselves otherwise.

If there is a strangeness

it is not a sought-after strangeness, an outlandish garb for an

ordinary idea; if the expression is unusual. the thought is no
less so.

This is a very different principle from the principle

involved in the conceited style generally, where, as a rule, the
thought is a plain thought and all the indirection in the expression; here the thought is brought forth in its original form,
the conceit goes back to the first inception .

I

have quoted their

use of oxymoron, but that is only one variety of conceit. "When

last

I

died", Donne breaks forth,
""Tien last I died, and dear,

AS often as from thee

I

I

die

go",
(I, p. 18)

where, if the language seems strange, so was the thought or emo-

tion that prompted it.

The same thing is true of that comparison
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worked out in such detail, of the union between his soul and the
soul of his beloved to a "pair of stiff twin- compasses."

the way his mind works.

it is

It is inevitable for him to play, and

keep playing with a fancy, once he has started it;-

"Therefore thou waked 'st me wisely; yet
continued it."
I,Iy dream thou brokest not but
(I. p.

39)

The quality of Donne's thought is strange; he thought, he imagined strangely, and his feeling winds in closely with his thought

and imagination; to him, therefore, fantastic images and extra-

ordinary metaphors came as inevitably as commonplace ones to unoriginal poets,

if'or

this reason the aptness of conceits to

thought is most obvious in him.

But though less original, less

extraordinary, the others are no less natural, and, so to speak,

happy in fitting matter and expression!

IvL (i

"It was the day, sweet, and did rise
Not from the ijast but from thine eyes";
(Cr. p. 69)
^l^lh

there is an exact faithfulness in the hyperbole to the shade of

sentiment.

The emotion is subduing in crashaw and ma:/ conceal

the oddity of expression, but even where the oddity is not concealed, as is generally the case with (jowley, the faithfulness
is still exact :-

"Virtue was thy life's centre, and fran thence
Did silently and constantly dispense
The gentle, vigorous influence
To all the wide and fair circumference";
(p. 195)
"And he who only sees in love is blind".
fp. 142)

By nature Vaughan's mind moves with less of indirection than is
common with a Metaphysical; his best v/ork has not their core of
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ingenuity; for, though he i$-j^«ii—of conceits, he caught the

trick of them from others,- Herbert, particularly, he follows
blindly,

-

and the Metaphysical quality of his gift, strong in

other places, is less happy in them,

still, if not where he is

best, we do find ingenuity in good and characteristic work-"But that great darkness at thy death
Did make us see
"
The way to thee
(I, p.

134)

"Softly rest all thy virgin crumbs]
Lapped in the sweets of thy young breath;
Expecting, till thy saviour comes
TO dress them and imswaddle death."
(I, p.

120)

and this, which is even more characteristic,
"The whole creation shakes off night.
And for thy shadow looks, the light."
(I. p.

123)

This, then, is the last broad distinction between Metaphysical

and non-He taphysical use of conceits;

The Metaphysical^is more

at home in them, resorts to them more freely and familiarly, and

with less of strain to his meaning.
The explanation

I

have given for their ease is that their

meaning itself was likely to be strange and extravagant,,
|Eh4t>

takes us on to the relation between their genius and

style.

anct"

the-«r-

It is evidently a closer and more serious relation than

existed between the genius and style of the other writers in the

conceited manner.

From the examtples

I

have given it may be seen

how deeply they were imbrued, beyond all their contemporaries in
the extravagance and fantasy of conceits.

The dolce

s t il

nuovo

charmed poets of all the schools; the Spenserians liked it for

•

-.
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its ornamental qualities and for the depth its paradoxes seemed
to lend their thought; they cultivated its sensuous side (accord-

ing to Croce the only faithful side for art) the side which

taught them to compare Christ approaching His passion to a swan,

singing as it sails to its death
"Down the silver streams of Eridan....
por thus, and only this, thy love did crave
To send thee singing for us to thiy grave."
(Giles Fletcher C's V.& T)
It pleased the classicists, especially the cavaliers, for the wit

and point it infused into their gallantry, for its gayety and

liveliness and freedom from sentimentality.

But, at least in

England, the cavaliers and such others as were attracted hy it,

used it lightly and only to touch off, to add flavour and piquancy
to their adopted manners.

Even when they carried it further,

and transgress .the limits of art for the sake of a piece of in-

genuity, they seldom make it the actual means of conveying thought;
the conceit is there for its own sake, not for the sake of the

idea to be expressed.
Ilhe

Metaphysicals took conceits much more seriously. like

the rest of the world they thought them valuable in themselves
and introduce them where there is no excuse for them.

But in

general ^he conceit bears a real relation to the jg?- meaning. There
is an actual affinity between the nature of their genius and the

nature of the conceited style; both are immoderately intellectual,

setting up mental activity above every canon of art.

The Meta-

physicals need not, though they often do, neglect pleasing the
reader by words and rhythm, but their real business, their first
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Ul^

Jdo^

l^r^-ti^

^

i-^-^

look-out,, is not to soothe, not to lull, but to set the mind going and keep it going,- to surprise with their unexpectedness,
to astonish with their dexterity, to overwhelm with the height

and reach of their conceptions.

They make of the conceited style

a substantial where others make an accidental use.

They employ

conceits more frequently, carry them further, convey, by their
meas, genuine thought and emotion, and finally, by the natural

aptitude they display for them, rob them, if not of their strangeness, yet of so much of their frigidity and artificality as to
yv

subdue them into adding a certain pudency and brilliancy of effect.
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CHAPTER II

Classicist Elements

^

(Among oontempory schools and influenoesywe have seen(

/^

in the c ase of conceits ths^ the Metaphysical poets are more

nearly related to the classicist school with Ben Johnson at
its head.

This affinity of theirs to the classicists comes

out not only in this one element of style; it holds for all
the other elements and, beyond style, for a certain tone and

attitude.

The same state of mind and general attitude which

finds expression tropically in conceit issues otherwise in
form, diction, versification* and manner generally.

As the

classicists used them, conceits differ from ordinary figures
not essentially as having more of the attributes, improbability, frigidity, etc., that are usually cited as giving offence,

not even in incongruity.

These are accidents more apt to at-

tach to conceits than to other figures but to which all fig-

ures are liable; they are more apt to attach to conceits in
classicist hands, and more yet in Metaphysical, because thei"e
their prime object is to arouse and startle the attention and
to keep the

mind in constant play.

This ideal, intellectual

energy, is a governing principle in the classicist poetic

method.
If we think of the classicist reform as the beginning
in English poetry of the ideals of Pope and the 18th century,
as, in fact, it was to associate with it the Metaphysicals who
in most respects could not well be more opposed than they are
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r^

to everything that smacks of the century, looks to require

/

some explanation.

Though it issued ultimately only in one

there are really two sides to the classicist reform.

They arej

the one with which we are most familiar, its tendency toward

moderate ideas, unimaginative good sense, rule and regulation;
ajid

the other, which is after all perhaps only another face.,

of the same thing, its high-spirited intellectual ism, its mas-

culine force, its brilliant play of ideas.

Energy and impa-

tience with illusion turn in time to prose and commonplace; it
is a dangerous principle in poetry to address the intellect

over the head of the emotions and the imagination and on that

principle our classicist poetry split; but it was a principle,
which, when Johnson espoused it, had at least the merit of nec-

essity.

And it will readily be seen that with classicism on

its second side, or perhaps

I

had better say, in its earlier

manifestation, the Metaphysical poets would have,^»l€»*3p;:o^
points of contact.

y.

In its first manifestation classicism was largely a

aatt er of pure reaction.

-

The revival of classic literature,

a-&-^eople say, gave its first impulse to the renaissance;- but

the progress of classic literature, when it was closely enough

studied for its true spirit to emerge and act, concluded the

renaissance.

At least it concluded that part of it we think

of as glorious in literature:
in the renaissance.

classic;

in one sense we are still living

Our great renaissance literature is not

all the classics did was to touch fire to the stored

materials of the middle ages; when classical knowledge matuxed

55

it gave itself to extinguishing the blaze which by then was dy-

ing of itself.
In

Jonson's day a great reaction had set in against

the romantic poetry of the renaissance, and with good reason;
it was growing into a convention.

One can very well understand

how to vigorous-minded, clear-sighted man who had taken acco\int
of modern ideas and learning, not all its sweetness, not all its

nobility, not all its charm could save Elizabethan Ijrrism from

being a burden.

Spenser, the lyrists, the madrigalists, the

sonnet tears, had addressed themselves so exclusively to the heart

and imagination with their singing tunes, their ungirt spontanity, their lofty and unreal sentiment

,

that they ended by exhaust-

ing tb«nr, and the intellect reasserted itself.

had got a long way beyond "Hey nonny, nonny".

Men like Donne
They were natural-

ly impatient with this persistent evasion of reality, this dreamy
bookishness, this unrestrained emotionalism.

These and the

other exalted defects of the older verse engendered reaction; its

faults and hardly less its attractions were of the kind bound to
fail with the next generation; even sensuous beauty palls in time^/
>~-

Tlienfaily^d—e^one strain too exclusively played upon,

enough in itself to induce a strong desire for an opposite strain,
this negative cause reinforced by all the new forces of the age
pr

-

positive admiration of the classical literature and sympathy

for antique civic ideals, for the antique -view of life,

-

brought

about a reaction so intense that writers in the new style were
not content merely with abandoning old literary ideals

ly persecuted them.

tUs'
ibtt*

actual-

Classicist ideals are not the sane with
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classical; they are classical plus impatience with romantic
ideals;

that is. they are classical with less of ease, of moder-

ation and of proportioned heauty; the too near presence of romantic Ideals has displaced the classical accent.

Classicists had

to destroy with one hand and build up with the other.

Conse-

quently, from the classical ideal the classicist picked out those

elements for imitation that were chiefly opposed to romanticism.
In the classical ideal the elements chiefly opposed to

romanticism are (1) Mental activity, (2) Sense of reality, (3)
Structure, (4) eloquence of speech ^

With these four weapons Ben

and his sons brought down the whole renaissance

-

romantic struc"-

ture. Romanticism may be defined as a clouding of reality in
the interests of poetry and beauty.

It operates in a field re-

mote from actual life; its purpose is to

persuade us to let go

our hold on actual life, and since the main strength of this

hold lies in the intellectual part of us, the region of clear
ideas, the first part of the romantic procedure is to relax the

alertness of the mind by winning upon it with the full enchantment of colour, of slow music, of congruous sweet imagry. Romantic poetry, as- a kind of magic begins by weaving about the reader

a rhythmic spell; in its versification it makes use of all the

tricks of the blaok art, and first of soothing rhythms, monotonous repetitions, subdued rime, meaningless refrains.
Qiz

Q.

By

gneaas-

simply sensuous music which undermines meaning by accompany-

ing it as the notes accompany the words of a song, it induces a

dreamy state of consciousness, lulling us out of our habitual
wakefulness.

It will be remembered that romantic versification
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differs essentially from classic in being founded upon the meas-

ures of the popular dance, in which the music and rhythm are _.
everything,

s ense

an d meaning as chance may send.

•

Thus one

[ithout quest ion estrange moods and impossible situations
^jQ^-a^-romantic

pogm^^ich presented in any other medium would

make one incredulous and impatient.

The diction of romantic

Met-x

ry as carefully^ avoids rousing the intellectual faculty^ It

chooses words that by long association with poetic occupations

and poetic moods and with poetry itself have acqtiired a charm

which is independent of their meaning; words whose sound is pleasing or which are clung about by an atmosphere of antique grace.

And these words the romantic poet combines to convey obscure
images, or vague sentiments, obscure and vague, but on that ac-

count the more poignant and poworf>iA.

For its subject matter ro-

manticism prefers emotional states, or narrative, or descriptions
of nature; it never deals with ideas by themselves.

'

Such ideas

as it makes use of ^jiiqj,Jioi; exhibit original thought; they are gen-

erally the imposing commonplaces, rethought by each human soul,
truths that have passe i from the realm of ideas into the realm of
emotion, and so leave the intellect passive.

With these go the

noble chivalric conventions of love and honour and the yet nobler
Platonic conventions and manners fitted to a better and fairer

world than ours, and everjnwhere the dreaming mind is guarded
against the shock of meeting with reality.

These are the

of romantic beauty; singing ryhthms, a sensuous

axid

proiJB*'

conventional

diction, a fixed nobility of sentiment and flight from modern

and actual life,
57
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It is a poetic ideal in which good and bad are mixed to-

gether, even as an ideal, but in

JOiUson's time its good was run-

ning to seed, and its faults growing in consequence less toler-

able.] As a realistic dramatist he was offended by every phase
of it; he detested its negligent superfluity of syllables, its

feminine sweetness, its noble proprieties, its overwrought illusions, its sentimental and non-intellectual appeal, and. he bent

his energies to inaugurating a new style, i«to the language.
set up classic standards.

interpreted

fajrrfry",

I

He

The substance of classic poetry, as

think,

—by

Ben

jr)nson, is in its

secular

and manly spirit, its genuine intellectual play, its Just sense
of reality.

The beauty of its style is a plastic beauty; that

is a beauty that consists. in purity and strength of outline,

in

the proportion of parts and in firm modelling; another Jjeauty al-

together from the romantic.

Indeed in every point of classic ex-

cellence romanticism is deficient, and, Judged by classic standards,

-i-f

is weak, exaggerated, wasteful, and false.

With his eye

upon the classics, Jonson set to work to reform versification and
to infuse into verse a manlier spirit.

He began by rejecting a

vocabulary that relied on antiquity and poetic conventions for
its favour, and, by Horece's advice, substituted for it words

current in good modern conversation.

He economized syllables

rigorously and thereby gained a compact vigour for his lines,

wlii^eh

vigour he strengthened by setting his style upon the antique base

^

of ^lOken eloquence, that knov/s nothing of "undersongs" but, how-

ever

impassioned, is, in its clear rationality, only a heighten-

ed form of speech; its accent coincides with the sense, and its
58
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pauses are accommodated to the sense.

And he filled out his lines

with honest matter instead of sweet vocables. The Petrarchan, the
Arcadian, even the Platonic^ altitudes he dis^rdel as so much
ruhbish; to a mind like his they were u»sympathei;rt;

-,

and, though

Jonson

is by no means destitute of nobility, it is the outcome

ij[iJ^::tii

not of a convention, but of his own generous conceptions.

Most of these changes in the poetic code the Metaphysical poets, like the Cavaliers and the rest of the tribe of Ben,

accepted with alacrity.
Jonson,

attribute their ifiauguration to Ben
Stat
and he is in fact their great champion and exemplar. .SatI

the same kind of spirit must have been abroad and not confined to

him; there are i^enty

-€tf

traces of it in Shakespeare, in the son-

nets, even; and Donne, who i?

with it.

/.^Eft^Jji

Jonson's contemporary, is -«:ile*

Donne and ^the other Metaphysicals it issues in

a form that separates them from the ordinary classicist,

in the

form of it peculiar to themselves the classicist spirit is the

second most important element in Metaphysical poetry; it denotes
an attitude, a frame of mind, as well as a theory of style; it
Influences not only their versification, their diction, their fig-

ures and such things, but also the way in which they approach a
subject, the mood in which they treat it,

philosophy of poetry.

-

in a w ord - their

\

What distinguishes their acceptance of classicist principles consists in no modification of the principles themselves but
in the fierce and extreme way in which they welcomed them; they

put them into practice so inexorably, pushed them so far, drove
them so hard, that in accepting, they almost destroyed them. They
59
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attempted olassiclsm, at the same time throwing moderation and
proportion (necessary ingredients) to the winds.
cists proper had, as

I

savkd,

The classi-

noticeably less of proportion and

moderation than their classic models; they were disturbed by
the presence of opposing ideals; but, compared with the of-

fences committed by the Metaphysicals
diHoe«-.

,

VA.y kTtit ''^"-^
p c ooa -

theirs are a o p o

The classicists condemned the fictions of the roman-

ticists from the point of view of men of the world; their in-

terests were human and mundane and they had no time to lose

themselves in fairy tale wanderings in woods, or protracted

sighing over cruel ladies; they feel the pressure of reality
and the hurrying of "time's winged chariot"; they are of

Marvell's mindy=^
"Let us roll all our strength and all
Our sweetness up into one ball,
And tear our pleasures with rough strife
Tlf^o^:lgh the iron gates of life," *

But the Metaphysicals, whose interests are not human and mundane, despise and condemn the romantic mood not because it is

remote from life so much as because it veils and beautifies an
)

ugliness it is essential for us to know; because it hides the
truth of things, calling lust love
§^er

alJs;^

earthly beauty heavenly.

ambition the love of glory, an^ worldly prudence honour and

so on,

covering poor filth with gilt and glamour; and since

their hatred is intellectual it is so much the more ruthless.
Their style is in every point a fighting protest, impelled al-

most purely by an angry disdain for romanticism, far less

1,

Poems, p. 57,
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tempered than with the classicists by a reverence for the literature of Greece and Rome. "The classicists accented, but the

Metaphysioals lay all their stress on the four points

I

have

noted, - mental activity, sense of reality, structure and elo-

quenW'^o^-speecn; and where the classicist accent was perhaps

rather on the last two points, the formal elements, the Metaphysical* was rather on the two first.

these formal elements is complex.

Their position toward

One would expect a strong

sense of the requirements of structure, involving, as it does,

an exact g-evemaettt of material, teken in conjunction with
the sense of responsibility laid upon one by an adherence to
the form of direct speech which allows the poet no liberty in

hi? capacity of inspired bard,
all his words,

-

holds him accountable for

butr

one would expect

tter*-

^^fe-^er"&eftse would ha.ve

exercise^ a certain restraint, and put a check upon caprice
and license.

But a)parently, since caprice and license in

Metaphysical poetry show no signs of having any restraint put
upon them
to

-

be in the

freedom from any kind of bondage whatever seeming

very air it breatnes

- it

does not exercise such

A»

a check; and so one might be led to conclude that is not really

present.

Yet that

-t%-*4re

present must be concluded from the

unity and concision of the Metaphysical lyric, and from their
unmistakable tone of direct utterance

^

Fpf

The explanation seems

to lie in the violence of Metaphysical exaggeration and in

the difference of their point of view from the classicist point

of view.

V/hile

the classicists paid attention to the right

disposition of their material with an eye to its beauty as a
61
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whole, and adopted eloquence in the place of melody as a base

of verse in order

[to

gain rapidity and strength,] andL increase

^

'

the vividness of their effects; J the Metaphysicals
1

,

following

and exaggerating the same methods, did so with small concern
for ideals of classic form> fkv above form they placed as ideals

intellectual energy and scorn of illusion, which, though also
classic ideals, thus violently displaced, work

havoc with the

prior ideals of restraint and proportion.
'^

For the Metaphysicals the two second points really oome

under the head of tn« two first-^ and though they may be consixLered as instances of Metaphysical exaggeration of classicist

principles,

-yet,-

since it is also possible to consider them as

/phases of still more dominajit characteristics,; for the sake of

unity it would be better to take them that

/Wa^,.

We may say

then that the Metaphysicals modified classicist principles,
(1) by

subordinating

thetis^ formal

elements to theii^ more gener-

al elements of style, and (2) by enormously exaggerating these

more general elements.

As a result, in spite of its close re-

lation to the classicist movement, the Metaphysical school is
at the opposite pole from the sort of composition in which
that movement ultimately and logi^^aS^ found expression.

But

it seems strange that a movement destined to produce Pope should

have branched out first in such wild shoots as Donne and Cowley,

-Wi*-:-The style of the Metaphysicals is governed and guided

by the classicist presumptions that a stirring and lively manner, showing that the writer has good active brains and a strong
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grasp upon fact, that he

opposite of mooning poet, or a

is- the

retired soul dreaming over a book in a corner, that this manner
is the only proper one for high poetry.

And, since they are

driven on by a spirit that flies high over the heads of ordi-

nary classicist interests, a spirit that has thrown off every

regular restraint

(I

shall come to speak of this presently)

they carry out the manner to the last limit of daring.
the classicist strives to

Where

stimulate his reader the Metaphysical

exerts himself to shock and dazzle him, to leave him no peace
or a moment of relaxation,

to keep his mind stretched to its

livliest pitch, excited, alert; he makes him few sensuous conis ready

cessions and these never at the expense of vigourj

<^e

to sacrifice beauty, sweetness, congruity, grace

whatever makes

-

if the sacrifice will gain him

for poetical peace and pleasure

-

the least accession of energy.

And as the energy he desires is

an intellectual energy, not emotional, or emotional only in so

far as emotion may be expressed in the terms of irjtellect, kXk/

p^aaii^eaiiy, -CtMaes—to disregard -*SL poetical proprleties.-wfea*^

i^er^^

^-"- '^'^^''

^4>
^j^j ;-..'//^, r/:
Wltb—classlrclrslrTealism he^Ts equally reckless.

*^^'

^"^

^

ftuJUfU

Refer-

ence is often made to Metaphysical fantasy as though it were

somehow a product of the fantastic fictions of the middle ages,
AS a matter of fact it would be hard to exaggei^ate Metaphysical
scorn r;|^

tif^

romantic marvels and long-winded allegory.

It is

precisely the Metaphysicals who blew loudest on the trumpet which
brought down the walls of that lovely unreal city raised by ren-

naisance magic out of the buried middle agesj on their fantastic

^

I%:i

OtvvL /^vA^

tL -rL ^5"^^- <

•
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side the middle ages had no more determined foes.

But the jr hare—

/X

/

a side with which the Metaphysicals have a genuine connexion,

-

''<
,'

I^VciQlT prosaic and almost literal realism; /in their treatment of

fact they share the medieval simplicity, grossness and exacti,

tude

,

and also the medieval fearlessness of prose.

But the Meta-

physical concern for fact is overlooked; it is overlaid by his

apparent scorn for all mundane affairs, and apparently contradicted by those flights of fantastic wit^the purpose of.-whioh seems
to be to outrage probability.

be kept separate;

The two things are, however, to

juggling with words and sleights of logic are

quite compatible with an honest and literal faithfulness

^y

/''(

Sl/yy^^

.'i

^j;^ conjoined in^^the medieval schoolman.
^fefeicirT)tte-~;af

;.

tb^sjUcK
tc'jt"

--7:'..

I'.-'

Their realism isjTL

their mos,t valuable and important contributions;

it will not be until a long time after that we meet a psycholog-

ical study like Donne's Elegies

,

or a delicately close observa-

tion such as distinguishes Vaughan in all his dealings with

natural objects.

^. ^

K

^

7

>/'

/

'

Formal Elements of Style

The conj\inction of intellectual energy with realism is

responsible for all the good and all the bad in Metaphysical
style.

In treating of the formal elements of that style it will

be more convenient t^-take the two together, though it jiarf-be

made out that in metrical matters energy is the dominating principle, while in diction, and syntax realism prevails.

I

shall,

however, not try to -§**w~any hard and fast distinction^ here,

though when it comes to actual content and more general quali64

»

.
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ties of style, for the sake of clearness,

I

shall divide them

again.

Perhaps the surest indication of the character of a

poetic movement is to be found in its versification;

^-wfeich

be-

ing more unconscious,' admit^ less of affectationrthan does dic-

tion and-s© sooner betrays the author's true temper,

in the

fundamentals of rhythm it is impossible to seem other or better than one is.

'

Bfrt^the delicate variations in rhythm ars^y

i^^"'

•

^^•^
.

:

produced by variations in the individual soulj wh»-re the go
I

.«*

question .of a number of poets

,a]xe^--is

iO" '-^^

comTDellFd to base oiie's-

/

judgment on mor6 gross and obvious points.

So in the two fol-

lowing specimens of classicist and Metaphysical poetry which

I

choose as typical of the qualities of the two schools and^xhe
'kx

hall keep out of sight as far as

differences between them

I

possible what is jonson

or Donne exclusive of their respective

schools.

.s

Though Donne may sometimes be less characteristically

Metaphysical Jonson is seldom more so, and on the whole the
,

poems seem to me a fair representation of the two manners. Take
Jonson first :-

'High-spirited j-friend,
I send nor b|>Hfi nor cor'sives to your wound:
Your fate hath found
A gentler and more agile hand to tend
The cure of that which is but corporal;
And doubtful days which were named critical,
Have made their fairest flight
And now are out of sight.
Yet doth some wholesome physic for the mind
Wrapped in this paper lie,
Whi'3h in the taking if you misapply,
You are unkind. "
Noble Balm
( The
)

Except that the classicists are not very prone to irregularity
65
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in the lengths of their lines this stanza illustrates very-

well their manner of versification:

it is eloq.uent without

being musical, active and direct in tone, opening dramatically;
the accentuation invariably follows the sense which fills the

stanza as a whole, not confining itself to the line upon line
arrangement; the phrasing varies in length as in prose, the

rimes are firm and the whole well and compactly put together.

Now consider Donne :"'Tis the year's midnight, and it is the day's
Lucy's, who scarce herself seven hours \inmasks;
The sun is spent, and now his flasks
Send forth light squibs, no constant rays;
The world's whole sap is sunk;
The general balm the hydroptic earth hath drunk,
Whither, as to the bed's feet, life is shrunk,
Dead and interr'd; yet all these seem to laugh,
Compared with me, who am their epitaph."
(I, p. 45)

His stanza resembles the other in each respect; it is eloquent,
not musical, active and dramatic; the sense is free to pass
out of the line, the rimes furnish support to the whole well-

built stanza.

It is like, but with the likeness of caricature.

Jonson's lines are vigorous bdt Donne's,, violent in their compression; they are wanting in the measured dignity of Jonson's, their

eloquence lying only in their vigour ^ Jonson's syntax is close
but Donne's, what with elipsis, over-compression, and inversion,

passes into an all but inextricable obscurity.

The accent fol-

lows the prose sense bit of a harsh and abrupt kind of prose,

with slips in its links; the rimes are too prominent.

As a

whole it has a perfect vinity S© far as the meaning goes, but
of poetic unity of form and exterior charm not an iota; that

has been sacrificed, together with ease and sweetness, to en66
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hance the effect of energy.

And, it must be admitted whatever

the price, Donne certainly has attained what he was after; the

stanza is compact of energy.

His piece has more force,

-

for

one reason, because it contains more matter than Jonson's,^

though that is full enough.
much:-

In his stanza Jonson conveys this

He is sending to a friend, wounded on some honourable

occasion, a medicine not meant to cure his bodily pains, for

them he has a more tender nurse, and fortunately is no longer
in danger, but a medicine for his mind, which he is warned not

to misunderstand.

That is a good deal of plain matter for 12

lines of verse to carry; but in fewer Donne packs as much more.

He tells us in effect that it is S. Lucy's Day at noon, the
the shortest day, and, as it were, the midnight of the year be-

ing but a day of

7

hours; that the sun flickers doubtfully in a

dull sky, dead like the v/orld whose life has been sucked down
to its centre, the earth having drunk up what was meant for all,

and drained away and lost the sources of life.

Yet compared to

his grief this state of desolation is no less than joy; for if
the world is dead/ his life is but the slight label of death.
The greatest difference of all between the two pieces

is in their substance, which shows the operation of two dif-

ferent orders of mind, the one, plain and straightforward, the
other intense, subtle, curious; &ut to continue with what more
exterior.

As regards their rhythm both poems are written in

contempt of the standards of the earlier lyric; both are a

standing reproach to its careless sweetness, its fluency and
diffuseness; and in no danger of falling into the jog-trot
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regularity, or the weakly sweet cadences, wh?
falls of that style,

(

are the pit-

they attain an equal distance

)

,

'^•h

from its charms and its defects. (Through adopting at each
point an opposite method.)

A sharp conflict between verse

(1)

and sense accent so that the former is often all but lost;

(2)

Breaking the line and shifting the accent and caesura before
the ear has time to grow accustomed to one tempo;

repetition and variations

-

of the Elizabethan lyri«;

<f4)

word;

(5)

erally;

(6)

(3)

Avoiding

the source of much of the allurement
Srbrong sense -accent on the rime

Elimination of weak syllables and "background" genDearth of 'ornament;

(7)

Abrupt beginnings.

Both

follow this anti-romantic system, but notice, in each instance,
how much more violent in the assertion of theic principles

Donne is than Jonson; Jonson never once approaches such a piece
of poetic bravado as Donne's "Lucy's" but keeps his conflicts

within the boxinds of proprietyi (2) His caesura is comparatively regular; is regularity itself by the side of Donne's, in not
one of whose lines does it fall again in the same place^ (3)

While neither has anything like a refrain or a piece of verbal

repetition, Donne would have thrown out, as dispensable to the
sense, the two phrases,

now are out of sight";

"which were named critical", and "and
(4)

use he makes of words like
are stronger in themselves.

Donne's rime is stronger through the
"flasks",
(5)

"shrunk",

"epitaph", which

Almost every word in Donne

tends to thrust itself into the foreground; his only light

words consist of the necessary connectives and these he is inclined to cut down as close as possible; he goes so far in this

direction as sometimes to lose the undulation essential even to
68
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good prose; no art would consent to the unbroken plainness of
"the world's whqle sap is sunk",

or of "send forth light squibs".

This icon^njfy of light and unnoticeable elements is very charac-

teristic of Metaphysical writing; it is due in part to their
liking for a weighted diction^

-©r

rather weight both in dic-

tion and versification is serviceable to them because it gives
the effect of the preponderance of thought, matter, over mere

form.

There ai^^^ l eaty- of such lines as Donne's to be found

in them all, even,

though less frequently, in the musical

Crashaw, e.g., his
"Other men's hunger with strange feasts
";
My own with stranger fasts
K,

Herbert*^

I

quelled,
(p. £37)

i-

"The stormle, working soul spits lies and froth";
v^

(p. 4)

Vaughan^^
"Thy six-days' building beat";

(p. 28)

and Cowley*^
"When all's done, life's an incurable disease".

But to return to our comparison. (6) Both stanzas,
eral, both classicist and Metaphysi-cal poetry,

"^fea,

J^chary

in gen-

of pret-

tiness; ,-itaffect^ an extreme plainness and entire independence
of decorative elements, the sense standing on its own feet; its

sole support, wit, ^-s^only another form of sense.

But Donne does

not even allow himself such plays as Jonson's corporal
"critical", or the

and

"g's" in "gentler" and "agile" or such nice

fingering of vowel and consonant throughout.

He wiXl have noth-

ing that might soften his meaning, or^even in the slightest in•b

<rf-«re-wjr4nthe effect of sheer force.
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4y
preliminaries; but Donne's, though not.like Jonson's( a direct
addressj opens still more a"bruptlyp-l-t~ plunge^ into the mood

and situation without explanation, even a* implietb-t3ire,and the effect
of dramatic excitement this produces is also extremely charac-

teristic of I,:etaphysical writing.

Informs one expression of

their principle of intellectual energy and
^

it when

I

shall say more of

come to deal more with that.

I

As

1

began—bogan by oaying-il take These two stanzas to

be representative.

There are variations in individuals, but

on the whole what is true of this stanza of Donne's is true of

the.scnool.

Its versification is founded on classicist princi-

ples, not upon new or peculiar principles of its own invention.
Their (inventiveness as a school (this of course says nothing
as to the separate feats of Donne, or of Herbert and Crashaw)

consists in an exaggeration of classicist principles in the sole
interest of intellectual energy.

I^
-

/

fer erajf

I

^ught here ta

sp e afea -worct—o^ their conceits

wbich

.

exaggeration %f the classicist principle of liveliness

made in the interest of intellectual energy.
of a conceit is to startle the attention.
to the merely intellectual part of us,

The prime object

They are addressed

the part which it is the

object of the usual kind of romantic poetry to decoy out of its

alertness.

They break in upon and prevent that state of emotion-

al peace and pleasure which we feel it is the business of poetry
to induce.
^^a:^,

2.

That is why we m^jr^ake pleas\ire in

s,

prose conceits

for example, Irf Lamb^5 and are annoyed by them in poetry.

See especially the description of the legless man in the
It is "Me taphysical "prose
Complaint (bn the Decay of Beggars
.

7n

]

Qiii

sj..^.^g LO-

L .iiaiai

-^..

-isv
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They are a gad-fly, stinging kind of figure; naturally we resent them; though a slight sting, in a style of honey-sweetness

may add to its pleasantness,

-

one-

reason, i-do not

why

dou'trt,

>

the followers of Spenser, as possessed as ne with sensuous beauty,

introduced occasional conceits into theirs.

But to make a busi-

ness of them as did the Metaphysicals, searching out those that
gave the intellect most trouble, is among their plainest indications that -effiotional peace and pleastire form small part of the

Metaphysical canon of poetry TT If the base of romantic verse

1

is tunefulness, and of classic measured eloquence, the base of

Metaphysical verse Clip's very near being prose.

This they are

able at times to work into a very passionate and moving variety
of prose, -(nor do

I

deny them to have many passages of pure

eloquence, and occasionally of sheer singing quality as in

Donne's Break of Day ;sweet, and do not rise; i-^
"Stay,
The light that shines comes from sine eyes; ^_,
The daj?- breaks not, it is my heart", - (p. 22)"^
'Co

but these are occasional and due as it were lapses -t^ in theoryjy
but their characteristic base remains tuneless and rhythmless;'

and saved, when saved, by something else,

-

emotion,

sp^irit-,

height of imagination.
\r

t}itJt-**

With this prose versification they combine a diction

that is too daring and effective to be called prosaic but which

nevertheless is the poles apart from what we call a "poetic diction".

Jonson closed the doors of his vocabulary against

-^Jiese

words, still lovely, but whose meaning had faded out of them,

and which savoured of antiquity, and opened them,"*wi44j the reoom71

-
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mendation of Horace, to the current speech of good urban usage.
The Metaphysicals followed suit;

they excluded the antique and

"poetic" and depended for their most striking and singular ef-

fects upon words whose strength lay in themselves not in their
,

associations J* fiut

,

as usual, they went further.

words in ordinary use

,

Beside the

they welcomed in a motley crowd of terms

which had never seen the light of poetry before, and for the
most part, not since.

Technical terms from every kind of trade

and business, the cant of the professions, learned and scientific language,

the language of text-books, of the universities,

of

the court, of the city,/'/ not good spoken usage but only modern-

ity is their criterion.

They even admit a few poetic terms pro-

vided they are sufficiently modern,
"cabinet

".

-

words like "sugar 'd" and

/.Modernity is one important phase of realism^ tip

create^jLan honest speaking atmosphere, destructive to convention.

They go as far beyond Jonson as, to revert to our examples,
"sq.uibs",

"hydroptic", and "bed' s-feet" pass beyond "high-spirited"

and "critical".

By affecting at the same time a syntax, as much

more familiarly conversational than Jonson's, they reach a result,
by them much coveted, of unexampled plainness and candour, which

has the effect of brushing away whatever might come between them

and their reader or between their thought and the expression of
it.

On occasion this plainness becomes simple ugliness, - Her-

bert's pit fall:
"Sin is that press and vice which forceth pain
(p. 137)
To hunt his cruel food through every vein",

but even this, on occasion, has its uses.

/
/

Ugliness for its own

sake is a romantic principle; the Metaphysicals neither shun nor
72
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affect it, but they are glad of anything that helps to rid them
of the veils of poetic illusion.

Great plainness is good to rout

a clouded connotation, which, like a captivating rhythm, steals

away our rational senses,

-->--th«b^fe---f^t«u:li:3rii(rhioB:~it

is the aim of

Meta:ph3rsl«al iroei;ry-^fco—arfc±tnul« te raa^ keep-liv-QondiirtTm .

would explain the harshness

«r»i

Thi

these following^

•Wien our hard hearts have took up stones to brain thee"
(p. 41)
"But when thou dost on business blow
It hangs, it clogs;
Not all the teams of Albion in a row
Can hale it out of door";
(p. 79)
"On whose raw arms stiff feathers now begin".

"His flesh is jelly yet and his bones thread".
.^

(D.I, p. 157)

(D.II,p.l57)

"A noisome spring of sores as thick as leaves

^ia^ did sprout".

(Cw. p. £24)

It is Herbert who is most exactly technical :"And just it is that I should pay the rent
Because the benefit accrues to me";
(p. 143)
"No screw, no piercer can

Into a piece of timber work and wind,
As God's afflictions into man";

(p. 156)

"Could not the wisdom which first broached the wine
Have thickened it with definitions?"
(p. 166) etc.

But even here, where they are far from their best, it will be seen

tnat their fear of the

"poetic" is not all loss.

Their plainness

is forcible like the Bible 's:-

"Bring bone to bone, and rebuild man", - (V.p. 181)

and is by them made a source of power.
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Other Elements In Style
It is difficult to draw a sharp line between the formal

elements of style and its more intangible elements as it is to

distinguish sharply between style and content, all three are in-

extricably bound up together; yet if we are to analyze at all,
we are forced to make these divisions.

Diction and versification

are bound to contribute the lion's share to the other expressions
of the same principles ,but> asking the reader to notice them for
Ihimself,

I

shall neglect them in treating those other manifestations.

I/.
V^

1.

Intellectual Energy

d^t-v_

Iminediateness

:

-7^

The air-^that usually hangs about re-

ligious poetry and, indeed, .about any verse thoughtful and meditative in character, hsOsa quality

-

i- t

io

d-irffrcttl^ tu Hef ine it

-

a

•

brooding quality ^^-et-quall-fcy of slow lingering thought. The face of
such poetry is set toward the past, or aspires, over .greaf^tr etches
of time, toward a Tr^^JSf future,
but not in present terms,
ing.-

poetry,

i ts

mood

it-

mgty speak of present grief,

i^g-

either regret fill or aspir-

One of the most individual things about Metaphysical
the bulk of which is religious,

from^this atmosphere.
QS^e-tTY ia in

is its utter freedom

The air that hangs about

active motion.

-The-

iseod in

MetaphysicaJ

«:.

which they write is the

opposite from the elegiac mood; it is vivid and immediate present.
If we speak of poetry having a "tense "theirs is cast in

^he living

present*^ It voices regrets and aspirations, but its tone is neither
aspiring nor regretful; it voices them as matters of intense .present
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interest, Gne feels the pressure of immediate concern Just as
one feels it in the Cavalier lyric, as though thought were

wrought up to a certain pitch.
Vaughan, and

I

quote

Take this stanza,

his best-known poems

la±tirbecausev'.frril *o?

seems to contradict what

I

(it is from

f-^l

have just been saying, and because,

since he is by nature of a really meditative temper, that he

should adopt the tone shows how much a part of the canon it is):-

Teace? and

to all the world?
Sure One,
And He the Prince of Peace had none
He travels to be born, and then
Is born to travel more again.
Poor Galilee thou canst not be
The place for His Nativity.
His restless mother's call'd away,
And not deliver'd tilL, she pay."
(11, p. 259)
,

I

It excellently illustrates xheir natural propensity
for puns,
*

^

A
and plays; the^©—are alsopr-&euj:yj€—e^-^tts-ij^veltfie^s-, but tb^

liveliness

I

wish to illustrate, ie^ that of the general tone,

nov;

which is questioning, exclamatory, excited, dramatic.

Dramatic is the

fees^

word; i-4—3rtt«itr^t€-sM;fee-T?€-SHfe-.

Their

active tone passes frequently into outright drama;/ the poem as-

sum^^the form of

a problem, opening upon a situation and clos-

ing with its solution, the body of it taken up with a genuine

struggle between opposing elements,

Herbert carries out the

scheme completely even to casting the whole in dialogue form,/A

poem of his may begin in one mood and end in a different one,
the change being

given in the act of its occurrence, with none

of the violence of the conflict lost.

/

I

suppose the most truly

dramatic lyric ever written is Herbert's Collar;

istad-.i
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struck the board, and cry'd, No morel
I will abroad.
What I shall I ever sigh and pine?
My lines and life are free; free as the road;
Loose as the wind, and large as store....
Siire there was wine
Before my sighs did dry it; there was corn,
Before my tears did drown it....
take heed;
Away',
I will abroad.
Call in thy death's head there; tie up thy fears.
He that forbears to suit and serve his need
To suit and serve his need
Deserves his load.
But as I rav'd and grew more fierce and wild
At every word,
Methought I heard one calling, Childe;
And I replied, My Lord."
(p. 192)
"I

,

Here...^^in
I

this poem, even in the mutilated form in which

have given it, are gathered all the elements of dramatic art.

It breaks in abruptly upon the situation, moves rapidly to a

climax, maintaining an atmosphere of tense excitement, and in

order to keep up this atmosphere of interest and excitement .em-

ploys the actual devices of dramatic speech,

-

broken exclama-

tions, quick volleys of questions, sharp inversions, colloquial

grammar and diction. [Dramatic interest rests on much the same
ground as conceits, i.e., surprise.]

\

All these devices, though not usually so many at the same
time, the Metaphysical poet felt himself as free to make use of
as any dramatist.

I

have not space to go into it^but it is evi-

dent that the stage had a strong influence on these writers, not
the pastoral and romantic drama, but the realistic;

lyC

drama, it

is interesting to note, divided in the same two< At r oa, mfl as non-

dramatic poetry.

The Metaphysicals convey the dramatic impres-

sion that something vital and important hangs on the outcome of

76
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their speculations; they write in the midst of action, not

secluded poets, idly ./ Donne

's

^

lilje

object might be to create his

own character in his poetryj^Tie will not pass a word unless it
is stamped with idiosyncrasy.

up, pjrtehed

^I moat

luo hi^h

-;-

to dy o f their wOT k is keyed
'

Tfee

thj^delight in openings which, for

dramatic interest, might have been cut from the climax of a play.
They employ the vigorous vocabulary, the strong, supple versification, the prose accent, the impassioned rhetoric, the modern
LSh of dra)f

drama,

i

of Shakespearian tragedy, than thcs^ opening^ of Donne 'S:"So, so, break off this last lamenting kiss

That sucks two souls and vapours bol£ away".

When

(1.73)

not like this drama in essence, their poetry contains many

of the characteristics of drama.

Much in Crashaw is as instant,

as vivid, as pleading as, let us say, the utterances of Constance :"Come once the conq.uering way, not to confute
But kill the rebel-word, irresolute";

(p. 59)

"Live in these conquering leaves; live all the same;
And walk through all tongues one triumphant flame

Live here great heart; and love, and die, and kill;
And bleed and wound; and yield and conquer still."

(p. 140)

And Cowley, though seldom with any true passion, often follows
the form of drama :"What have we done? what cruel passion moved thee,
Thus to ruin her that lov'd thee";
(p. 147)

"*Tis a strange kind of ignorance this in youl"

etc.
(p. 141)

3. Consider also thls^'-

"When last I died and
As often as from thee

(Vol.l, p. 18)
I go;"
Though£be dead and buried yet I have
Living in you - court enough in my grave." ID. II, p.o^J
and Herbert, pp. 95, 123, 14o ,161 192

and

-

.

,

-
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In still other respects the effects of dramatic influence will
be perceived; in their repetitions for emphasis
"W/'herefore

I

dare not, I....";

(not music)—

(H.p.201)

in their leaning toward the sententious:
"All are Stoics in the grave";

(Cw. p. 56)

"A sweet self -privacy in a right soul
Outruns the earth and lines the utmost pole";

(V.I. p. 96)

"If reason move not, gallants, quit the room;
(All in a shipwreck move their several ways)"

(H.p.3)

and in their rapid and eliptical syntajc.Xattribute these things
to the influence of the dramatic style, but it is not possible to

tell certainly whether i-«^«irts are indebted to that or simply
to their own principle of intellectual energy, a principle domi-

nant also in drama.
2,

Invention; -

This is as good a name as

I

can find for

the most striking, or at least the most obvious, side of the Meta-

physical genius, but it is not to be taken in the most flattering
sense.

In the 18th century they meant by invention the same

thing we now speak of as the creative imagination.

I

mean noth-

ing so grand f the function of the imagination is to discern the
true nature of the object through every veil of circumstance4 the

function of the inventive faculty is to invent out of its own
stores, taking no more from the object, whatever it is, than the

impulse that sets off the train of their own fancy.

What it de-

sires to exhibit is not the object in its true colours ^but the

richness, variety, scope, ingeniousness of the mind
the object.

thart

view^.

The operation of the poet's intellect is regarded

as infinitely more important and valuable and poetic than any

exterior, merely actual, piece of experience; what may be said
78
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about a thing as more important than the thing itself.

Thffi*

^t*^*

serves them as a kind of springing-board from whioh they dive
off to explore the wonders of their own

we-il-bLuuk &d

intelli-

gences^ 0n the slightest pretext they bring forth treasures of
knowledge, observation, learning, whatever they have, pearls and
sea-weed, and lay them before the reader with an air of satisfaction, "a content which most readers nowadays are far from sharing.

But Dr. Johnson was wrong when he said that to show their learn-

ing was their whole endeavor; he mistakes the result for the airai

It is not their learning they are endeavoring to show but their
powers of mind. /Learned as they are. they possess more observation than learning^ which they are no less anxious to exhibit; but

both only secondarily; both serv^ simply as signs of the strength,
dexterity and untiring activity of their intellectual faculty.
This theory of their procedure accounts for much which
most readers find jaff ensive in their practise.
the weight of their learned reference;

It accoxints for

(Milton, who has a still

heavier v.eight of it, because he brings it in on a more valid
principle, passes unblamed); it accounts, and not any special infor a hundred allusions to

terest in th6*^ciences themselves,

the newly developed natural sciences :-

4.

This shows how necessary it is to dlstliiguish poetic theory
from practice. Phineas Fletcher found^A^a long ^#C.e gory on
human physiology, especially dwelling on Harvey's discovery
of the blool-system; yet Fletcher is a romanticist of the
romanticists; he was only looking for fresh material for
oxiegory
79
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"Frogs marry fish and flesh; bats bird and beast;
Sponges non-sense and sense; mines the earth and
plants."
{H.p.148)
"Next day repairs

-

but ill- last day's decay".
{D.II, p. 140)

"But as in mithradate or just perfumes,
lATaere

all good things being met, noJDne presumes
(D.II, p. 131)

To govern,

which lest our bodies slaok,
Strings fast the little bones of neck and back;

"As doth the pith,

"

(D.II, p. 134)
It would be wrong to conclude anything from this use of scien-

tific similes more than that science came in for its share of

their learned attention;

just as it would be wrong to conclude

from the presence of philosophic and metaphysical similes any very
special predilection for scholastic learning.

They use one kind

as familiarly as the other-.

"Love's passives are his activ'st part";

(Gr.p,140)

"Whose definition is a doubt
'Twixt life and death";

(Or .p. 58)
-

and mingle scholastic physics with modern impartially
"As to our eyes the forms from objects flow" -

(D.II, 31)

pleases them no better than
"By repercussion beams engender fire".

(Cw.p.lOS)

And they are as familiar with mathematics as with scholastic

philosophy and modern natural science :"To whose proportions if we would compare

Cubes, they are \instable, circles angular".

(D.II, p. 141)

All learning is grist to their mill, and of learning they do not
require that it possess academic respectibili.ty^ they are equally
tolerant of the working sciences, of the sciences of fortification

80
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gpTdlr-wara

-fcir

e:^

am p l o

of tradesman knowledge^ and of supposed

knowledge as of real.

Astrology serves their turn as well as

astronomy, and "vulgar errors" as well as propositions Bacon

would put his seal to; nothing comes amiss to them.

Nothing,

that is, except the one acceptefi. source for all poetic simile, -

classic mythology and romance legend.

I

do not suppose there

could be more unexceptional evidence than this omission to
show how complete, how principled, was their reaction against

romantic verse.

In their eyes tc turn to classic mythology for

a comparison would

"be

a piece of simple weak-mindedness.

Too much learning, especially technical and scientific

learning, is always out of place in poetry; it offends us because it pins us down to the world we know and want to—forge4;

&at though their learning is offensive the offence, here as generally, with the Metaphysicals

,

is intentional;

they are an anx-

ious to hold us down to the world in its ungilded condition as
we are to get away from it, - but more of this later.

More than

by the learning itself we are offended by the use to which they
put it. -ithe faults in taste prevalent in this poetry are like-

wise due to their stress upon the inventive faculty. /Bad tast?
in comparisons is due to a neglect of emotional congruity, andJJadri^is

bound to suffer when the connexion between the compari-

son and the thing compared is simply_^ental.

/The connexion may

be real and reasonable but if it brings up a different set of

OA^J^.^JLAUl^^JZ
5.

"Think that a rusty piece, discharged, is flov/n
In nieces and the bullet is h*JO own
(2 D. 133; also VI, p. 31)
And freely flies."

81
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emotional associations we can not help being distressed and dis-

pleased with the ingenuity.

Thus, the outbui'st of buds and

thick pressure of plant-life is certainly a characteristic of
^ilpring, on the mental side perhaps the best comparison available,

But when Cowley uses it to illustrate the great plague of ulcers

and swellings which Moses brought on the Egyptians, we wish he
wouldn't; our sensibilities are shocked by such a line as
"A noisome

Spring of Sores, as thick as Leaves did
sprout";
(p. 224)

we have a different set of associations with the spring.

Herbert

does worse than shock us, he makes us smile :"God gave thy soul brave wings; put not those feathers
Into a bed to sleep out all ill weathers".
(H.p.5)

^

This is the kind of thing people hold up against the Metaphysicals, forgetting that a poetic principle may work more ways than
one,

A mental comparison may, ut ^ fe need not conflict with emo-

"

.

tional congruity and the principle wtoich leads them to search
out new and original matters of comparison is good.

It puts an

end to tameness and sameness, and, still better, it may give
fresh life to a thought-worn subject;"And think that but unbinding of a pack
To take one precious thing, thy soul, from hence":
(D.II, p. 130)

"Heaven is as near and present to her face
As colours are and objects in a room
Where darkness was before, when tapers come";
(2D. p. 134)
"(Honour) like tapers shut in antique urns
Unless it let in air, forever shines and burns".
(Cw.p.147)

"Religion was
Ray'd into thee like beams into a glass".

(VI, p. 37)

83

5.

The Metaphysical poet counts it a

Originality :-

vice to say oyer what was ever said before.

Both \q the

themes he chooses and in their treatment he cuts from whole
cloth,

^having

.aAP©4d«'

a nervous dread of other people's ideas,

i^yite^

phe least semblance of a beaten path and makes<^^ strange-

ness and novelty such prizes that he is ready to risk a fall in
order to attain them^
jtban-to^Tje

-found^n

n othing

d^ebt

jt

Metaphysical r&Tno ge^~f^earfu3r- of-

fQr^hifk^art

oi^-his->ma1rfe€i«.

it would

look like a want of sufficiency, a sign of failing powers.

saying an old thing

^^ell is

Re-

only less pardonable than resaying

an old thing ill; hence the surprising absence in them of those

strains on which poetry usually depends and which, through long

association, would seem to be part of its nature.

They accom-

plish the feat of composing a body of poetry, much of it of a

high excellence, without touching on those themes that are, as
it were, laid down for poetic exercise.

If they sing of love

it is to defy all common conventions on the subject; they seem

to refuse to admit that they have like passions with (yth^r^en.
To admit and express them woxild be inconsistent with the princi-

ple of intellectual energy; it would be to please the inactive

part of our minds at the expense of the active, to soothe and
quiet the heart instead of exciting and interesting the intellect. And they carry their originality all the way through; to

point of view and themes and treatment and figures and even into

verse-forms;^ they shun the set pattern; you will find no sonnets
6,

But shaped verses, which one sometimes hears of as Metaphysical
"They were a common device."
peculiarity are not so at all.
V
Herbert has a streak of erablemist in him, and only he tries
his his hand at them; they are too easy 4 test of ingenuitv
\_
to be much of a temptation to the Metaphysical poet.^** Vv^uL
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rime-royals, Spenserian stanzas or madrigals; their only concession, - and it is felt to be a lapse
forrr.

-

is to the favourite

of the 17th century, the octosyllabic couplet, and Donne

and Herbert avoid even that.

1^,

Vivacity of thought:

-

Upon thought as a finished

product- some thing to be remembered and carried a way
Metaphysical poet set very little store.

-

the

We get from them few

profound sayings or few expositions of great ideas, or if we
get

^rl^

i.eas t.ey .re .e.cra.le fro.

*e

strange turn

given them, not from an equal greatness in their expression,
/jBat-with ideas as such, with thought, the Metaphysical hardly

concerns himself; his business is with thought in the leaking,

with the act of thinking, with the pov^ers and faculties that
produce thought, not the thing produced.

Thus;

they do not

show that they have subtle wits by giving out a subtle thought
but by the exercise of subtlety on any material they have be-

fore them; they do not show they have scope and range by the
tfe»
5>* u-vv.^ k*<. JVK*^
t^liX.
height and boldness of the idea left in the reader's a^fta whe«-

U^

he-Haad fin-tshed th«

poem,—but by a series of extraordinary men-

tal feats, of mental acrobatics, which they have performed dur-

ing its progress, and which leave tne slower-witted reader with

mixed feelings of admiration and resentment.

In a characteris-

tic Metaphysical poem, one has before one, whatever its value

for poetry, one of the most enchanting displays in the world,
a skillful mind highly exercised.

Irt

often degenerates into a

kind of game; here is a subject, what can you say of it?
even that is not unpl#asa»4.

But

They like to set themselves prob84

/

-

-

.
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lems at the beginning and solve them beyond the reader's power
of guessing, and from that solution to pass to another, inviting
the reader to follow,

but always outstripping him.

Donne's

Will is such a game of wits, yet by no means without poetic

substance
.But

t^eseWpXa^:

theaeelvers" seriously.

Upon serious t.e.es t.ey exercise

One of the few Metaphj^sical poems every-

body knows opens with a challenge to wit:
be not proud, though some have called thee
Mighty and dreadful for thou art not so." (QI, p. 162)

"Death,

sets a proposition that calls for unravelment

The challenge

.

is often still present though more veiis^,' as in Crashaw's bold

opening^thou art absolute sole lord
"Lore
Of life and death",
,

{p. 130)

from which he proceeds to proofs not of bare facts but facts

wittily interpreted:
"Thou are Love's victim and must die
A death more mystical and high;
Into Love's arms thou shalt let fall
A still -sxirviving funeral", etc.
(p. 132)
In the same fashion Vaughan plays upon Isaac's marriage:

"Praying! and to be marriedl
But now 'tis monstrous",

It

v;as

rare,

(yi, p. 37)

beginning dramatically and ending with a conceit

:-

"First a young patriarch, then a married saint."
{VI, p. 39)

Cowley's Pindariq.ues

,

the admiration of a century more intel-

lectual than ours, offer brilliant dexterity as a
tute for the imaginative splendour of Pindar.

same spirit at work:
85

fa^-r.

substi-

Again it is the

86

thou Nothing's yoiinger brother!
that one might take one for the other!
What's Somebody, or Nobody?
In all the cobwebs of the schoolmen's trade,
We no such nice distinction woven see.
As 'tis To Be, or Not to Be.
Dream of a Shadow! etc."
(Cw.p.202)

"0 Life,

So like,

They take a delight in all kinds of difficulties, feigning
them where there are none; they wrap a subject in obscurity
in order to emerge with more eclat; they never rest, never let

themselves flag for an instant, never give a loose rein to the
easy or the obvious, but prick on their faculties to the full

display of their high mettle

*j

This being the spirit^responsible for conceits, critics

are ready to put it down as an entirely reprehensible spirit.

Poor conceits are reprehensible, but a spirit capable of good
things ought not.^44—eBeas-%o^
failures.

ffie-,_to

be juv3ged only by the

Moreover, conceits of any kind, good or bad, are on-

ly one, and that not the most important, field of its operation.
/Their mode of chinking springs up naturally into conceits. The

conceits catch

-Dhe

eye but they are no more detached in reality

from the rest of their manner than foam is from water.

Of the

kind of conceits that flourish in the Metaphysical poets, it is
easy to trace the origin in certain energetic mental processes k

most Metaphysical conceits may be classed ^s (1) Hyperbole,
paradox,

(3)

Curiosity.

(2)

Broadly defined these same figures

dominate the whole of Metaphysical style; most of

v/hat is

strik-

ing in that issues from the heightened psychological processes
that lie behind these extraordinary devices.

86

-

-
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1. Hyperbole ;-

The figure it found most frequently

in the three poets of the school who have strong wings to

For a poet there is a good deal of the patient

their genius.

pedestrian in Herbert, and Vaughan, a penetrating mystic, has
his wings clogged by a too unquestioning admiration for Herbert,

whose figures he does not seek to transcend.

Yet there are one

or two great passages in Vaughan where the thought rises to that

height and independence of material circumstance, which shows
a mind capable of long flights./ But since in these places the

hyperbole

-

if that is the right expre^aion

-

is due rather to

imaginative vision than to an extravagantly bold way of thinking, that is if it is a matter of content rather than of style,

the discussion of it does not belong here.

his boldness

of

thoU|U,h-fc

Vaughan betrays

less by set flights than by a chance

line:

"And clothe the morning star with dust";

(I,

p. 51)

or by a picturesque verb or adjective, "Whose light doth trample on my days".
"These narrow skies".

(I, p. 182)
(V,

p. 200)

Herbert himself is not devoid of^high places;

which the blast ^of death's incessotit motion.
Fed with the exal,fation of our crimes,
Drives all at last".
(p. 73)

"To

^

As for Cowley, his flights, which are both high and frequent,
give one a sense of strain; like so much of his purely Meta-

physical poetry they have the air of being a tour de force

;

such a phrase as 'Vulgar angels" (p. 205) shows a conception

pitched as high as Donne's or Grashaw's, but it falls from him

less naturally.

Still, native or not,

(and his most easeful

poems, the Anaoreontiguea and the essay poems, would seem to
say, not) the grand style,

(the pseudo-grand style,

suppose,

I

we ought in conscience to call it,) is made expert use of in
a line that may have aided Milton :"To the empyrean source all streams of light seemed
^
to retire",
(p. 226)

One may feel a strain in Donne also;

but that is because he

never 'tries to give the effect of ease.

It would not come

naturally to most poets, but it does to Donne to write,
"She who was all this All, and could not fall
To worse by company, for she was still
More antidote than all the world was ill", (II, p. 140)

or in the same strain '^

"What had his growth and generation done
When what we are his putrefaction
Sustains in us, earth, which griefs animate....
Therefore we
May safH-ier say we are dead than he". (II, p. 75)

"Thinner than burnt air flies this soul". (D

II,"

p. 157)

And Crashaw is as at home as Donne in these untrammeled flights.
Perhaps, more at home; his genius has more of fire and less
too little

-

Donne has few expres-

of earth in it than Donne's.

sions of such unstrained scope as Crashaw'

-

s

"lofty eyelids" (p. 155),

nor does he reach a 'atjM4» like Grashaw's in his S.Teresa poems
in which the higher the poet soars, the more familiar to him does'

y

-

7.

And there are examples of extravagance in another

view-.

"Thy beauty might
Desires in dying confess' t saints excite" (Cw.p.l45)

"Truth gives a dull propriety to my style
(p. 132)
And all the metaphors does spoil"88

'f{
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surrounding space seem to become. But

I

am trespassing on their

contents.
Pai-adox

;

-

By this

I

mean not the conflict of new with

received opinion, but, without reference to the truth of the
opinion, simply the clash of ideas or images,

where it had been

the aim of the romantic school to promote concord by the associa-

tion of like things, it is the aim of the Metaphysicals to shock

Paradoxical associations furnished them with a

and startle.

sovereign antidote against the stock comparisons of romantic poetry.

We find no more roses, lilies and purling brooks to describe

sweetness and whiteness and softness; or if we do come upon them,
as in Grashaw's angel-world we must, they are robbed of their

tameness by a dash of wit;see, how soon His new-bloomed cheek
'Twixt mother's breasts is gone to bed.
Sweet choice, said we', no way but so
Not to lie cold, yet sleep in snow".
(Cr. p. 70)

"See

,

But this almost co^lrtly strain is confined to Grashaw and, even
in him, the paradox is usually bedded deep in his substance, spring-

ing, just as in the others, from the energetic character of his

thought :
"By the frugal negative light
Of a most wise and well-abused night

"j

(Or. p. 81)

"Angel -blinding light should shrink
His blaze to shine in a poor shepherd's eye

">

(Cr.p.l4)

whom the sun serves should faintly peep
Through clouds of infant flesh: that He, the old
Eternal Word, should be a child and weep;
That He who made the fire should fear the cold", etc.
(Gr.p.14)

"He

In their most vivid and brilliant passages, where there is not a

suggestion of conceit, not uncommonly the effect is entirely due
89

;

yo

to a

Phrases like Cowley's

clash either in idea or in connotation.

"Bright horror"

and "voluntary destiny"; illustrate what

I

mean,

so also those striking lines of Vaughan's;-

"Who bent the spheres and circled in
Corruption with this glorious ring";

(VI, p. 57)

And
"The youthful world's <w?ey fathers in a knot";

(VI, p. 200)

so also Donne's

"Here lies a she-sun and a he-moon there".

Though less obviously, Donne's habit of what

I

(I. p. 86)

may call mixed

diction, i.e., bringing words together from widely separate

spheres of ideas^ illustrates this tendency, e.g.,
"A

bracelet of bright hair about the Bone".

and his strangely powerful,
Curiosity:

-

"naked thinking heart".

(I,

p. 66)

(I. p. 64).

Metaphysical thinking lo curious^ HHhatever

the poetic value of plainness, directness and simplicity in ideas,

or in the expression of ideas, the Metaphysical poet must relin-

quish any claim to it; for if ever he is plain, direct and simple
he ceases at that instant to be, in any characteristic sense.

Metaphysical.
tion;

Thought, if it is to be lively, must keep in mo-

it must avoid the beaten track; it must give difficulty to

the reader; and the Metaphysical poet finds all three requirements

congenial to his spirit.

I

only quote

al poets are generally curious.

tui-

illustrate ^'the Metaphysic-

They search out indirection:-

"Lord, thou art mine and I am thine.
If mine I am, and thine much more
Than I or might or can be mine
Yet to be thine doth me restore"; (H.p.196)

90

-

-

yj.

and oddity:"Till thou did'st grow and get a wing,

A wing with eyes and eyes that taste";

•.

(VI, p. 2^284)

anc^again as in this compliment to the skill of a physician;
"As the great artist in his sphere of glass

Saw the whole scene of heavenly motions pass,
So thou knov/'st all so well that's done within.
As if some living chrystal man thou'dst seen". (Cw.p.l99)
and difficulty:
"When love with one another so
Interanimates two souls,
That abler soul, which thence doth flow,
Defects of loneliness controls".
(DI. p. 54)
.

It would be possible still further to analyse tliia aide of the

Metaphysical genius,(.[but
enough,

I

I

think not necessary.

I

have said

hope, to convince the reader that all five of these

poets agree together in carrying the classicist preference for
a lively over a soothing style to excess; and that they carry it
so far as to make intellectual energy a dominant principle; are

ready to sacrifice, such things as congruity, clarity, simplicity,
etc., which to a classicist are of eq.ual or superior importance.
I

hope also to have convinced him that they do so, not out of mere

caprice;

4;-6&%

they are much too good for that to be the explanation;

but because the style suited itself admirably to the temper of

their genius; or because, in the particular instance, they feel it
to be the style that suits the kind of thing they have to say.
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II.

Realism

Se nse of Re ality.

Like their intellectual energy, their
io

realism is," as
ciple.

I

have said, an exaggeration of a classicist prin-

It is founded on the secular,

of v'hich,

experimental

vie'.v

of things

in that age, every alert mind was bound to take account

and he strongly influenced by.

But though the metarhysicals

were affected by the same influences as the classicists they occupy an odd

pjjb i LI 6'li j^oward

of romantic illusion,

them.

They carry the classicist scorn

and the classicist frank acceptance of real-

ity to an extreme undreamed of and ^ndesired by the simple classi-

cist realists;

at the same time, 'the ground on which Dr. Johnson

quarrelled v/ith them, and Justly, was precisely their lofty dis-

regard of mundane and human interests.

They behave with all possi-

ble arrogance tov/ard such interests, taking

everj'-

occasion to scoff

they are what Dr. Johnson calls them, metaphysical.

at them;

Their position, however, is not logically anomalous, o^-±h^__crmr___
^tTscryr)

For

v;ho

should give the world a close scrutiny and an

honest acceptance tmless a metaphysicianv
and not t\ey who needpto temper

It is the romanticist

its or^deness.

^-'or

the interest

of the romanticist is finally with the things of sense,

like Spenser, he relates them to divine ideas.

even when,

But the metaphysi-

cian, having no stake in sensual reality, can afford to take it at
its

v.'orst.

At the same time, being so disdained by him, it can

take no hold upon him; he flies loose v;ith nothing to please but

his own singiilar fancy;

v;herr,as,

the classicist,

;for

all he is

anti-romantio, stakes so much upon this visible "-orld that he can

i
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not afford to flout and instilt it; he will not evade it

btff

yet

Bound neither way, the

he treats^ it with a certain respect.

:.:eta-

physical is more plain-spoken than the classicist and soars to
greater heights than the romanticist.

He follows up classicist

realism with the ruthless hardihood of one
lose;

v;ho

has nothing to

for him the material world may he as sordid and vicious as

earthy men take it to he, and he leaves to romanticism the piety

As a group perhaps

$^v/hitewash.

I

ought not to say they have no

when

interest in the material v/orld;

say so the comparatively

I

little part of Cowley's verse, which is, strictly speaking,
ious and not much more of Donne'

fact that

v.'hile

S/

relig-

rises up to remind me of the

three memhers of the group are in practically all

their work that counts exclusively religious poets, the hest work
of Donne and Cowley is not religious.

It is true that Cov/ley's

but his L:istress

most amhitious poem is upon a Bihlical subject;

purports to be love poetry, and his Anacreontioues are untroubled
by seriousness of any
his unconverted youth.
ject matter,

It-i^fould

And Donne wrote most of his poetry in

kiiid.

So,

if

I

were judging only by actual sub-

be put to it to make out that the Metaphysical

interests.
group was metaphysical in its liiterests.
;

,:^ut
Bu1

I

am not judging by

9i

subject matter but by what has moro boar
And, except in the Anacreonticues
an' s

21

n^g-

their attitude of mind.

and a poem here and there (Yaugh-

earlier verse is out of the discussion altogether)

He belongs there among the Sons of Ben aad—Betraer

21

the point

of view of the

v.-hcle

group is consistently metaphysical.

think in metaphysical terras.

They

From the height from which they

view it/ the material world wears a poor enough appearance; their
but

usual tone tov;ards it is one of contempt;

v.'hen

to, they deserihe it v/ith a most hare exactitude,

ohservation which we are more apt to associate
with poetry.

than half revolting.

"-^ith

v/ith

science than

a sympathy so fierce as to he more

There are differences between tiiem

ences generally to Donne's credit
betv.-een the "natxiralism"

ism,

a perj"ection of

Donne seizes on the

In his Progress of the boul

life of plants and animals

they condescend

— but

— differ-

there is a reterablance also

of thatpiece and decadent French natural-

of the sort we find in Baudelaire's description of a cat,

in Huysmann' s description oi orchids.

or

Donie is not sicklv and he

is more than half saved by his metaphysical

soul and essence of the thing described;

desire to grasp the

nevertheless, to

v.'rite

thus a man must first divest himself of some of the decent preju-

dices of our human naturef\ he describes, not from his superior position as man, but as an animal among animals.

The wolf, the ele-

phant, the ape, the whale are reproduced in the full strength of

their several characters, and so powerfully realized that the

reader is dravm into their psychology, forgetting the world of men.
The beasts are described from their

ov.-n

point of view, not as hith-

erto in relation to man's,- either as sy^nbols of, divine power, like

the great beasts in Job or as

object lessons, like the beasts in

22

the bestiaries.
22
Herbert has a clerical poem he calls providence it i? closer to the
bestiaries where the interest is botii "in tne 'beast bvA the moral;
but it shows traces of the Progress. >fe€ '"i^&nxng elenhant" is an
attempt to reproduce Donne's realism.
-,
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His treatment of animals and plants is more striking becaxise
more strange,

tai^T'it

is no more naturalistic than his treatment of

men and women in the Elegies and Satires,- and here again Donne reHe shares

sembles no one so much as the late last century trench.

that peculiar attitude of detached and xmgenial sensuality, the

scientific attitude tov:ard vice, an attitude

v/e

think of as the

Or rather, he affects to share it.

last vrord in realism.

He is

as cold as rlauhert, but the spirit

as gross as liaupassant and

that drives him on is neither gross nor cold.

If

V7e

imagine a

Maupassant trained in the profoundly metaphysical philosophy of
the miadle ages,
j;'laubert

and deeply religious by nature; if

vie

imagine

possessed by a passionate intellectual daring, we v^ill

get some idea of the realism of Donne.

/

I

repeat that it is the

metaphysical and intellectual part of their genius which urges
these poets on to their realistic excesses;

it is a spirit that

will not put up with compromise IsaS^is at the bottom of the ^contradictions and double-mindeJL views which is the most baffling
part of their poetry.

/

\ln Donnej Hie clash is most absolute.

Of

love, for example, no more celestial and no more sublunary notions

are to be found than in his pages.

He speaks of it in one set of

poems with a brutal and contemptuous plainness, of the uomen who
inspire it as shallow sensual fools; at one time as simple lust

and at another as a thing

hend it.

Qno moy^

d«i'-

so

high that scarcely angels can comDre-

that this^xs due to the^ nature of his expe-

rience, but—ttat^wvill nof^account for

it!.^

of love arises in the mind of the lover,

rnot

'2h.e

poetical imaginatioi

in the sensible exreri-
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ence.

If his own earlier acquaintance with love was sordid, rhy

es^nd

it to the

marriage-loves of others in v/hat are supposedly

poems of its noblest exaltation, epithalamions?
ence he makes

ia, that,

rhile in

only differ-

'^'he

brutalizes lust, in

iiie cy.yn^case he

-t^

the truth is that

he and all the school look at every manifestation of sensual life

with unsparing eyes;

they come to experience determined never to

take anything for what it is not, nor to confuse it with something

better than itself.

J^-clo—ae-t-m e an

things v;ith ascetic bitterness;

tl iat

tliey v;rite

of sensual

they recognize that sensual objects

are to be discriminated among, and are not all reprehensible^

like nature,

even carrying us on to the supersensual.

And,

Some,
v.'hen

reprehensible, if attractive, it v;ould be only another kind of ro-

m^icism
lust;

to represent them as not.

-jieit

lust, glorif^d".

is still

not for a moment does Donne mislead his reader into taking it

out the place to enlarge upon this will be when we

for a virtue.

come to examine the propery.es of the metaphysical spirit.
'

Just

novi

I

will leave the metaphysical side of it and pursue

our enquiry intaetaphysical realism by the light of the same*

quality iilMbhe classicists.
The classicists were resolved to call things plainly by their

own names and forsake romantic glamour.

They had, however, other

conditions to fulfil besides fidelity to the idea^
frora the

vigorous and exact expression of

tlie

v;ith

apart

notion they desire

to convey the p^taohysical is bound by nothing.

beauty or melody are

j:>f%,

Considerations of

him decidedly secondary.

Herbert is

—
97

almost a slave to a passion for exactitude; that and no desire to be
"quaint" is

v.'hat

"betrays him so often into unadulterated prose.

falls into literalism because he is
object.

bo^iind

not

tD

He

gild any material

The "tLmber" abd "coal" in the last stansa of his Virtue ;

"Only a sreet and virtuous soul
i-ike seasoned timber, never gives:
But, though the whole world turn to coal.
Then chiefly lives."
(p. 103)

which all lovers of the poem resent as a blemish in an otherwise
/'

almost perfect piece are, doubtless, what pleased Herbert best.
fi*-

'what

could be tt &y have expressed his idea? QHThis realism comes

out interestingly in his similes.

Herbert's mind, of the English

didactic type, is cast in a homely mould;

it is the ki:id of mind

to be struck continually by resembrances in mean or trivial things

to his very abstract subject matter,

ijut

instead of see4-ng to en-

noble them, as poets use, by subduing any element that might jar
v,'ith

the mood of the poem, he introduces

.ra-eia

iij

^1

their origi-

nal crudity, with every particle of homely association still cli.ig-

ing to

then:,

careful not to aisttirb it by any passion of his.

And,

further, he not only preserves the native, unpoetical state of the

similes hevdiscovers for himself, but goes the length of restoring
to

its first usage, to its original, pre-poetic coaditiuu a com-

parison which by long association had come to acquire a poetic connotation, sufficient, often, to reflect a charm back on the occupa-

tion from which it

v:as drav;n.

Lietaphors from trades like weaving

and v/ineapressiag which other poets rely upon for

Herbert completely restores

to

atmosphere",

realism simply by the minutely tech-

nical turn which he gives them- "^^—fernsxamplTB

~

-

'

'

'

_

^
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^ "Although thy heap be kept
Por future times, the droppings of the stock
Hay oft "break forth and never "break the lock."
193)

(p.

—

J

so that in his pages they have no other air than that of hard anct

homely industries,

)

Occassionally Vaughan borrows such realist is touches from
Herbert, but their use is perfunctory.

The turn v/hich he, partic-

ularly, gives to this realism is one which

vre

are taught in this

age to think very happy; Vaughan is our first accurate poet of nature.

His eye is where Wordsworth said it should be^-on the object_j'

and for him also the object is a natural object.

I

do not know when

the habit of studying nature scientifically for poetic purposes came
in if not with Vaughan.

He makes an interesting transition^

In the

older poetry ^the natural touches, no matter how exact, were there as

illustration of^the poet's moodf

-i«-

the romantic poetry of the last

century nature j^iJa^*^ in i4s own right^-sw^ minuteness of observation i^ looked upon as commendable in itself. / Wordsworth is known

'^

V

A

/

'
I

now to have owed something to Vaughan; but .one good^ quality of Vi®^^^*^

he does not borrow,- Vaughan'
-/Go'

s entire
/u »-_,

^^as"^ (physician and a natiiralist

want of pedantry./ Though he—
/^

Vaughan would not have introduced

a detail of nature without a poetic object. ^'Just as in the older

poetry he brings in nature only by ways of illustration. i^ That he
achieves on this principle a realism like '.Vordsworth'
is simpler due to the nature of his theme;

s

or Blake's

due to the circumstance^

that he thinks and writes only of God. /Other poets, writing of love
in the spring draw into their verse the seasonable birds and flowers; nothing less charming will do to illustrate that delightful

-

,
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mood.

But, if one's theme is God, there is in nature no detail too

simple or too obscure but one may find in it material for illustra-

tions The household life

of birds in trees,

the seciire sleep of the

all but invisible creatures, the play of light on leaves or water,

such things as these he notices not for their ovm sake^ or because
of themselves they are able to bring thoughts too deep for tears,

but fa th e -c ame way the Provencal lover notices the white hawthorn
flower, because

tlae y

^sSl' am -with hio moo d.

His theme being uni-

versal his observation is minute:Oft have I seen
Some drowsy silk worm creep.
From that long sleep,
And in weak infant huuimings chime and knell
About her silent cell.
Until, at last, full with the vital ray
She wing'd away". (I, P. 25)
"

JB^^ae observes thus patiently, thus realistically, because of the
bearing of all things upon the thought with v/hich he is continually
occupied:"And proud with life and sense.
Heaven's rich expense.
Esteemed - vain things - of two whole elements
As mean and span-extents.
Shall I then think siich providence will be
less friend to me?
Or that He can endure to be un^tist
Who keeps His Covenant even with oxir dust?" (p. 25)
This is the method of S. Francis de Sales who recommends

i^s

to watch

the movements of doves as a refreshing subject of meditation,

Nature

is lovingly watched, not out of any Wordsworthian theory that it is

a clearer manifestation of divinity than is to be foxmd in the thought

and passions of man, nor out of a Tennysonian theory that naturalistic details are poetic in their own right, but because nature inter-

-

loo

prets and illustrates the emotions that arise independently of her;
and^it is only "because these emotions are so inclusive

tliat

we find

in Vaughan the same closeness of detail and breadth of choice that

we find in the later-more than a century later^- naturalistic poets,
His point of view may lead him to put things didactically; but how

much deeper than didacticism

he- ifc^-%oI^e

his epithets:- "This windy world"

(

appears in the felicity of

p. 221 ),

"purling corn" (p. 270)

"the cool moon" (p. 204) etc. /But the right word to use of Yaughan
in his portayal of natxare is "mysti§-ism;" his realism is incidental
to that.

^"4

^^^^

directly enough
^e^^r i
Crashaw and Cowley do not^el^ibe

tcT

ever

to be called realists; they present the object by a series of fan-

cies woven aroTind it; but then neither do they describe in conven-

tional and "poetic" terms.

Their far-fetched and fantastic compar-

isons do not belie or. in any sense, smooth over the reality of their

subject; they are as free as the others of the crystal streams and

golden

'.vires

of romantic poetry,

mislfeCter

by Crashaw'

only in

tiiis

s

"/y

In respect of this one must not be

silken and jewelled vocabulary.

ITo

one, not

intellectual group but, unless it be Swineburne, in the

range of English poetry is more capable of over-delicacy in diction,

^

over ornamentation than Crashaw; he errs on the wrong side of sens-

uousness, even to enervation,
"The rich and roseal spring of those rare sv/eets"
(p. 145)

he is exquisitely musical, -

"Hark how the dear Immortal Dove
Sighs to his silver mete";
(p. 119)

"Nowhere but here did ever meet
Sweetness so sad, sadness so sweet";
(p. 123)
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in a way, \7ith his silver and roses and flar.ies and stars he i* ^ con-

ventional! Kevertheless he is as guiltless as the rest of the weak
and false tendencies in romantic verse* Speaking plain and to the
point

a«td'

A

in no case does he subordinate his thought to the require

ments of heauty.

^.

Had his thought been incompatible with, instead of

dependent upon, the fairest language of which poetry is capable,- he
is writing hymns upon the Nativity,

or to the Virgin,

or

upon the mys-

tical raptures of saints,- no doubt he would have sacrificed this luxuriance.

As it

v;as,

though any one less warmly devotional can not

help v/ishing some of the sweetness away, the^e is a masculine hard-

ness of though/ beneath this soft diction. A lJor i& the diction itself
-

-^•"^

all soft; it—is not all in the

^a

strain of -

"Amorous languishraents, luminous trances;
Sights which are not seen with eyes;
Spiritual and soul - piercing glances,
'(Those pure and subtle lightning flies
Home to the heart, and sets the house on fire
And melts it down in sweet desire "
(p.144)

/though

if these "sweet and subtle pains" and "intolerable joys" are

to be set down at all, if

the mystic ardour is to be described in

words, it must take over the language of earthly love y Yet if the language is of sense. the thoxight is notJKindled and on fire with divine
love, a tender nature, transferred to the rich soil of the Catholic

Church and there blooming himself out, Crashaw

^^o

rests upon a se-

verely intellectual dogma, and however sensuous his language, his
thought is not sensuous, and often neither thought not language.
have not many lines of a more high and

.

'//e

ggcul iji e vigour than his

ffl

"By thy large draughts of intellectual day". (p.l40)

<?h^it

must be admitted that- for a Metaphysical. he is too fond of the

pleasttres to be won from consonants and vowels^

^equently

he allows

-

-
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himself to be carried away
music

"by

the mere intricate play of ansv/ering

-

"Complaining pipes and prattling strings" (p. 62)
and, far from compressing thought, lets it float out to the thinness
of simple sensation -

"Wake lute and harp and every sweet-lipped thing
That talks with tunefia string", (p. 62)

But if he has lapses from the standard of a vigorous compression,
and in a concourse of praise" to the Hame above every Name, the Name
of Jesus" he could hardly be expected to abide strictly by it,- if

his thoiight is soraetimes thin, it sometimes also more than fulfils
the requirements of the school.

In this very hymn he breaks out

in-

to a passage of passionate strength:

"0 that it were as it was wont to bei
Thy old friends of fire, all full of Thee,
Fought against frowns with smiles; gave glorious
chase
To persecutions; and, against the face
of death and fiercest dangers, durst with brave
And sober pace march on to meet a grave.
On their bold breasts about the vrorld they bore Thee
And to the teeth of Hell stood up to teach Thee;
In centre of their inmost souls they wore Thee"
"iilaen

(p. 66)

in which not even the lavish allitteration can depress the native

energy of thought.

.

But we must except

Crash^

and Oavley from the class of real-

ists in the sense in which the three others are realists, the modern

sense. But if
is a sense

I

may stretofi the meaning of the

in which they also belong.

v/ord a little

there

Properly speaking realism does

not include an anti-romantic tendency; it ought to mean one would
think, a determination to see things as they are,

if that were pos-

sible, and that would include an anti-romantic tendency; but since
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/
it

is as illusory to see things

blacker than they are as it

to

is

see them gilded, on account of recent fiction we have come to use
the 77ord to signify a kind of pessimistic romantioism. This is the

last se.iSe in v/hich it should be applied to the Metaphysicals. They
set themselYes/to beat da"/n romanticism at every point. On the side

of illusion /I have tried to

shov;

how Donne, Herbert and Vaughan

batted itj/but there are other sides, and it

romantipasm on all its sides which

is

the opposition

corn-

^©£_

f,

here would like to define as

I

realism.

A better word, perhaps, if it were not

so

in need of expla-

nation, would be "sense". By that I mean the solid half of "wit".
Wit, of course, v/as the strong sword of the classicists, and a word

which we have reduced only to ono
of its original meaning.

a3^

?/

Got of the less important side

As Ben Jonson used

a sound and lively intellectual faculty,

quial

expression "brains".

V/hen Sir

it

hovre r e r

,

it

signified

something like the collo-

Thomas More spoke

of

a count-

ry as being well and "wittily" governed he meant it was governed by
the opposite kind of men from fools.

One hears the expression," a

solid core of wit"^irhe nearest word we have now for it is "sense",

though sense has about it something too practical and low-flying,

All in wit that is not comprehended in what
lectual energy", that is the '^j^'^
Biduuip of-^Ower^-^^frene'tration,

^^

I have

called "intel-

^jU>rrf^g part of it.>>th^^e-

grasp, th^ cl-efer^ncL firm taking of

things into account, and scorn of counterfeit,- all that composes
the second side on v;hich the classicists and Metaphysicals opposed
the feminine idealism in romanticism,
Tealisra.

I

should like to call that

Essentially it is the moving cause in realism and,

I

think.
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justifies this redefinition.

,

Antl-sentimentality :^ Like the classicists the Metaphysical s were determined to clear themselves of the least vestige of

that soft effusiveness which could only lift its head in a prepared

atmosphere.

I

cannot compose a satisfactory definition of senti-

mentality and not knowing where to lay my hands upon one,

I

must con-

tent myself with saying of it that the Metaphysicals seize every oc-

any mood that cannot stand the test
casion to cry
c
ry down and deride
of ridicule.

They are esioecially hard, those

of

then

"'ho

write love

poetry, on the love-syetem of Petrach and the whole chivalric convention.

Donne, and Cowley after him, Ji/^^ever tireK of railing

against the pretense that love is something higher than sense

:-

"01
»Tis imposture all...
"That loving wretch that swears,
*Tis not the "bodies marry, but the minds,..
V/ould sv/ear as justly, that he hears
In that day's rude hoarse minstrelsy, the spheres.
Hope not for mind in woman..,";

(D.I, p. 41)

Donne in his true passion and Cowley in his feigned one have the air
of very plain and masculine wooers j/ they wear that air throughout,

though in love Donne is two men, in all instances

"out

one a cynical

young sensualist, and in that one a transcendent intellectualist;
and though Cowley assumes as a bait for wit the old situation that
he is on fire while her heart is all of unmelting ice, one

phase

of the Petrarchan convention, /the assumption of it does not

prevent him from flinging at every turn some jibe at that convention.
Thus he addresses maidenhood as

"Thou worst estate even of

tlie

sex that's worst"
(p. 129)

concluding.

-
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"Say what thoti wilt. Chastity is no more.
Thee, than a porter is his door",; (p. 130)
and rails against "beauty itself :"Beauty, thou wild fantastic ape,
vVho dost in every country change thy shapei..
Thou flatterer, which compli'st with every sightl
Thou Babel which confound 'st the eye
With unintelligible varityi
Who hast no certain what, nor where.
But vary'st still, and dcst thyself declare
Inconstant as thy she-professors are."
(p. 116)

against consta.-cy, against honour, against women:"By customs and traditions they live.
And foolish ceremonies of antique date..

Before their mothers' gods they fondly fall.
Vain idol-gods that have no sense nor mind:
Honour's their Astaroth and Pride their Baal,
The thuTidering god of women-kind.
With twitfwty other devils more,
V/hich they, as we do them, adore."
(p. 106)

Lilsewise Donne :"

She knew treachery.
Rapine, deceit, and lust, and ills enow
";(d2,p.l73)
To be a woman

"The mother (Eve) poisoned the well-head;
"« (11, p. 153)
The daughters here corrupt us

and again, seriously,
"A naked thinking heart, that makes no show.
Is to a woman but a kind of Ghost •"(!., p. 64)

They are not, however, mere vxQgar cynics; their cynicism is
the outcome of an excess of rough candour and bravado.

This

rough manly attitude they adept, very adroitly, as a new com-

pliment to love.

This way the woman has no weak. sentiment al-

ist to subdue but a hardminded and resistent^jjaatc'^hose con-

quest is all the more to her credit and love's. Under the guise
of abusing and protesting against him. they strengthen the adver-

-

.
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Bary's haxids:

by magnifying the victim's powers of resist-

enoe .tpaf enhance the glory of the victor,

am

offer^her a more

subtle f lattery :-

"The Devil take those foolish men,
rfho gave you first such powers;
on even grounds till then;
Vi'e stood
If any odds, creation made it ours."
(Cw.p.lOE)
"Oi were we wakened by this tyranny
To ungod this child again, it could not be
I should love her, who loves not me."

7

^^dCS^

"Rebel and atheist too, why murmur I?
AS though I felt the v;orst that love could do?"

(Dl/^p.57)
TVhen

they do not mean to compliment, they give a substantial
-7

version of the manly heart of the Cavalier:"! came not, "says Donne,

with "sighing odes" and "cross-armed elegies",
"I come not to call pity from your heart.
Like some white-livered dotard, that would part
Else from his slippery soul with a faint groan,
And faithfully, without you smiled, were gone"
I cannot feel the tempest of a frown;
I may be raised by love, but not thrown down.,
//ho first looked sad, griev'd, pin'd and show'd his
pain.
Was he that first taught women to disdain."
(II.p.48-9)

A^ their most serious and impassioned moments,-

or rather Donne

at his, Cov:ley has none such, -this masculine refusal to accept
the subservience incumbent on the Sidneian lover stands them

in good service;

seriously used it redoubles the force of their

feeling by robbing it of the least suspicion of mere compliance

^-4

with formal requirement, ^nd enduring it (truly a v/onderful improvement!

)

with reality

'.

"Take heed of loving me;
At least remember, I forbade it thee;
Not that I shall repair my unthrifty waste

—

'
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at "breath and iDlood, upon thy sighs and tears,
thee v.'hat then to me thou wast;
But so great .joy j^wt^'life at once out'.^ears.,
If thou love me, take heed of loving me";

'ey "being to

,

f^V^

(D.I;p.72)
"5

Reality is death to sentimentality.
But if realism

/is

of service in love-poetryjthr^gh

removing the danger of falling into sentimental platitude J

)

how much more service would it not render to religious poetry where the danger, on account of the far greater rarity of
true religious passion, is several times gjLe&Hr?/ A vigorous

and manly tone, of itself, goes far toward scouting raake-"believe;
of itself, though it is insufficient to lend reality to religion,

and the a"bsence of sentimentality from Metaphysical religious

poetry

may not

"be

ascribed simply to that,

/

Still,

it does

much; it takes away the closet airthat hangs stifmgly a"bout so

r

much of that kind of composition. ^ives the effect o^ a plain
--7
/^

approach.

Jus t

— —-^

*

er,

/fes

^

.

in their love-poetry, the sense that the writ/\

instead of being in a trance or speaking to order, is in full

and vigorous possession of his faculties increases our belief in
the strength and reality of the passion.

We have it to thank for

such a stanz6 as this of Herbert's - and for much else good in
/

him: -

"I know the ways of pleasure, the sweet strains,

The lullings and the relishes of it;
The propositions of hot blood and brains;
('ifhat mirth end musick mean; what love and wit
Have done these tv/enty hundred years and more:
/I know the projects of unbridled store:
stuff is flesh, not brass ray senses live,
( yjy
And grumble oft that they have more in me
Than he that curbs them, being but one to five:
Yet I love thee. "(p. 105)
;

-

;
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and for this

:

"Man is a foolish thing, a foolish thing;.,
"His house still biorns and yet he still doth sing,
Man is but grasse
He knows it; fill the glasse...
"Bid him hut temper his excesse;
Not he: he knows where he can better be,
As he will swear,
Than to serve thee in fear..

"No man shall beat into his head
That thou within his curtains drawn canst see...
"He doth not like this virtue, no;
Give him his dirt to wallow in all night;
These preachers make
His head to shoot and ache...

"Thou pull'st the rug and will not rise, x
No, not to purchase the v;hole pack of starts:
There let them shine,
Thou must go sleep or dine..
dashing on each thing;
Nay his own shelf:
God, I mean myself." (p. 120-123)

"A sick toss'd vessel,
Lly

Vau^han, in'This vein, has nothing to equal Herbert who excels
in it; but though not the source of his finest work, it sus-

tains and stiffens his thought on a lower level :-

forward flesh crept on, and subtly stole
Both growth and power; checking the health
And heat of Thine. That little gate
And narrow way, by which to Thee
The passage is, he termed a grate
And entrance to captivity;
Thy laws but nets, where some small birds,
-And those but seldom too- were caught;
Thy promises but empty words
V/hich none but children heard, or taught".
"Lly

(I:p.ll6)
CrashaviT

has not this bl\mt, abrupt manner to safeguard him

against sentimentality,

Nevertheless

I do

not think he may be

accused of being sentimental, not with any justice. His versifi-

cation wants weight; and

^fegPtr

with his florid diction and over-
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soft, over-supple, Italianate style, like the trilled and rip-

pling music of Bossini, does not prepossess one v.ith his soundness.

-

Add&d' to this his sentiments are of a v/armWv-att ahandon.

which in English we are not used to, before or after the Refer-'
mation.

Having the power to put in words ardours and ecstacies

almost beyond the poa?er of words to express, he yields to the
impulse of his genius and is carried away by it.

He impresses

most readers as being brilliantly over-expr esse ive, ""partly also because not many xmderstand what he is trying to express^ Such

flights as his transcend* the region of

noiie-a^errt

ideas altogether.

The nature of his subject excludes connected and reasoned dis-

course, to say nothing of the tough and knotty notions common to
the other Metaphysicals.

Hard thinking is in itself a strong de-

fense against sentimentality, and it is one Crashaw has to forego*^
Still, granting everything,

it

him sentimen-

is a mistake to call

tal; it is a mistake not to see that he is as firmly set against

sentimentality, in his way, as the others in theirs.

After all

sentimentalism is a Teutonic rather than an Italian quality.
is due not so

much to the absence of thought

(xinl ess

It

through try-

ing to substitute a feeling for a thought) as to some false note
in the emotion itself, as, for example, pretending one's feel-

ing is stronger than it is, or more noble. Heal emotion is even
a more certain preventive than real thought, and the emotion,

however rare, however rapturously exalted, in Crashaw is genuinely felt.

That is not to be doubted; we may not follow him but
-

we feel his own footing is sure; and ,thou^ he puts something
of a strain upon our pure and severe taste,

it

is never through

i
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a lapse in feeling; Crashaw's conceits are seldom frigid. Moreover, though he passes contintially into regions too rarified

for thought, the thinking faculty is not extinct and his feeling
is founded on thought.

he gives it

v/ay,

As far as thought alone can carry him

he mounts up on all his faculties, leaving the

sober ones only as he is compelled to* and the he ightf .vigour
and life in Crashaw's fine passages, when he either works himself free of conceits or ahsorhs them in the passion of his ut-

terance,

is

as killing to sentimentality as anything in Herbert

or Vaughan.

When he has a mind to^he can speak in a hardy strain

like theirs:-

"Make to thy reason, man, and mock thy doubts;
Look hew below thy fears their causes are;
Thou art a soldier, Herod, send thy scouts.
See how he's furnished for so feared a war.
What armour does He wear? a fev/ thin clouts.
His trumpets? tender cries. His men, to dare
irThat his steeds?
AlasI
So much? rude shepherds.
Poor beastsi a slow ox and a simple ass."
(p. 28)

But does he less effectually rout sentimentality in such lines
as these?-

"0 sweet incendiaryi show here thy art.
Upon this carcass of a hard, cold heart;
let all thy scattered shafts of li^t that play
Among the leaves of thy large books of day.
Combined against this breast at once break in
And take away from me myself and sin..
thou undaunted daughters of desires
But all thy dower of lights and fires;
By all the eagle in thee, all the dove;
By all thy lives and deaths of love;
By thy large draughts of intellectual day.
And by thy thirsts of love more large than they;
By all thy brim-filled bowls of fierce desire...
By all the heav'ns thou hast in Him..
Let me so read thy life that I
Unto all life of mine mB.y die."
(p. 140)

(i«M^
^'^
•^ja>i*

—

.

Ill

it is his genuine strength of soul rather than aggressive

S>l?fT,

intellectual power which preserves crashaw from romantic senti-

mentality^ ^*^*bAS—a- lively wit and almost excessive mental agility.'-te^^-no of the solid and sensible kind which jmstantly clears

the air of sighs and vaporing, (^Re=ie no^ in this the eaual of
the others! ^A*, considering his nature and his themes, it is ex-

traordinary how like then he is. T£«^this, for example;"Why, man, this speaks pure mortal frame;
And mocks with female frost Love's manly flame.
One would suspect thou meant 'st to paint
some weak inferior woman-saint"
(p. 138)
.

tt is the* Metaphysical poet who speaks.

Empiricism:

(The cqj3:xras"Wfeetween their content and their

manner is generally striding and sometimes glaring

;

theirs is a

combination that wonVC ccmbiae^ not at any rate with smoothness,

>f^ result^ commonly

in clashes and sparks.

But as long as the

inconsistency is simply between manner and substance the effect
is rather exhilirating; we feel the effect without being clear

/

about the causes; it is not until they pass over into the sphere of
ideas

^ich

actu§£L,

corresponds to their manner that we begin to see how

and incompatible, the opposition between the two things

The philosophy of the classicists is empirical, theirs Aris-

totelian metaphysical; but in their settled determination to put
i.e.-

1-

^ir^

down roman.and all its works they thrust at its philosophy-TOMrcIT

Is^far more like their own than theirs is like empiricism, in sensible things the Metaphysicals prefer what is modern, actual and

open to investigation; they reserve their faith for the things of

-

-
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faith, where as it was the romanticist custom to apply it to the

things of sense.

The Metaphysical s want two clear worldi?

"the

'

Romanticist one hazy one, what enahlesthem to unite both worlds
a kind of sentimental Platonism.

It

is on this head - the

is

pathos

of Platonism, its tendency to ennoble common things by deriving
them, not too scientifically, from divine origins - that nettled

the Metaphysical,

Cowley and Donne take the Platonic "Ideas"

which had been sentimentalized - beauty, and love particularly and demolish them.

Vaughan,

v/ho

ic milder-mannered,

says vath

precision,

"Beauty consists in colours, and that's best
Which is not flx*d but Flies and flows";
(i.p.ise)

and Herbert,

thou^

he has a just admira.tion for Plato and has

.might have \7rittenA

("Spring from that beauty which can never fade") (p,58)

makes a point of dispelling the Platonic pathas,

Platonism

had

been made the defense of the aristocratic principle; but Herbert
is much too practical and literal to swallow any such theory:
"

The fumes that spring
From private bodies make as big a thimder
As those which rise from a huge king" (p. 78)

Apart from this definite opposition the Metaphysical
poet felt he had a right to adopt the language and sentiments of
the nev/ philosophy;

if they were irreconciliable with his funda-

mental beliefs he did not kncv: it, or if he knew it, he brazened
it out,

Donne can write :-

"There's nothing either good or ill alone;
Of every quality Comparison
The only measure is, and judge, Opinion"
(II. P.

.

^vrt>-«:\

174)

;

^A

'
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If one reads Co-v7ley

appear

"by

the lif.ht of later developments he will

a preparer and introducer of specious 18th century

ideas, and, very likely, he did his part in bringing on

that irreligious and unpoetic period.

He was a keen enough

"botanist to have himself made a member of the new Royal Society;

of the two camps into which secular philosophy v/as in his time

divided, he belonged decidedly to the Pyrrhonists, writing a

witty Ode against the Dogmatists.

In my edlirttm this is fol-

lowed^by another on the use of reason in divine matters, high-

ly sanctioning it:-

"In vain, alas, these outward hopes are tried;
Reason within' s oxir only guide", (p,47)
And for

"I.tr.

-tcuj

/,

Hobs", not a metlaphysical philosopher, he expres-

ses admiration of this warmthi"I never yet the Living Soul Lof PhilosophyJ
could see.
But in thy Books and Thee.
'Tis only God can knov/
IVhether the fair Idea thou dost show
Agree entirely with his own or no.
This I dare boldly tell,
'Tis so like Truth 'twill serve ovir turn as well"
(p. 188)

Judging by such formal expression of opinion we would not take

Cowley for a metaphysical poet^f put

v;e

must be careful not to

read these 17th century people backv;ard as if they knew,

arid

could be made responsible for, the results of their novel and

interesting opinions.

They found no difficulty in holding at

once^an ancient system and the ideas destined to dissolve, or
at least to bring discredit upon, that system,

I

doubt wheth-

er it could occur to them that that system might be dissolved;
\ry to them it must have had the solidity of truth itself, ^^ow-"^
/

..,;

c~

)
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ever that may be, these Metaphysical poets felt at liberty to
take up/a sceptical and scoffing attitude) toward all that per-

tains to the material world, leaving the jurisdiction of thatf(rT>>^^
at least,

entirely to the eye and the brain,

y

And, as in every

other matter, they are intemperate in their scorn of views t
do not take the facts,

full account.

V/ho

in their unbeautified condition,

into

but an empiricist-metaphysical could ^ave

z

(thus described creation -

"All things were one nothing, dull and weak.
Until this raw, disordered heap did break.
And several desires led parts away "? (D. II. p. 49)
If the other three are less definite in the expression of

empiricist views it is probably because their subject matter
'
/

gave them little opportunity;

'

In what pertains to the visible

/

world they have the sentiment of empiricism.
Moreover, in v:hat pertains to religion itself, while they

accept revelation as the property of faith and not of reason,
or not finally of reason, they take up the attitude of practi-

cal experimentalists, writing, each one,/ not as the type soul
(the attitude of the authors of the medieval Latin Hymns, one

speaking for all,"^ia Mater, fons amoris.
Me sentire vim doloris
Fac, ut tecum luge am"
but /in his own person, in his own circumstances, with his own

peculiar temptations.

They stick close to the facts of their

spiritual struggle and do not generalize^ them.

Herbert's poems

are a record like a diary; it—i&- the autx)bigrahical note-he^
^ijoat^inttally-B^iiikes-kr

"//hereas my birth and spirit

tfv*^

rather took
The way that takes the town;

—
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Thou didst betray me to a lingring
And wrap me in a gown...

"book.

"Yet, for I threatened oft the seige to raise,
IJot simpring all mine age.
Thou often didst v/ith academick praise
Melt and dissolve my rage"
(p. 45)
and, though the others are less specific than this, they only

report the religious experience as it came to them.
it he a fault or no^ their verse

7/hether

is so far from the anoiaymity

of the medieval hymns that almost every line of it hears the

peculiar stamp of the author's temperament.

If one stumhled

on an isolated verse of Donne's, or of Crashaw'

s

or of any of

the others', though its hurden were such as any religious heart

mi^t

share, one would know it for whose

should he so furnishes
empiricism.

an^i;'

it

was^*' That this

unmistakahle sign of their religious
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CHAPTER III

ZjtnJCu*dt\

^^Jyfegj;^'^

Metaphysical Elements

what

I

have been saying so far rolatos

rarfrKer ;te^

their style,- style taken in the large sense of manner and ges-

2^^

/
ture,- than >o their actual content, /The two things can never
.

^
^

be absolutely separated; style by itself, if it is characteristic, gives the clue to content; it fashions content to its own

mould, and, in treating one, especially in such a study as this,
the other must be kept constantly in mind.

Yet between the

style and content of these Metaphysical poetsithere is a greater discrepancy than is common.

I

do not know that there is any

logical reason why one should not write upon grave subjects in
the manner they adopted^ byt, probably through long association,

we feel they do a violence in joining this over-energetic style
to religious or philosophic themes.

There should be something

more subduing in the religious mood.
In reading the Metaphysical poets that is one's first

impression, - the incongruity of their style-, their thought,
that it is a violent union.

But as one reads more deeply the'

impression is modified, and one comes to perceive that the tmion
is less capricious and fortuitous than one thought and perhaps

after all they knew what they were about.
to discover itself.

A principle begins

Although by their content they are as far

removed from the ordinary classicist as by their manner from
the ordinary romanticist, they took hold of that content in such
a way as to relate it to that manner, and the connexion, whether

/

/

;
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'

or not dictated^ by a high poetical tact,

is at least genuine.

Behind both, guiding both, is their intellectual temper.

/

The classicist manner we usually associate with a not

too serious subject matter, either the frivolous worldliness of
the cavaliers or the graver worldliness of the political writers.

Their contemporaries who had to express higher and more imiversal
themes

seemed to find the most natural and fitting style for

these some modification of Spenser's,

it is the Metaphysical

peculiarity to unite their version of the one with their version
of the other.
The body of Metaphysical work is religious in substance,
the Metaphysical vein at its most characteristic

irs.

religious

and though they have also much good work, perhaps, poem against
poem, their best, which may not be called religious, yet the

treatment is so prevailingly intellectual and the interest, as
seen in allusion turn of thought and such things, is so prevail-

ingly theological that

,

Leven remembering that, excepting his

epic, Cowley has little or not set religious verse, and that the

bulk of Donne is in satire, epistle, elegy and the like]] it is
still not misleading to say that to most intents and purposes
the Metaphysicals are religious^ or if we now attach too much

emotion to that term, are theological poets.
to strive after

it,

Cowley may seem

A

but at his lightest no Metaphysical poet ever

i

attained the careless charm of the cavaliers; they are too weighted with intellect.

'

/

Something, however, more specifically their own than

weight and seriousness of substance distinguishes the school not
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only from the classicists but also from the religious romanticists,

who were substantial enoughJ
7

Scarcely
S(

a 17th century poet who

has not some and generally much religious verse; Druramond and

Herrick each devote a book or so to it«fes4 There is^a little band
still more exclusively religious than our group, among them

Crashaw's friend. Sir Joseph Beaumont, whose Pysche is a religiouB
epic too long for human reading.

Not alone by seriousness of

content is our group to be distinguished from their contemporaries

nor even by such a content arrayed in an exaggeration of the current classicist manner.

Their content, like their manner, is

their peculiarly, thotigh also, like their manner, it is founded

upon principles already in existence a»4 it is the version only
wTMreh fs peculiar to them.
/

In England in the 17th century Christianity, outside of

controversial Puritanism, was still catholic and intellectual.
The principle of private judgment had not yet dissipated its pre.

tensions to universality.

.^^^^

,_

_

Not only was it/^not)supposed^o vary

from christian to Christian but to be founded on philosophic
principles true for all himianity, true whether known or not. It
was founded on a metaphysic slowly built up during the course
of centuries and so woven into the texture of thought as to lose
the aspect of a philosophic system,

V/e

now see it as the school-

men's elaboration of creek metaphysics, but it has taken almost
three centtiries of an antagonistic type of thought to withdraw
us sxofficiently to see it so, and in the early seventeenth cen-

tury it still held a place like that of logic as a systenjization
of unalterable intellectual laws.

/

Just as we assume as a basis

"^
/-
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of our ideas certain physical laws like gravitation or the con-

servation of energy, they then assumed and built upon certain

metaphysical relations,

tlp.oye

between type and phenomena, etern-

ity and time, sense and spirit.

<^d the more serious a man was,

and morally the more profound, the deeper were such distinctions

impressed upon his mind.

Together with this metaphysic went a

subtly discriminated ethic derived from centuries of christian

moral experience, the two interwoven in sentiment and by logical
implication.
As

I

\.

.

say, practically all poetic religious thought, all

that was not actively partizan and bitter, rested on i%«
tino£ir^fte,

from^Dante to Milton.

.

dl^r:-

It is only to be expected then

that our group, as High church Angel i cans and catholics

would

haje had its speculative thought moulded in these categories.
^What is more surprising is, that while the 17th is the last meta-

physical century, and already new types of thought were arising
that were beginning to obscure the older types-;" the poets of our
Jul Kaa^
group who were iriT. matters -of th o ught were modern among the moderns,

^

should have clung so much more tenaciously than their philosophic-

religious contemporaries to what, after all, was a piece of me-

dievalism p

jtHsrf

the old distinctions

more rirmly imbedded,

»«.

.shxx uld

hav eH?eer

much more vividly present, the reference

to them s«—mueb more constant in th^m than in any other writers
so
of the period. J^ Perhaps it^^s because their N^hought~i:3~H9EUM?e-firm

1.

crashaw was a convert from the Anglican church to the ?.oman
catholic; Donne the other way.
Some doctrinal distinctions
existed, but the categories of thought were the same for the
whole group.

- -

,
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and vivid than other poetic thought, especially more firm and

vivid than romantic thought, that this phase of it makes so much

stronger an j^pression. / vvhatever the reason oae^-of ^he-moet
striking tfeings-abo-a^ Metaphysical verse is th e way it o thou ght
•^Uii' kt-tiL U^
PtrdZcf i/Jfii- S-Kt>i-uj fK

rails --ctonatantly^^nto-^fefee strH±rr-o* medieval Christianity, and
its energetic enunciation of that strain,

^'*—

it is the ethical

note that Herbert sounds most frequently :"What is this weary world, this meat and drink.
That chains us "by the teeth so fast?"
(p. 130)

Donne the speculative-.
"But, pause, my soul, and study ere thou fall
On accidental joys, the essential";
(II. p. 140)

Vaughan the meditative-."

But when tine's restless wave
Their substance doth deprave.
And the more noble essence finds his house
Sickly and loose," etc.
(I. p.

26)

Crashaw the imaginative;
"Home to the original source of light and intellectual
day".
(p. 153)

Cowley, also, harks back to it ^though seldom more than half seriously, and generally for the sake of some play:
",7ith a frail good they wisely buy
Vj^The solid purchase of eternity"

v«*^^

^

-

—^ut.

besides this stronger and more frequent reference,

there is still a further and more important particular which, in

their acceptance of the old metaphysic, marks off our group from
the Fletchers and Quarleses.

it is this: Already in the 17th cen-

u
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tury two accents had come to be put upon it,
an intellectual.

Its ancient integrity

was bound up with what

I

Ja rolt

- a

sentimental and

&n y^ so much of it as

may call the pathetic dogmas of chris-

tianity^what Protestants now speak of as Evangelical Christianity,- was taken over by those poets who made their main appeal

to the emotions

«(

p—do' not jaatwr-necessarily^the religious emotions^

and the clear outlines of its thought more or less lost sight

—

of in a blur of feeling. t/The dogma of the Redemption may be

presented by such writers in what are actually metaphysical
terms, but all a christian

will take away from reading

(

^dT noone else will take anything
-tj^effl-

is an emotionV guch thoughts hav e

changed to feelings.
In spite of the highly successful appeal which theLLfet€t-physioarls-;

certain of them, at least, at certain moments, -make-

to the emotions tn^y would be the last persons to emotionalize
a piece of clear thinking.

whole are rare.

Their emotional successes on the

Rare because incidental, their primary appeal

fe«i»g here and always intellectual.

full asfhenire-of religious pathos

-

They aim, Herbert ^h imself ^ fc»»*o /
aims, to engage and interest

their auditors^ as tney are intellectual and rational beings.
Their own apprehension of things is first_of^ll^ intellectual^.
On the side of diction, versification, figures,

l

have already

tried to show that ia is so; and, as upon this, the formal side,

they exaggerate the intellectual elements, so do they also, upon
the side of content, exaggera/te^ the

Ft—1:

tim » -Ja

?

say

^fehat-

JLiyiigXl«e*t^^^

by Metaphysical content

i

do not

mean what is usually meant by that word, their actual subject

g5>

•*•£»';
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matter,

to a Metaphysical his theme was not a smbjoct- of long

and careftil consideration- as with

subject is to

th e

to hang comment.

a.

-el^ver'^gB'SHytst ibe formal

M e taphysioal -^e^ n o mor o than a peg on which
They neither describe nor narrate nor for a

moment lose themselves, as we say, in their subject;

n(ft

for an

instant does the writer, as commentator, drop out of view; his
sole interest is to display not his subject in and for itself

but such intellectual fire as it is capable of evoking.
thus evocative almost any theme will do.

To be

The common emotions

which make the stock and store of poetry are either entirely absent from Metaphysical verse or intellectualized into something

new and uncommon^

^

it indicative that we simply do not find

any of the primary human passions in their unsophisticated form,
not warm and simple love, not grief, not longing, not careless
joy, not affection for home, child or country.

And with the

common emotions the common forms of verse are absent; they avoid
the beaten path.

One wonders how lyric poets can write without

songs or sonnets, elegies (Donne's are not really that) pastorals
or any other old and stimxHating forms; how they can write

Vi^ith-

out classical allusions, or faery or magic, or, for that matter,

without the vocabulary, refrains and cadenced repetitions that
descend to every poet as part of his outfit.

They strip them-

selves and stand on their own bare wits; they are able to do

without assistance.

Their interests are all transcendental and

their method to keep their own and their reader's intelligence
awake and alert by an unflagging energy of thought and fancy.
So, when one speaks of their content, all that one can mean is
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the stuff out of which they habitually manufactured their thought,

their way of thinking, their ultimate point of view,

point of

view, on account of their peculiar method, so determines content
that we may treat them as equivalent.
It would be incorrect to
V

say that the content of Meta-

physical poetry was metaphysics, or in any way imply that they

^ are

metaphysical in the sense in which that expression is some-

^

tines applied to the poetry of Wordsworth and Browning.

^^

aa^e- noj;

^s^

ouA. tg ^prove a theory or exhibit a system or

poeticaT^axes t« grind v^Laleve i

;

*-c**-

w ith any

\hej are not metaphysical in

the sense that Spenser's hymns are, that is by
ing metaphysical idea and

Thes»

elaborat^^

it.

takl^

some lead-

w o come Often enough

in them on Sutsh ideas; and lines, not ihfrequent in them all,

like these of Cowley' s"We look not upon virtue in her height.
On her supreme Idea, brave and bright.
In the Original Light;
But as her Beams reflected pass
Through our own Nature or ill custom's Glass"(p. 195)

might tempt us, to apply to them the title on the score of content.

But set Metaphysical ideas are present in these writers

only by way of illustration; we do not call a moralist a natural-

ist^ because he bids us consider the ant.

Full to overflowing

as they are of Metaphysical thought the form in which it takes

shape is only incidentally that of direct exposition.

Their metaphysical quality is something more fundamental.

Their content is anything;
is poured and

physical part.

>trt^

the moulds into which that content

t]p^ which^it takes its shape
"The

^^

that is the meta-

terms of metaphysical thought are the terms
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of their thought; medieval Me taphysjb directs their interest,

in-

fluences their imagination and colours their whole apprehension
of existence.

So—t«

ap^ak-,

their psychology is metaphysical.

So deeply imbrued is the texture of their minds with this

Metaphysical dye that we find Metaphysical similes and turns of
thought, not only where there is some correspondence in the matter, (when they are engaged upon serious subjects), but also in

the most unlikely, the most incongruous places.

-

everywhere. Not

only in Herbert and vatighan and crashaw, but in Cowley also and

Donne,

Indeed Donne is

4^3?4*

apt to introduce a piece of Meta-

physical writing tn a place where you would not look for it -

7^

whore to find i-^^^roduces an odd sense of surprise
his matter gives him ^ warrant,

-

than where

Cowley at his lightest, Donne

at his worldliest, stranger yet, at his most sensual, find the

.readiest material for comparison in the metaphysie of religion.

/Ut
I

/Fo:i

have

^

}!t6t

counted them, but at a rough guess

I

shoxild say a

full half of the metaphors in Cowley's Mistress are drawn from
that source.

Such a stanza as the following is but one example

of a common practice :-

"Compared with her all things so worthless prove,.
That nought on earth can toward her move,
Till't be exalted by her Love.
Equal to her, alas, there's none;
She like a deity is grown;
That must Create, or else must be alone."
(p.

98)

To illustrate his mistress's inconstancy - "On leaving Me, and

then loving Many" - he writes :"SO Men, who once have cast the Truth away.
Forsook by (jod, do strange, wild lusts obey;
So the vain Gentiles when they left t 'adore
One Deity, could not stop at thousands more."
(p.

78)
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Donne, having lost a gold chain of his Mistress's and btterly

complaining of the reparation he must make, refuses to be comforted by the suggestion that
"

the gold doth still remain
Though it be changed and put into a chain.
So in the first fallen angels resteth still
'Yisd om and knowledge, but 'tis turned to ill"
(i. p. 125)

a comparison for which he had to turn a good deal out of his way.

Again the twentieth elegy, where sense is given its full freedom,
plays continually upon angels, sotils and revelation; women use
jewels, he says, only to put off fools, like the gay covers of

sacred books "for layman",
"Themselves are only mystic books, which we
- Whom their imputed grace will dignifyMust see revealed."
(I. p. 149)

He carries the same way of thinking with him in all moods, in
jest, in light love, in argument, in satire,

in the most serious

and transcendental love poem he wrote he has a turn anali%ous
to one

I

have just quoted from one of his most simply car)?al. it

is next to the last stanza of the

Ecstasy

.

-

"To our bodies turn we then, that so
7;eak men on love reveal 'd may look;
Love's mysteries in souls do grow.
But yet the body is his book"
(I. p.

56)

KLtr

A profounder influence yet
influence.

By this

I

I

/,.;

have noted earlier, the ,-inoral

am not referring to the state of mind shown

in the request Cowley left that anything in his book incompatible

with religion and good manners should be expugned; that is like

Addison and the 18th century;

th-ere is

nothing metaphysical about

_

.
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it.

The influence

I

am thinking of shows its presence, as

pointed out in reference to his realism, as much in DOnne

'

I

s

sen-

sual and satiric verse as in Herbert's didactic^ -.it is the

clear exactitude, th^e-uffet^r-a^s^ee-o-f confusion, in their moral

distinctions.

Donne when he is sensual Imows he is; he is frank-

ly and cjmically animal, and no physiological passion, however,
he may rejoice in it, can draw him to think its nature other

than it is

;

t Jw-s-irS~S"*gfe§T"' c"Oilif ur i

Upon perfectly clear, fixed, and solid principles, intellectual and moral, the body of metaphysical thought (is founded.)

And it has more virtues

^jert.

Medieval Metaphysic was of a

height and range of which we, who have extended the physical range
but narrowed the spiritual, can have small conception,
ed heaven and hell, time and eternity;

it includ-

it looked out with clear

eyes upon the field of pure thought and ttien (by faith) upon

still farther regions; it speculated intensely upon the nature
of beings and acts the very existence of which is shadowy to us
or dark altogether;

it ventured to gaze - medieval moralists are

instant in their warnings against the pitfalls for pride such ven-

turing engendered
iately.

-

by sheer power of intellect upon

GrOd

immed-

Such a system fell by inheritance to any 17th century

thinker who had faith sufficient or philosophy sufficient to receive it.

Our group have enough of both, not, perhaps, to com-

pass the whole, but, at least, to apprehend its greater outlines
and divisions.

They seem to

viev»

lifQ^as the filii Dei in the

Imitation view it, "qui 6tant super praesentia et speculantur
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aeterna; qui transit oria sinistri intuentur oculo, et dextro

coelestia."^

>

This high liherty of mind they a.ttained xa' not by the

slow and painful methods pointed out in the Imitatio n, for,

though good and devout, and some of them more than that, they
were scjarcely saints of that magnitude to understand the divine

plan by-farith only.
I

am here speaking.

Nor is it of their spiritual insight that
That suppmenevfed and, no doubt, gave a cer-

tain force of sincerity to the other, but their metaphysic is

independent of spiritual experience; it is an intellectual assumption.

They assume it to be true, not on the authority of great

names, or because it had the church's sanction and they had acquiescent minds; they assume it because, having keen and sceptical minds

,

they require that their reason be given its fullest

play; and having religious minds, that their intellectual princi-

ples should have depth and permanence.

The group consists of

men of learning and academic accomplishment whose wits had been
severely exercised by the theological disputes of their time,
which, however disconcerting for religion, furnish the best kind
of instrument for strengthening the intellectual faculties.

These disputes had had their effect, and religious Eng-

lishmen of the 17th century were no longer able to take over

scholastic metaphysic with that balance of faith with reason

which marked its ideal.

Ou< poets

,

like the rest 0^-^feh«m-were

obliged to place their accent on one or the other and their tem-

per of mind inclined them to place it strongly on the side of
reason.
R.

T.iher

The effect of this over-accenting of the intellectual

m

caput aXXVIII.
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elements in scholasticism makes itself felt in various ways throughout the whole of Metaphysical poetry; and since it furnishes the

most characteristic and interesting aspects of its content,

i

shall devote the rest of this essay to their examination.
To begin with the most ohvious, ,i^ would, of course, ^b*"
th-eruanW-trf- their fondness for merely playing with a notion or
a fancy sophistically, that is, verbally, without regard to its

real significance.

That is the vice, extremely attractive to

people who deal with ideas without taking any responsibility for
them, into which scholasticism degenerated.

They liked to start

an idea, and, under the pretense of solving it, make new diffi-

culties in their turn in need of solution.
at this game, and cjowley a close second.

Donne is past master
It is their delight to

turn a proposition over and over, and continue to find fresh
things to say of it where you would have thought it to be exhausted by the first instance; or, a variation on this, to keep to
one strain but to pile up, with inexhaustible invention, a dozen

views of it.

"M.

Crashaw's Answer for Hope is a good instance

of a favourite method,

crashaw carries it on through five stanzas,

but for illustration the first will be enough

:-

" Dear Hope I Earth's dowry, and Heaven's debt]
The entity of those that are not yet.
Subtlest, but surest being] thou by v;hom
Our nothing has a definition]
Substantial shade] whose sweet allay
Blends both the noons of Night and Day:
Fates cannot find out a capacity
Of hiirting thee.
From thee their lean dilemma, with blunt horn.
Shrinks as the sick moon from the wholesome morn"
(p. 159)
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This is the kind of cleverness that brought the schoolmen into

disrepute; (and the Metaphysical poets also); people resent more
cleverness than the ease calls

for;..-lt is

an abuse of wit. cra-

shaw here follows the scholastic method of definition, which
consists in turning a subject over and over upon certain categories of thought and striking out a great variety of new and

unlocked for aspects^

It ia-,all. -part of

this and like instances

i

-th*e

scholastic

(

or in

had better say th-e-kind of thing into

wh±T;h~scholastiGi«mr degenerated) love of exercising their" highly

trained argumentative faculties.

To give tb««e-^feheir- freedom

'^"^'J-*-*

was in itself pleastire sufficient; to refine, to double on oneself, to take daring flights, to show their points.,_this was

their main object; their ostensible object was secondary,
trifle would do far that.

ariv

The Metaphysical s__jJLeo make a game

of thinking; ^ they pursue ^an idea not with any hope of coming at

just conclusions, of saying the right and indisputable thing,
(luif ortunately

mon

that is likely to be also the obvious and com-

thing, and commonplace was a worse vice in Metaphysical

eyes than outlandishness
L|j-

)

but for the excitement of the p;irsuit.

Buring this pursuit they may fall into fantasy and curiosity,
bjU^.

neither is that their object; fantasy, curiosity, extrava-

gance and the rest are simply by prodixcts comparatively unimportant in themselves and only valuable as showing the activity of
the minds which strike them off.

scholastic jugglery and the

Metaphysical ideal of wit here fall together; both have their
influence.
In this same connexion of juggling with ideas the Meta-

-
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physical fondness for the technical jargon of the school ought
to be noted.

'i)h4^^tyndness is a thing distinct from their deep-

er, and half unconscious, adherence to the great categories of

Metaphysical thought, which do not consist in counters.

.

Terms

like, entity, quiddity, actives, passives, etc., are very useful

when one is ban^-ing a notion about without respect to what it

actually represents.
otfeefT

But they can be dispensed with even so if

technical terms are forced to do service in the same office.

Thus Covjley, who has a special predilection for medicine (like

Vaughan he was a physician) will find a starting point for wit
by assuming that the wound he has taken from love is physical^

"Cordials of Pity give me now,
i^or I too weak for purgings grow.
"DO but a while with patience stay;
For counsel yet will do no good,
'Tis Time, and Rest and Heav'n allay
The violent burnings of my blood",
But though other matter will do

»-

the actual game of tossing an

object of thought about, having first abstracted it from its

sensible effects and relations, is none the less scholastic; and
-"the

most familiar and natural language.is drawn from the old

terms, even then losing currency and now obsolete, which had been
the counters of the school.

The stanza from crashaw's Hope is

a good illustration, and here is a yet more typical one from

Cowley:"

His Father in law an higher place does claim
In the tjeraphique i]ntity of Fame.
He since that Toy his Death,
Does fill all Mouths and breathes in all men's Breath,
'Tis true, the two Immortal syllables re&rain,
But, Oh ye learned men, explain.
What iissense, what i<]xistence, this.
What Substance, what Subsistence, what Hypostasis
fP.SnS)
Tn six DOor Letters is?"

7

r

Uc I bl.'
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For a certain order of ideas there is no other language; having
such an idea to express what else was there for Crashaw to say
than what he does say,"As limps of sugar lose themselves and twine
Their suhtle essence with the sovl of wine"?
(p. 160)
.

While philosophy was composing new catchwords sthese poets found
.i^^the old ones the hest ae»veyanoes not of ideas hut, as the

Schoolmen had, of rapid, flexible, intricate, and, probably

I

^ad better add, futile thinking.
The use of these terms no doubt encouraged the Metaphy-

sical poets in their tendency to obscurity in expression.
are almost iiniversally difficult.

They

Often the reader is obliged

to retranslate a word back into what it represents in nature

before he can reduce their ideas to a comprehensible state; and,

occasionally they will not reduce, possessing no natural, but
only a logical existence.

Technical terminology is not always

to blame; the quality, of Metaphysical thought is complex; it
is rapid without being fluent, and so eliptical, so out of the

common, so beset with obstacles, that its expression is almost

necessarily choked and involute, and it is but seldom that it
runs perfectly clear and limpid.
to Donne

^

For instances

I

need not go

Crashaw, the clearest of them all, is sufficient. Take

these lines

(

they form part of an elaborate play upon the idea

that on the last day the sun shall be darkened ):-

"By the oblique ambush of this close night.
The right-eyed Areopagite
Shall with a vigorous guess invade
And catch Thy quick reflex; and sharply see
On this dark ground to descant of Thee"
(p.

81)
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Hard, harsh, and obscure, but full of vigour and intellectual
substance; curious but never insipid; highly abstract;- for think-

ing of that character what nearer parallel than the disputations
of the Schoolmen?
So far the parallel holds most closely in, the matter of

mental procedure.

Their processes resemble one-«ttoi:her in be-

ing both brilliantly sophistic and out of the plain and natural
course which thought is expected to follow.

But this procedure

rests upon, or at least has an affinity with, certain attitudes
of mind.

The Metaphysical poets would not have pushed the mere-

ly intellectual quality of their style so far unless they had

over-estimated the merely intellectual faculties in general. It

would seem a task to outdo the scholastics on the point of intellectuality, and perhaps

I

use the wrong word, at any rate

do not use it in its best sense.

I

I

do not mean by it that high

governing faculty which allots to every part its due proportion,
to faith hers, to reason hers, to experience hers;

I

mean to

identify intellect with the speculative portion of us, the arrogant, inquisitive, insubordinate part, impatient of mystery and

making truceless war upon the irrational and the unreal; dangerous if unregulated, fatal if suppressed.

But when

I

say that

the Metaphysicals over-estimated and exaggerated the inclination,

always present in the scholastics, toward aggressive intellectuality,

I

still need to explain that they do not do so upon a theory;

/'"
r
that after all they are poets, philosophic but not systematic.
,•

-The -spirit of ungenerous, scepticism is as out of place in poetry

as it is in religion; as far as it signifies a cold timidity and

flvi

•.

I

f[i

u.

n

'..A.
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niggardly prudence

(

tlwraglr^o do it justice medieval scepticism

soajs^eijT'sTgnifTed^that

y

they were utterly free of it.

were lured on by another spirit.

They

Genius to them meant to have

all one's faculties raised to a higher power, especially to have
a more vigorous intelligence than common,

now to take high

ground upon all intellectual questions would be simply a sign
of genius; to pull back, to assume insufficiency, to veil the

eyes, would only augfer that one's wits were of common make; hence

the great part, their bold intellectualism, which is with them

much more a matter of gesture and manner than of substantial conviction.

To illustrate^

if asked for their sober opinion about

the place reason should occupy^ in all probability they would

pascal's "La demiere demarche de las

give an answer like

raison, o'est de connaitre ou'il y a tme infinite de choses qui
la surpassent.

Elle est bien faible si elle ne va jusque la..

Il faut savoir douter ou il faut, assurer ou il faut, se soimettre

ou il faut."

But in their poetry they rarely give a sober

opinion; and while not denying it, so just a sentiment does not

seem to

aja

animate their tone; pascal is bent on assigning to

reason its place; they are bent on asserting how high and honourable that place is.
ed -

tllhere

Thus Cowley has a poem on the subject

(

call-

outside of a Metaphysical poet would be find such a

titles- "Reason: the Use of it in Divine Matters") urging its
claims

i

to thi^ extent-.

"And since itself the boundless Godhead join'd
With a Reasonable Mind,
It plainly shows that Mysteries Divine
May with our reason join"
(p.

47)
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And though what he says is
to others it exaltation.

Cowley,

biit

n'ot

inconsistent with faith he leaves

Donne thinks more highly of faith than

he also thinks more highly of reason, or is more

extravagant in his praise.

He writes

:-

"por thus into our reason flow, and there do end.
All that this natural world doth comprehend,
Quotidian things and equidistant hence,
Shut in, for man, in one circumference But for the enormous greatnesses which are
SO disproportioned and so angular,
As 1"$ God's essence, place and providence,
\'irhere, how, when, what souls do, departed hence.
These things (eccentric else) on faith do strike;
yet neither all, nor upon all alike.
For reason put to her best extension.
Almost meets faith and makes both centres one"
(II, p.

72)

His parenthetic "eccentric else" sums up in little a world of

comment on the right of reason to govern, which can thus briefly
assign, by such fantastical logic, his place to God.
It is their tone,

and not the accuracy of their opinions,

to which I desire to draw attention; it is that of men who take
a positive pleasure in giving free scope to their intelligences,

unbounded scOpeTthey have something of the irresponsibility and

high-spirits of schoolboys on a holiday, and something of the
good humoured disdain of yovmg gallants lording it among rich

citizens and fat-fingered aldermen.

They do not care what they

say as long as it shows spirit, courage or height of invention,
and anything whatever unpossessed of the patent of intellectual

nobility

they treat as mean pedantry and sordid folly; it is

too low for them.

Upon all subjects they take high and bold

views, transferring, as it were, the arrogance usually arrayed

jSijniiOC)
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against religion over into their ovm camp.

It is refreshing to

find religious and moralizing poets so unapologetie ,as if it were

not they

"but

the world, if the world had but sense enough to see

it, that stood in need of apology.

Each in his own fashion

adopts in his remonstrance with the world.

The method of argu-

ment Donne employes in his Anniversary; it speaks the impatience
of the taught man with the ignorant :-

"When wilt thou shake off this pendantry
Of being taught by sense and phantasy?
Thoii look'st through spectacles, small things seem great
Below; but up into the watch-tower get,
And see all things despoiled of fallacies;
Thou Shalt not peep through lattices of eyes,
Nor hear through Labyrinths of ears",
(II, p. 137)
of the man who is capable of high and large views with the creep-

ing and short-sighted.

As crashaw says, they "blush to own a

lower hope or speak a narrower word".
But their intellectual effrontery

reason alone.

eouM

not stand on

Unless challenged out of it, reason keeps its own

sphere; it is reason in conjunctions with revelation which so

exalts their minds and feeds their intellectual pride.

Faith

and revelation, so far from discouraging reason, are what lift
it up into altitudes, and spread before it the kingdoms of the
^

w or Id 'the effect upon medieval, scholasticism of Revelation,
faithfully received, was to rescue it from earthly considerations
and set its eyes with a better boldness and assurance upon high

matters, high and "obscure with too much light".
for our poets.

It does as much

Generally when they touch upon a theological doc-

trine it is to boast of its enlarging powers, cowley is explicit;-

;
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"Excellent Brutus, of all human race
The best, till Nature was improved "by Grace;
Till men above themselves i<^aith raised more
Than Reason above Beasts before."
(p.

195)

Donne speaks similarly :"Thou know'st how poor a trifling thing man is,..
The heart being perish 'd no part can be free.
And that except thou feed, not banquet, on
The supernatural food, religion,
Thy better growth grows withered and scant
Be more than man, or thou'rt less than an ant"
(II, pp. 110-111)

paith enlarges and uplifts reason and reason establishes faith;
in the Metaphysical poets they cannot be separated; they combine
to compose that spirit, at once high and solid, courageous to-

ward heaven and contemptuous toward earth, which marks them
throughout; it marks them in their treatment of religion, (and
it is that which chiefly distinguishes them from all other relig-

ious poets) but it marks them no less, since, as said before,
it is more a tone than an exact content, when they are upon secu-

lar subjects.

Toward things of sense, whether or not from a standpoint

explicitly religious, they maintain an air of intellectual contempt.

It is the same spirit whether appearing in crashaw when

he writes:-

"You have seen already in this lower sphere
Of froth and bubbles, what to look for here:
say, gentle soul, what can you find
But painted shapes.
Peacocks and apes.
Illustrious flies.
Glided diaighills, glorious lies"
(p.

or whether it is Donne with his

146)
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"Poor sublunary lovers' love", or his
"I never stooped so low as they
Which on an eye, cheek, lip can prey"
(I. p.

71)

All things subject to time and space easily are so low one can

afford to pity them; they are not worth attacking,
"Poor querelous handfull"
'

^,,

thais

in vaughan's poem
(I. p. 26)

,

does the soul reply to the body's complaints.

Thus crashaw asks

"what is man?"
"Let forward dust then do his kind;
And give itself for sport to the proud wind.
v7hy should a piece of peevish clay plead shares
In the eternity of Thy old cares?"
(p. loo)
"US", says Donne, "earth, which griefs animate,"
(8, p.

s

h

^'-

74)

-

:

"The good fellowship of dust" (p. 73) Herbert says ironically,

and treats death itself with the same contempt;"Alas

,

poor death, where is thy glorjr?" (p. 212)

and Donne's great poem owes its powerful effect to the same dis-

dainful spirit,- Death, be not proud" (J, p. 163)
"Thou'rt slave to pate, chance, kings and desperate men.
And dost with poison, war, and sickness dwell,
And poppy or charms can make us sleep as well.
And better than thy stroke; why swell 'st thou then?"
Their contempt arises from the extraordinary heights of

which their metaphysical pretensions made them free.

Their minds,

dwelling habitually in the upper regions of thought, where infinity is the standard of measure, and eternity of value, show, when

they come to treat of merely terrestrial objects, a certain want
of adjustment.

Even the most exalted forms, as measured by eyes

accustomed to earthly standards, shrink, like the tall ship seen

,
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from the cliff at

L)

ver, "diminish 'd to her cock".

One is remind-

ed of Gulliver on his return from his visit to Brobdingnag insist-

ing on being allowed to pick up a passing bo^-t for a plaything.
It is not uncommon for poets to assume a superiority to the pur-

suits the run of mankind are aegaged in, to the trifling arts,
or to speak disdainfully of the love of money and place, and

Cowley, complaining that "we heap up yellow earth" is not exceed-

ing the convention.

But when he goes on to rail against travels

and great wars

And mighty voyages we take.
And mighty journeys seem to make,
O'er sea and land, the little point that has no space "

"

(p.

Jdoy)

he does -exceed it; and when he proceeds to include life itself

under the head of trifles,"

but life's a name
That nothing here can tri0.y claim..

"We grow at last by custom to believe.
That really we live:"
(p.

we feel that he is very lofty indeed,

i^rom

210)

their great height

they look down all ordinary human business, all the ordinary hu-

man relations, all knowledge, the affairs and interests v/hich com-

monly occupy, not vulgar lives and pens merely, but the noblest
of both, and cover them all with scorn and contumely.

Their rea-

son is that such things come under the laws of change; the laws
of change

(

to use an extravagant metaphor

)

one

-.vould

suppose had

the property of those laws made to govern some orders in the

state,

-

merely to come under them confers disgrace.

sublime affectation

- it is

And this

of course an affectation - extends

-
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itself to include, what even a Metaphysician might he supposed to
stand in awe of, - stars and angels.
2-

(

"that did transcend a Vulgar Angel

*

s

"Figures" says Cowley,

wit," (p. 205) and crashaw

mounts up so high as to speak of "the common people of the skies"
(p.

17)^.

And Crashaw again has a line which passes beyond a

suspicion of the mock-sublime,
"Whose blush the moon beauteously mars,
And stains the timorous light of stars "
I

(

p.

118)

said that their sublimity was not natural, that it was

a kind of affectation, and so it is -necessarily,

such high-

pitched views do not come naturally to low mortals; they are un-

natural even to the excited poetic imagination, for however
ed,

it is still subject to the laws of time and space.

wing-

They must

be grasped, if grasped at all, by sheer reason, and they put a

strain upon that, and reason strained always affects us as unnatural, especially in poetry.

In a way their high scorn for

terrestrial objects is the same class with their conceits, but,
also, as in the case of their conceits, one has to remember that

naturalness forms no part of the Metaphysical poetic canon, and
that by these extraordinary, even illegitimate means, they are

able to win effects which possess genuine poetic value.
Again, as in the case of conceits, the affectation is

sometimes perfectly conscious, assumed simply for the sake of
cleverness; but at other times only half conscious and assumed
for some real poetic end.

3.

In such a figure as the following

And, another instance; "One little world or two
(AlasI will never do;
We must have store."
cr. p. 61)
)

(

-

,
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Crashaw's ambit iousness is mainly conscious and witty,
"Fortxme? alas, above the world's lov/ wars
Hope walks and kicK the curl'd heads of conspiring
stars " (cr. p. 160)^
while, when he calls men

"Dark sons of dust and sorrow,"
<^

when Donne boasts that
"Difference of sex no more we knew
Then our Guardian Angels do"
(1. p.

67)

we have to admit that the transcendental qxiality contributes to

their verse whatever poetic value they possess.

By an intellec-

tual effort perhaps, but their mood itself sometimes attains a

like height with their language, and in that sense their lofty

phraseology may be called natural.
But whether poetry suffers or gains by these metaphysical excesses is just now beside the question; what
to point out is that they are Metaphysical,

i

am concerned

Only poets who

framed their thoughts to the heights of Metaphysical speculation

would have fallen upon them at all.

But their exaggeration shows

that the balanced proportions of the Metaphysical scheme has been
upset, - in medieval poetry one does not find this kind of bravado - and the fact that such an extreme of supersensiiality is

only to be intellectually apprehended, shows that the over-

emphasis is an intellectual one.

4,

Though not so entirely, Cowley has the best, I think the only
examples of sublimity ttirned simply to the uses of elevemess,
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The Metaphysical group is distinguished then from other

poets on the score of substance as well as of style.
sible to trace in the five poets

I

It is pos-

have taken to constitute the

group (though perhaps not exclusively) a similar background of
thought, a similar method of taking hold of a subject, similar

attitudes of mind. Different as each is from each they share a
common philosophy which they make distinctively their own by

exaggerating certain elements in it; each, to be sure, lays his
own emphasis and ngelects possibilities as it suits his own tem-

per, but, speaking generally, they seem to recognize a certain
canon, of which in one way or another each feels free to and

usually does avail himself.

The philosophy which holds them

together is orthodox medieval scholasticism, not of course in
its details or bearing the impress of a particular doctor or

school, but in its great common categories.

The special accent

they put upon it is to overemphasize its sheer ly intellectual
side.

But, since the members of our group, highly intellectual,

highly speculative, as they are, yet make no pretensions to sys-

tematic philosophy, their emphasis declares itself principally
as a spirit.

They evince a disposition to lay hold of a matter

by its intellectual handle, instead, as poets regularly do or
should, by its sensuous.
It is the two things taken together, their strong meta-

physical prepossessinnand their tendency to break the balance

between faith and reason, and to accent the rational aspect, that
characterizes their pecxiliar humour^ but the consequences of
each had better, for convenience sake, be traced under its own

80!
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head,

under the head of scholastic metaphysic singly woxild fall:

(1) A clear, solid and consistent body of principles underlying

all their ideas; (2) A dominant and ever-present theological

interest;

(

3 /''Tendency to give emotion a suhordinate place;

To make disquisitions instead of songs,

etc.;

(4)

laments, narratives,

(5) TO treat all subjects in relation to the Metaphysical

categories; (6) Absence of moral indistinctness or confusion.
More particularly to their intellectual accent are owing: (1)

Abstract and unreal treatment of ideas, which leads to (a)
Juggling with them, (b) use of technical counters, (c) obscurity;
(2) Exaltation of reason;

(3) Scornful attitude toward all sensi-

ble (and some higher) objects; (4) Assumption of a transcendentalljr

lofty point of view.
Such, as

I

make them out, are the characteristic features

of the Metaphysical content,

no one poet exhibits them all, but

the governing principle - scholastic metaphysic interpreted in

accordance with their intellectual prejudices

-

appears in what-

ever of substance tv_ey have in common, and each poet exhibits a

fair proportion of the various aspects

I

have enumerated; and

though he may neglect others he never does, in any vital sense,
,

contradict them.

Such a list cannot of course indicate the spec-

ial character of particular poets, and so it v/ould seen to miss

much what is most interesting and striking in the poetry of the
group, but that would have to be.

For a canon common to a number

of writers, each of marked individuality, it seems to me surpris-

ingly full.

All their work, not only the seriously meditative

part, but Cowley's cottrt verses, Donne's v/orldly and satiric

poems, is to be included under it; not that this spirit in its
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entirety prevails in every

poera -

naturally not

- "but

that in the

great majority of those poerjs in some aspect it is present.
I

might stop at this, but if

I

did we would be leaving

out other common principles which, v/hile not applying to the

whole body of their work yet do apply to a large and important
part, moreover, probably, its most characteristic part, -.not
all, but the great body of classicist work is seciilar, and not
all, but the great body of Metaphysical work is religious,

ifiiien

not In the exact sense of treating religious themes, yet relig-

r

..-_,

.

ious, or, better, theological, in the implication of its meta-

phors and the background of its thought.

But its most consider-

able part is religious in the strict sense, and it is to this

part

I

now have reference.

Three of these poets deal almost

exclusively with religious subjects, pouring out into verse the
ardours and sweetness of a divine communication.

No poetry is

more completely religious in character than Herbert's and crashaw's, and vaughan's only a degree less so.

Cowley's most am-

bitious poem is, like Milton's most ambitious poem, scriptural,
though, no more than Milton's does it deserve to be called religious, neither poet being gifted with much religious insight. On

this account

I

do not include the pavideis among their strictly

religious work; it is too external in treatment and substance,
and is not specially distinguished from the rest of Cowley's

work.

Donne, less moral than Cowley, is more religious, so relig-

ious in the whole cast of his mind, that it would be difficult
to say of more than a handful of his verse, this, definitely,

not religious.

is

Many of the "Yerse Letters" even, complimentary
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epistles to great ladies, are so steeped in divinity, that secular as they are in tone and intention, they woTild be knovm for
the work of a churchman.

theologically:

r^

-^-^-^

.

It is a peculiarity of his to flatter

-

"And as I owe my first souls thanks, that they
For ray last soul did fit and movild my clay", etc.,
(II, p. 59)

His Epicedes and Obsequies are yet more replete with this sort
of thing, though with better right,

yet even of a young prince

at whose death great hopes perished to write in such a strain

as tfete,—
"And that his times might have stretched out so far
As to touch those of which they emblems are",
(II. p. 73)

"For all that faith might credit mankind could,
Season still seconded that this prince would",
(II. p.

seems overpitched, even for those times.

73)

These last and his mag-

nificent, extraordinary Anniverseries -/if to exalt dead great

persons into saints and cherubim is allowable in that form - are

really funeral orations, .but still too mixed in purpose to be
classed with his purely religious verse,
.pages .contain all there iffnsf--it

,

oorae

half a h\mdred

but in this short space will

be found some of his most powerful and subtle speculation.

Yet,

even after we have excluded the pavideis and included of Donne's

work only the Divine Poems we have imder consideration in what
follows the bulk of Metaphysical poetry.

Everything which has been noted before as characteristic
of their content applies without qualification to the religious

verse of the Metaphysical school,

so applied, it takes on a nov-

H'^^A-/
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el force and significence.

It is unusual to find in religious

poetry a clear and solid background of metaphysical ideas, though
not unique y

•

Among their contemporaries it is almost usual. Her-

rick's trifles float and dissolve above an unshifting philosophy
like cloud-strips over the face of a summer

sky",

and Drrimmond,

though, as it seems to me, metaphysical ideas had no more than
a poetical hold on him, because his are generally echoed from
some one else, either from Spenser or, as for example here,

from Donne
"NO rxist of times nor change thy virtue wan
With times to change, when truth, faith, love decay 'd
In this new age; like fate, thou fixed stay'd.
Of the first world an all-substantial man "
nr, p. 168)
or from the common stock, as here:"AhJ when

I had what most I did admire.
And seen of life's delights the last extremes,
I found all but a rose hedg'd with a brier,
A naught, a thought, a show of mocking dreams"

(I, p. 138)

if, in truth, this last is not too much of a moral commonplace

to be indicative of profounder thoughts - Drummond writes upon

the same background,

indeed, in the 17th century that is the

common case.
But

,

with our group it is not merely that they have the

old philosophy behind them; they build substantially upon it.

Into the categories of Platonic thought, (the categories which

Aristotle transferred to the Schoolmen, not the late renaissance

romanticised plato) the distinctions between the world of sense
and the non-sensible worlds and such notions as of the double

nature of the soul,

-

they fitted gospel Christianity.

The or-
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dinary considerations of heaven, eternal punishment, redemption,
etc., while they make the matter of their thought, do not fill

their minds, as in such a poet as cowper

sample of English religious verse
tellectual interpretation.
is frequently so,

at least

I

- to

-

his hymns are a fair

the exclusion of an in-

will risk saying

- v/hat

certainly

that it is the philosophic inter-

pretation, the dogma as based on that, which occupies them. Or,
if this is too much to say, since they all have times of impas-

emotional simplicity, they never let go of the intellec-

sioned

tual aspect of their theme.

ticism

(

Vaughan

)

Their emotion (Herbert), their mys-

their ardour (cfashaw) is intellectualized.

Though not in every page, or, for that matter, in any but a few,
is their metaphysical doctrine to be found explicitly stated,

nevertheless it ftirnishes the foundation and plainly, or by implication appears almost everywhere.

Doctrines had been questioned, authority disrupted and
the Metaphysicals

,

living among sceptics, scoffers and contro-

versialists, and not untouched by their spirit, rest their case
on what they held to be an impregnable base of conviction.

They

place their reljiance on unshaken, unquestionable (as they conceived) metaphysical principles which are so strong that all

others are weak or corrupt or temporary beside them.

One is

aware, behind all Metaphysical speculation, of this supporting

framework.
The Metaphysical philosophy, and the spirit in v?hich they

espoused it, both work in them with equal strength.

The two
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things may not well be separated, since it is the sense of the

soundness of their ground and the (comparative) weakness of all
others which gives to their work its tone of hardihood and in-

tellectual assurance.

Metaphysical distinctions are only ap-

parent to keenly exercised reasons; a grasp on them implies mental vigour, and shows a mind superior to the illusions of the
senses.

All these circumstances combined to increase their na-

tive faith in the supreme value of "wit",

yet it is one thing

to have the mind filled with the vision of eternal truths, one

thing in itself and one in its effect, and quite another, es-

pecially in its poetic effect, to have the mind conscious of
itself and of its rights, even though that consciousness springs

from a wide and lofty view of truth,

por example-. From the

first point of view one would look upon sin with infinite sorrow,
but from the second with infinite contempt; it is a piece of

stupidity.

So

I

shall separate them and consider first the re-

sults of the second, i.e., the intellectual principle.
We have already seen its effect upon their work in general.

Where the effect in connexion with religious verse brings

out no new aspects,

I

need not review it.

They continue to jug-

gle with ideas, to talk of "actives" and "passives", to be blind
to the advantages of making dark thought look clear.

haps some abatement these things are the same.

''

with per-

The over-accent

on reason belongs especially to Donne and Cowley, but in the

5.

must say here to the honour of these poets that their language
is never obscure when their thought is plain, and though, frequently difficult, never misty; nor do they love simply the
I

appearance of difficulty.
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others there is a vigorous, masculine manner, a readiness to give
to reason all its rights, which belongs to these alone among the

writers of sacred verse.

An intellectuBl disdain of mundane

interests and objects is rare enough, even in religious poetry,
to be noted, and their viewing things from a great height, though
it would seem to belong there, no less so.

Their exaltation of intelligence is due in part of course
to the exaggerated estimate of "wit" they shared with the class-

icists, but with that goes a high contempt for irreligion as a

species of ignorance, v/hich

I

take to be scholastic, and an in-

clination to treat religion as amenable to the laws of thought,

which

I

also put down as scholastic.

The laws of thought to

which it conforms need not be thoie of the scholastics; new

philosophies, new ideas abounded on which the Metaphysicals drew
to please themselves, but it is part of the scholastic spirit

to apprehend the whole of religion as subject to intellectual

speculation spirit which they shared to the full.
of vaughan's contain an idea prominent,

I

These verses

believe, in the philo-

sophy of the renaissance; (I know Spenser elaborates it in his
Gardens of Adonis
"

)

-

Of death we make
A mere mistake;
For nothing can to nothing fall, but still
Incorporates by skill.
And then returns, and from the womb of things
Such treasure brings,
AS phenix-like renew 'th
Both life and youth;
For a preserving spirit still doth pass
Untainted through the mass..
Now are those births which we
Thus suffering wee,
Destroy'd at all "
(I, p. 26)

-
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and these of Herbert's one which, except in a very popular sense,
cannot be called philosophy at all:"But since these great ones, be they ne'er so great,
come from the earth, from whence these vessels come;
So that at once both feeder, dish and meat
Have one beginning and one final sum;
I do not greatly wonder at the sight.
If earth in earth delight."
(p. 201)

but both show how occupied they were to express religious truth
as an intelligible idea.
5.

The Adoro te devote, do latens Deitas

,

Thomas Aquinas 'hymn to the Blessed Sacrament, has been call-

ed a piece of verisified scholasticism.

Between crashaw's ver-

sion of it and his own matter there is no perceptible break.

"Plead for me. Love.' allege and show
That faith has farther here to go.
And less to lean on; Because then.
Though hid as God, wounds writ Thee man..
And that too was Thyself which Thee did cover,
g
But here ev'n that's hid too which hides the other,"
(p.

110)

is of a piece with his exposition of the Incarnation;

"The first Eve, mother of our Fall,
Ere she bore any one, slew all.
Of her unkind gift might we have
The inheritance of a hasty grave:
Quick-buried in the wanton tomb
Of one forbidden bit.
Had not a better fruit forbidden it.
Had not thy healthful womb.
The world's new Eastern window been.
And given us heaven again, in giving Him"
(p.

118)

and, considered not as philosophy, but only from the point of view
of its tendency to make the things of faith matter also for reason,
6.

The Latin

nms;-

In cruce latebat sola peitas
At hie latet simul et humanltas
JTmbo tamen credens atque confitens
pe"to quod petivlt lathro poenltens.
.

:

,
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of a piece with such a passage as this;-

"This shall from henceforth be the masculine theme
Pulpits and pens shall sweat in; to redeem
Virtue to action, that life-feeding flame
That keeps religion warm; not swell a name
Of 5'aith; a mountain -wrod, made up of air".
(Cr. p.

37)

They take up toward religion a reasonable attitude; they are ready
to argue the matter out;

theirs is thinking poetry, whether the

thought take the form of actual philosophic content, or of the

intellectual attitude toward any content.
If in the others emotion is subordinated to thought

Donne, too generally, it has no place whatever,

in

compare his ver-

sion of the Incarnation with Grashaw's above, or with vaughan's
here, -

"Bright Queen of Heaven I God's Virgin Spouse!
The glad world's blessed MaidI
Whose beauty tied life to thy house;
And brought us saving aid.

"Thou art the true Love's kno^; by thee
GrOd is made our ally;
And man's inferior essence He
'.Vith His did dignify";
(I, p.

225)

these may be over-philosophical, but they pale by Donne:
"That All, which always is all everjrwhere,
Which cannot sin, and yet all sins must bear;
V7hich cannot die, yet cannot choose but die,
JjOl faithful Virgin, yeidls Himself to lie
In prison in thy womb; and though he there
can take no sin, nor thou give, yet he'll wear.
Taken from thence, flesh, which death's force may try.
Ere by the spheres time was created thou
\7ast in His mind, who is thy Son, and Brother;
?niom thou conceivest, conceived; yea, thou art now
Thy Maker's maker and thy Father's mother."
(I, p. 152-3)
The emotion, naturally consequent in the minds of Christians on

-
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the thoughts of such an event, is not only neglected, it is pre-

vented.

But, in an extremer form, Donne's hardily intellectual

interpretation of religious dogma is typical of the school;
though his unsuhduable doubts are his own;
"I

have a sin of fear, that when I've spun
last thread I shall perish on the shore".

r,!y

(I,

p.

213)

They are so bold because they are so certain that in the
strife of philosophies religion can more than hold her own.

their certainty surroimds their work
ed air which almost, or altogether,

tender pieties may receive.

-.vith

And

an open, free, uncloset-

ccmpensates for any shock the

When Donne writes,-

"J'ather, part of His double interest

Unto Thy Kingdon Thy Son gives me;
His jointure in the knotty Trinity
He keeps,
'''

(I, p. 166)

his very fearlessness and carelessness of the effect on pious sen-

sibilities shows a bold faith.

They have no religious proprieties.

They may be blamed, like the scholastics, for too much assurance
in the presence of mysteries, for flying the face of the sun.

Sense they scorn as a poor base illusion, v/ith the pleasures of
sense, even when they feel a temptation to them in themselves,

they appear not to struggle but to banish them with the easy

confidence of superior knowledge.
"First .there is no pleasure here:
GoloTired griefs ihdeed there are.
"
Blushing woes,
(II, p. 223)
To the ordinary, unmetaphysical christian, often all but van-

quished by them, these lusts of the flesh and the eye acquire

,
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from the difficulties he has with them a substantial existence,
a force on a par with virtue's ovm, but to these poets they are

no more than pretentious vmrealities.

Herbert's asstirance (Herbert has no wings) does not mount
and fly upwards; it seldom rises above the liberty of a conceit,
but vaughan, in spite of his too patient imitation of Herbert,
and in spite too of a certain want of native fire, gazes so

steadily through the veil of sense as sometimes to be uplifted
into supersensual regions.

I

will not quote his well-known "They

are all gone into the World of Light", but illustrate from a

less perfect, but more characteristic poem;"The day-star smiles, and light, with Thee deceas'd,
NOW shines in all the chambers of the East.
i/That stirs, what posting intercourse and mirth
Of saints and angels glorify the Earth.'
i^hat sighs, what whispers, busy stops and stays;
Private and holy talk fill all the ways]..
I see them, hear them, mark their haste, and move
Amongst them, with them, filled v/ith faith and love...
Such v;as the bright world on the first seventh day...
THien heav'n above them shin'd like molted glass,
'.Thile all the planets did unclouded pass;
And springs, like dissolv'd pearls, their streams
did pour.
Ne'er mar'd with floods, nor anger'd with a shower."
(I. p. 179)
In his strictly religious verse Donne never rises to those heights

he reaches in the Anniversaries

earlier

I

mtist

but in spite of excluding these

quote from them in this instance;

"Up, up, my drowsy soul, where thy new ear
Shall in the angels' songs no discord hear;
Yfhere thou Shalt see the blessed mother-maid..
Up to those patriarchs, which did longer sit
Expecting Christ than they've en joy 'd Him yet;
Up to those prophets, which now gladly see
their prophesies grown to be history;
Up to th' apostles, who did bravely run
All the sun*s coiirse, with more light than the sxm\
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Up to those martyrs who did calmly bleed
Oil to those apostles' lamps, dew to their seed;
Up to those virgins J"
(II, p. 318-9)

(Never was a more intellectualistic account given of the Beatific
Vision!

)

Of them all crashaw soars with most ease,

uneven in

point of taste as they are, the S. Teresa poems show Crashaw
mOTinting unfalteringly in "piercing and perfumed flights", but

again

I

think

l

had better take my citation from a poem with which

the anthologies have not made us familiar:

olution in religion":

"a persuasion to res-

-

"Almighty lovei end this long war,
And of a meteor make a star.
fix this fair Indefinite.'
And 'mongst Thy shafts of soveriegn light
Choose that sure decisive dart
Which has the key of this close heart,
Knows all the corners oft and can control
The self -shut cabinet of an unsearch'd soul.
let it be at last Love's hour;
Raise this tall trophy of thy power;
Come once the conquering way; not to confute
^ut kill this rebel word "irresolute".... '
dart of love! arrow of light I
happy you, if it hit right;
It must not fall in vain, it must
Not mark the dry, regardless dust..
Meet it with wide-spread arms, and see
Its seat your soul's just centre be..
Yield then,
yield, that Love may win
The fort at last, and left life in"
(p.

60)

Whatever crashaw's defects, want of "wing" was not among them.
His flights remind one of ahelley's; but to fly and maintain clear
outlines of thought, not losing, himself in images, is a more
difficult, though perhaps less poetic feat than a romantic poet
could have performed.
It may justly be objected that in these last examples
I

have given another sense to my phrase "that they view things
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from a great height"; rigidly interpreted

I

have; but with what

after all amotmts to a flexible poetic attitude, one cannot be
too rigid, and to look with disdain upon

lov;

objects and with

confidence upon high ones are only two aspects of one point of
view.

But with the second we pass from an assumption of intellectiial superiority to something more genuine, less conscious,

to what

I

may call the metaphysical imagination,

-

it is still

intellectual in the sense of being non-sensuous in origin, but
images now begin to mingle with clear ideas, and the object is
not only played about by a series of fanciful speciilations bpt

occasionally apprehended immediately.

The power of immediate

grasp varies, however, from poet to poet; for the whole group
the term "metaphysical imagination" must be taken to mean the

tendency of their minds to range in supersensual regions, their

familiarity with the high ranges, not here of thought, but of

Yisionv thought embodied.

Afl-

Christians not too distant from

the middle ages a substantial part of the Dantesque vision would

linger in their imaginations, but not theirs the intense and concentrated view of the medieval contemplative.

"God, in his

angels and in his saints" as a clear, graded, hierarchic vision
was beginning to lose, even in the catholic mind, something of
its unwavering exactitude; a more general, less definite sense
of a spiritual world governing this one by unseen agencies was

beginning to take its place.

The same vision, but its light

more diffused, its personages of more hvmian, less ideal proper-
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tions, and affected also by more enlarged views of the physical

heavens, this modern modification of the medieval conception held
the background of their imagination and gave it scope and height.

One might add, calm and certitude.

According to his

temperament each Metaphysical interprets life in one phase or

another of these eternal terms.

The fact that he does so, this,

with his passion for intellectual energy, seems to me to distinguish the religious poetry of the Metaphysical poets from all
other religious poetry.

In Donne,

Cowley and Herbert it is the

passion for intellectual energy that prevails, in vaughan and
Crashaw, the Metaphysical imagination; but in his degree each

partakes of both.
Since single citations would be insxifficient to prove
siich a

general statement, it would seem a better plan to examine

some of the best work in this kind from each poet, and drav; our

conclusions.
As

I

said, Cowley has practically no religious verse

but the Davideis, and the Davideis ac an

e pak;

i'S

outside our

)v.-

field.

His Pindaric ode. The Plagues of Sgypt

same vein as the Davideis .

,

is in much the

However, it contains a passage which

illustrates Cowley's predilection for the great stretches of

high space, the lighted heavens, whJ.Gh,

8t?H>e- tfeat -i*

the form

the Metaphysical imagination takes with him;-l may as well quote:"It was the time when the stoll moon,
\7as mounted softly to her noon.
And de^vy sleep which from night's secret springs arose,
Gently as Nile the land o'erflows.
Mien (Lol) from the high countrys of refined day
The golden heaven without allay.
Whose dross in the creation purged away.
Made up the sim's adulterate ray.

-
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Michael, the war-like prince, does downwards fly
Swift as the joiirneys of the sight.
Swift as the race of light.
And with his winged will cuts through the yielding sky,"
(p.

I

227)

This is a shade too Miltonic for a Metaphysical poet; in his an-

xiety to exalt the physical heavens he has brought
physical, but, as

I

say, we do not find Cowley at

do^wi
hir.

acteristically Metaphysical in his religious verse.

the Meta-

most charYet his

phrase, "the high countrys of refined day" shows a mind accustomed to lofty views, and "winged will" is a Metaphysical expression,

But it is rather in its restless play of ideas that the passage
is Metaphysical.

Outside of our group it would be unusual to

come upon such an intricate and indirect method of describing
the purity of the upper regions as his
the purest thing we have -

the sun.

»

that their dross composes

The exaggeration of the

metaphor is also Metaphysical.
It would not be quite fair either to Cowley or to my

thesis not to quote him when he shows a more serious phase if
not of what

I

have defined as the Metaphysical imagination, yet

of Metaphysical thought.

Taken in addition to the lines about

Michael, these two stanzas from his poem on the death of Mr.
VTilliam Harvey - one of the few things containing real feeling
Cov;ley's theory of poetry allowed him to write - will give a com-

pleter view of his Metaphysical character-.
"Large was his soul; as large a soul as ere
Submitted to inform a body here.
High as the place 'twas shortly in Heaven to have,
But low, and humble as his grave.
so high that all the Virtues there did come
As to their chief est seat.
Conspicuous and great;
So low that for me too it made a room.
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"He scorn 'd this busy world below, and all
That we, mistaken mortals, pleasure call;
^as fill'd with innocent gallantry and truth,
Triumphant o'er the sins of youth.
He, like the stars, to v.'hich he now is gone.
That shine with beams like flame,
yet burn not v/ith the same.
Had all the light of youth, of the fire none."
(p. 35)

Again the play of fanciful and curious thought dominates the MetaCowley thinks it of no detriment to grief to

physical elements.

introduce ingenious plays upon the qualities and virtues of his
friend and, as sometimes befalls these poets, even wins a true
pathos from them.

His unexpected

"So low that for me too it made a room",
is both sweet and touching.

life is Metaphysical.

For the rest the interpretation of
that "submits" to "inform a body

A soul

here", "here" looked upon; as an inferior place, its business

worthy of scorn only, its pleasure illusion, that, is the simple

M si

outline of the Metaphysical view, a view which

'

'in our

day would

be .condemned as wanting in courage and the manly spirit of ad-

venture. -4iowe'vSl%"~that may be

,

it keeps in mind the deeper

places of philosophy, and takes a stand above sensation.

It is

a more intellectual view.

The best of Donne's religious verse is either his chal-

lenge to death, or the great Hymn to God the Father
I

,

but since

have already spoken of the first, and the second illustrates

(though in its perfection) only one Metaphysical quality

argument iveness

- I

iously Metaphysical.
"

-

bold

will take another not so good but more varHe calls it

Hjnnn to Christ at the

-

very characteristically

Author's last going into Germany"

;l

-

quote

^

-
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it entire

all but the last stanza;

^

"In what torn ship soever I embark.
That ship shall be my emblem of Thy ark;
What sea soever swallow me, that flood
Shall be to me an emblem of Thy blood;
Though Thou with clouds of an^^er do disguise
Thy face, yet through that mask I know those eyes,
vThich, though they turn away sometimes.
They never will despise.

sacrifice this island unto Thee,
And all whom I love there, and who love me,
When I have put our seas 'twixt them and me.
Put Thou Thy seas betwixt my sins and Thee.
As the tree's sap doth seek the root below
In winter, in my winter now I go,
V/here none but Thee, the eternal root
Of true love, I may know.

"I

"Nor Thou, nor Thy religion dost control,
The amorousness of an harmonious soul;
But Thou V70uld'st have that love Thyself; as Thou
Art jealous. Lord, so I am jealous now;
Thou lovest not, till from loving more Thou free
My soul; whoever gives, takes liberty;
if Thou carest not whom I love,
Alas' Thou lovest not me."
(I, p. 193-4)

This is religion of the brain, full of striving and straining,

^

like all of Donne's religious verse, an intellectiial argument

with God.

This particular phase of intellectualism is Donne's

peculiarly; intellectualism in the others not excluding either

unction as in Herbert, or mysticism and

W
'

lo-ve-,

as in Vaughan

and Crashaw2\ the quality he shares with these ia not
of joy

anf]

pfiaca,-Jw^t-4;he—presaiie^

-of

-4^«-

-absence

this unflagging effort to

give ^n intelligible account of religion, to address/yhis reader's

mind ins'tSa^ eifliis emotions.

The whole of life, every occasion

in it, is interpreted religiously and all religion is interpreted mentally.

',vhat

is there in a man, no longer youn-r,

for Germany to bring up devout impressions?

embarking

How steeped in relig-
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ious thought must a mind be to have a passenger ship remind it
of the Church, the sea of Christ's hlood, storms of spiritual

aridities?,

into what remote places must it have penetrated to

turn a^^parting into a sacrifice of family and country v/hich is
to win him a proportionate separation from sin.

These are not

the natural reminders of sense or imagination; they would only

arise in a subtle brain at work upon a translation of life into
dogma.
It is not only that he thinks in Metaphysical categories.

His intellectualistic spirit carries him on to a prolonge d and
curious play upon his symbolized ocean,* which he follows with

another

^^al-cK'

compare 9\ his journey to the winter retreat of the

sap of trees to their roots, and then proceeds to close in with

his divine interlocutor upon a question of mutual Jealousy; in

which dispute his indomijaiPtable brain takes strange liberties.
These and the large-handed extravagance of
"I sacrifice this island unto 'rhee"

are in the right Metaphysical vein.

Not a word in the poem but

is referable either to their principle of intellectual energy
or to the Metaphysical imagination;

it is a combination of the

two, that of intellectual energy, on the whole, prevailing.

After Gowley and Donne, in the order of intellectual
energy, comes Herbert; but his is of another kind from theirs.
IThere they are subtle and difficult, he is as dovmright and home-

ly as he can make himself, - not as clear, but as familiar.

'.Vith

him intellectual energy takes the form of making religious ideas
come home to the understanding; he is too much a man of his school

-
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not to try to provoke and stimulate the mind v7ith vigorous thought

tersely put, careless whether the reader may comprehend him v/ithout effort, rather preferring it, on the whole, and fond of learned and unused similes.

But he is too intent upon making converts

not to press his matter by every means in his power, by plain
diction, startling comparisons, an appeal to his reader's good

A vigorous didacticism is the staple of Herbert's poetry,

sense.

commonplaces uncommonly expressed.

i.Then

he rises above thgff'he

does not let go of his familiar manner j ^_^€^always takes^hold of

his subject forcibly and actively^

ftt

his best moments this ac-

tive force becomes a quick dramatic power, intensely moving. This
is the typical Herbert, humar

and homely.

Consequently one sel-

dom finds Herbert turning his thoughts upon the kind of theme
that would bring into play the Metaphysical imagination.

Meta-

physical notions fill the background of his philosophy, but they

usually remain there, or coming forward, express themselves after this fashion:
"For either

t?iy command or thy permission
hands on all; they are thy right and left:
The first puts on with speed and expedition;
The other curbs sin's stealing pace and theft".

Lay( s

)

(p.

143)

However, as it happens, the one poem which does e3diibit the Lleta-

physical imagination in a high degree is probably the most nearly
perfect thing he wrote.

That full perception of eternal values

in the face of which all that is transitory dissolves and disap-

pears
tion

-

-

this perception - the core of the Metaphysical imagina-

pervades his Vertue.
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"Sweet Day, so cool, so calm, so bright.
The bridal of the earth and sky;
The dew shall weep thy fall tonight;
For thou must die.

"Sweet Rose, whose hue, angry and brave.
Bids the rash gazer wipe his eye;
Thy root is ever in the grave.
And thou must die,
"Sweet Spring, full of sweet days and roses,
A box where sweets compacted lie;
My music shows ye have your closes.
And all must die."
(p. 103-4)
in these first three stanzas it is the quiet and immediate per-

ception of the eternal through the temporary which prevails (that
is the imaginative perception) in the last stanza the sententious

and intellectual :"Only a sweet and virtuous soul,
Like seasoned timber, never gives;
But, though the whole world turn to coal.
The chiefly lives."
But it is the Metaphysical imagination without alloy

which prevails in Vaughan's peace

,

a poem in spirit not unallied

to Herbert's Vertue .

"I^ soul there is a country,
Far beyond the stars.
Where stands a winged sentry
All skilful in the wars-.
There above noise and danger.
Sweet Peace sits crown 'd with smiles.
And One bom in a manger
commands the beauteous files.
He is thy gracious Friend,
And-0 my soul wake IDid in pure love descend.
To die here for thy sake.
If thou canst but get thither.
There grows the flower of peace.
The Rose that cannot whither.
Thy fortress and thy ease.
Leave then thy foolish ranges,
por none can thee secure.
But One, who never changes.
Thy good, 7 thy life, thy cure." (I, p. 83)
'^-

-

-
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This is a Metaphysical contemplation of the quietness of eternity.

All the other Metaphysical elements are absent.

The thought is

so anything but strange as to be all but trite; the comparisons

are common and "poetic", the cadences sweet and still, the whole

without a

shadovi^

of violence, strangeness or incongruity.

But

to see how Metaphysical it is, compare it with any romantic poem

on the same subject, with "I'm wearin' awa

'

jean", for example,

or cardinal Newman's popular hymn, - unlike either, it is un-

touched by that bane of most religious verse, sentimentality, or,
again, to bring out its Metaphysical quality. compare it with that

beautiful Elizabethan piece,- "0 Mother dear, Jerusalem."

The

comparison will establish its substitution of intellectual for
sensuous images, i*s want of colour, of pictorial quality, of

earthliness ^ Vaughan's poem is abstract; his heaven is empty of
"gardens and goodly walks"

personages.
Ho

^

,

it is even empty of divine forms and

Mary here does not walk singing with her maidens.

>-•,

Only'S; Michael, and he unnamed, reduced to the elements of his
office, and Christ, also unnamed and, by a marvel of restraint

and simplicity, characterized by a single circumstance p-5errta=
"One born in a manger".

Note the effect of distance and removal

from the whole phenomtnal world attained by the simple phrase,
"far beyond the stars"; how the phenomenal world is summed brief-

ly as "noise and danger", indicating heaven as their contraries.
To give the sense of what is not to be imaged he resorts to the

intellectual device of symbolism;
"Sweet Peace sits crown'd with smiles";

-
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"There grows the flower of Peace,
The Rose that cannot wither,
Thy fortress and thy ease."
This is the heaven of the intellectual mystic; all else is "foolish ranging".

There is more visibility in orashaw's, his imagination

though as Metaphysical as vaughfi-n's

W less

intellectual, and even

open to the charge of oensuousness;

first appear.
"So soon as thou shalt
The moon of maiden stars, thy white
Mistress, attended by such bright
souls as thy shining self, shall come.
And in her first ranks make thee room..

what delight, when revealed I4fe shall stand
And teach thy lips Heaven with His hand;
On which thou now may'st to thy wishes
Heap up thy consecrated kisses.
What joys shall seize thy soul, when she.
Bending her blessed eyes on thee,
(Those second smiles of heaven^, shall dart
Her mild rays through thy melting heart,
"..All thy good \"orks which went before
And waited for thee at the door,
Shall own thee there, and all in one
Weave a constellation
Of crowns, with which the King, thy spouse
Shall build up they triumphant brows...
Thou Shalt look round about, and see
Thousands oi crown'd souls throng to be
Themselves thy crown...
Thou with the Lamb, thy Lord, shalt go.
And whereso'er He sets His v/hite
Steps, walk with Him those ways of light."
Hymn to s. Teresa pp. 133-5)
(

In many ways, especially

the Metaphysicals,

I

-in-

,

the matter of style, the v;eakest of~-

take crashaw last and run the risk of a weak

ending, because, in this matter of superterrestrial imagination,
he has a gift beyond any other member of the school.

said in objection that he imagines

It may be

heaven after the figures of

earth, and patterns divine love on human- while the typical Meta-

'/

\y-

U^j
(CL^

&1m

-
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physical does not^sshow an absence of sensuous images;

Aqqs not use them interpretatively

;,

hfa,

onl y

if crashaw appears toid't is

because his readers' imaginations are too earthy for him and suppose him to be doing what he is not.

'{'in

English Crashaw'

s

is

the only mystically ecstatic poetry we ''have; and we have nothing

The Spanish mystics give us the clue; Crashaw has

to go by.

the imagination of a saint;-

"i.'oet

and Saint", Cov;ley calls

him;-

„—-1

"Poet and Saint I to thee alone are given
The two most sacred names of earth and heaven.
The hard and rarest xmion that can be
Next that of Godhead with humanity"

'

He is J itf'imagination, ^plifted to something like a direct apprehension of states to which no earthly experience, no human
love, could give him the key; and there he is held with only the

"frail visibles" of human language in which to pour out his rap-

tures^J^e must not be misled by his "flames" and "darts" and
Not possessed of the sober judgment of the supreme

"kisses"^

poets, his chief inspiration the prose of 3. Teresa,

-

which

while not itself florid compels its translator to such heights
of expression as he is capable of-^and wielding an almost too sup-

ple and exquisite poetic instrument, the—language he uses

-is

the only language possible to him, and it is carping to ask for

any other.

Moreover, for all its over-decoration it has a sub-

stantial body.

Such a line as

"Shall b^lild up thy triumphant brows"
shows a strong hand, and when there is a call for it, Crashaw

has "a firm-pointed pen".

Indeed, though delicate it is firm-
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pointed thro tigh out

.

There is a skilful traoery and unblizrred

handling of the figures here; there is great assurance (it was
necessary) in the management of the emotion; there is a definite-

ness of thought which, at such a height it would need the mental
alertness of a Metaphysical poet to maintain.

But

I1&.

is by his

free and bold imagination v/hich does not draw back from depict-

ing heaven itself,- not intellectually like Donne, nor in negatives and symbols, like Vaughan, but having, as it were, its eye
on the object that he touches the siimmit of the Metaphysical

g'ft, or that portion of it which has for its field the science
of the celestial.
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conclusion

In this essay

have limited myself to the exposition of

i

a theory of Metaphysical poetry, in trying to bring under a few

principles - as few as would account for them

-

all the unusual

elements which seemed to have a relation to one another in the

work of the five poets

I

have considered.

Such a procedure

isolates only a part of the whole problem.

The first part of

it, whether, in fact, the Metaphysical school has a real exist-

ence,

I

had to assume, not as solved, but as sufficiently indi-

cated by criticism to serve as an hypothesis.

The second part,

that is, what elements constitute the Metaphysical character,

would follow from the solution of the first,

ji-or

the only vay

the existence of a school could be demonstrated would be to com-

pare the work of those poets, who, by something like a common
consent, were called Metaphysical, to search for common or related elements, deducing that these similar elements, if they furn-

ished a unique poetical combination, constituted a school,

iviy

method has been to name certain principles, to indicate on what
grounds

I

arrived at them and then show how they included all

of the tendencies in these writers, which bind them together and

distinguish them from the poets about them,

had to assume no more than if

I

in this method,

I

had taken up the problem earlier,

for, in both methods, it would be necessary to work on the hypo-

thesis that the full Metaphysical character would declare itself,
if anywhere, in the five poets studied.

And if it is true that
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there is a real connexion between the traits of these poets, a

connexion having a character of its own and not merely

aaa

adven-

titious,- that, in itself, is evidence, that they make up a
school. TO make the study complete

theory as well as stated it.

I

should have applied my

Are there other Metaphysical poets

besides those from whom the principles have been deduced?

it

is plain that some of the same elements are to be found in all

we would still need to compose

poetry contemporary with theirs,

two tests, one to detect the presence of the Metaphysical strain
in any poetry; one to distinguish a poet completely Metaphysical

from one who shows the strain but who is better classified with
some other group.

I'o

compose and apply these tests would make

Here

another study longer than this.

with a definition which

wii-1

I

shall content myself

serve as a test for the Metaphysical

strain, wherever it is found.

On what grounds, then, do we say this or that poet is
a Metaphysical?

vvhat

right have we to assume that certain fea-

tures put together from four or five poets, pointed to by what
after all are fairly indefinite indications, constitute the meta-

physical character?

I'et

we have a ground.

The features gather-

ed by the light of a faint criticism, when set beside one another,

make up a face>
ed, poets,

scattered about in various, not always associat-

and there half-ef faced

,

they seem, even by an unscrut-

inized impression, to have a connexion though an unclear one.

More curiously examined they bear out this impression; to use
the popular modern expression, their connexion is organic. From
the conglomerate a single character emerges.

Z'
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The first essential of a definition of "Metaphysical"
is that intellectual energy shall be an ideal to which all other

poetic ideals are subordinate.

But since there are a few other

poets (not many) who share this ideal, we must modify it and say
(2) that, in style,

this energy works on a base of 17th century

classicism, and (3), in substance, on a base of scholastic
These phrases, which are in themselves rather in-

philosophy.

definite, need to be read in the light of the whole essay. Yet
I

do not think we will go far wrong,

if,

coming upon a passage

in which the style is active and masculine, the substance shows
a familiar acquaintance with the philosophy of the School, and

intellectual energy is dominant, we pronounce it Metaphysical.
This definition says nothing of conceits or of the other charac-

teristic faults of the school; but these may be included under

"intellectual energy", since, if that is allowed to domineer
over the imaginative and emotional faculties, a train of bad

resdlts, including conceits, may be expected to follow.
phrase,, while not

The

excluding the vices, points to the virtues of

the school.

One of the plainest signs that this character is single
and integral is that, when we use it as a standard by which

i>^

measure the work of any one poet, it cannot be made to fit some
portions of it, and, yet will extend itself to take in another
portion, ^nd stamp as Metaphysical some element peculiar to that

author alone.
for a very

One cannot help seeing that Herbert's fondness

horilely,

almost a common, diction

- a

diction Cowley
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would have disdained as "low"

- is

only an extension of a princi-

ple which Gowley shared and acted upon, that is, the rejection

modem

of the conventional "poetic" in favour of the vocabulary of

speech.

Normally, each representative of the school will exhibit

certain of its characteristics in a more complete and perfect

manner than any other in the group, while, at the same time, he
will be blind on the side of certain other elements,

some of

his work is bound to be un-Metaphysical or non-Metaphysical, and
the rest to exhibit the metaphysical character only incompletely.

This theory of their poetic procedure is not founded on

any enumeration of common elements; the theory itself supplies
to bear

a connexion between tendencies which superficially seem

no particular resemblance.

Nor does it assume that every poet

exhibits either all of these tendencies accounted for, or any
of them in an equal degree with other members of the group, in

this

I

follow the analogy of any other school of poetry,

no

single poet in this group, not Donne himself, will exhibit all
its characteristics, and the least Metaphysical among them has

some quality - seen to be Metaphysical by an extension of prin-

ciple - which belongs to him almost exclusively.

Each in his

own fashion illustrates some aspects of the movement,

in every instance

I

ao,

if

have not been able to quote in confirmation

from all five poets, my theory is not weakened by it.

indeed

if they possessed unanimously the qualities which would make

that possible, it would be a sign of the artificiality of the

links which connected them.
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I

am aware that

ray

account of these principles is open

to contradiction and disagreement.

ognize that

I

In some of its details

I

rec-

may very well have fallen into that common pit-fall

of theorists - that of asstuning for the facts in question my

interpretation was not only the right but the only one.

But

even if there Is another and better interpretation, not open
to minor charges of incorrectness, this study will not be wasted,

if it helps to establish the conviction that "Metaphysical"

is not an empty title, nor an odd expression for a certain kind

of queer conceit, but that the name occupies a place -WMtng the

theories of poetic style, is a good name for a unique combination of poetic principles, and furnishes the best description
of a number of poets - not the least in our language - who other-

wise have not been satisfactorily classified.
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The page and volume references, when no edition is specified, are taken from Muses' Library Editions of the poems of

Donne, Vaughan, crashaw, Marvell, carew and Drummond,

The text

of Cowley is Waller's issued by the Cambridge press; of Herbert,

Willmott's edition in the British Poets series,
I

used the puller's worthies Edition.

i'or

Southwell
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VITA
I,

Grace, Bagnall Branham was born in Baltimore, Septem-

ber the eighth, 1887.

I

graduated from the Bryn

1906, and from 3ryn Mawr college in 1910.
I

Jb'rom

Liawr

School in

1910 until 1912

was secretary for the Constmiers' League of Maryland; studied

English and Economics at the Johns Hopkins university from Jan-

uary to June of 1913, and the next year (1913-1914) taught English and Greek at Saint Mary's School, Garden City, Long Island.
In 1914

I

resumed post-graduate work at the university, follov/-

ing the courses in English, philosophy and prench, taking the

degree of Master of Arts in 1916.

My work in English was done

under the direction of Professor James Wilson Bright, in phil-

osophy under Professors Arthur

0.

Love joy and Henry Slonimsky

and in French under Professors Armstrong and M. Carcassonne,
to all of whom

I

take this opportunity of expressing my sincere

appreciation, but especially to Dr. Bright.
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